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corporation under the
with the following officers:
-I. Weeks; Vice President,
iry ; Secretary, L. Montez
lm O. Gilman; Hoard of
I ii. Libby, John 0. Gil4e

;
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This action on the
s taken in
consequence
-n of that society to actnd at some future time
■ling thereon.

Camden, entertained
Wedn esday afternoon
i"»th. There was a large
ige,

S

oaiiy granges were reprewas
transacted in the

following program was
address of welcome,

s',

use, Mrs. 0. Gardiner;
Miss Hall: discussion;
most important for the

j
1

j
j

was

participated in

by

i'll uteresting exposition of
proposed by the legislative
*•
supper was served at 5

evening 24 candidates relegree, after which the
un was given:
Singing by
M ss Sara Ross; solo, Slis3
ustrumental solo, Miss
.cling, Mr. Nash; solo. Miss
Hurkett; song, by choir;
*

nine l’aul.

I

Grange of YVinterport
ursday evening, Feb. 16th,
:-d guests Morning Light
M on roe. The grange opened
emonies. YY’orthy Master
until the end of the pro'ine visiting friends not bei"r to be present,
lnter-

ol.iting to the good of the
and mankind, were made
-r. Mrs. YY'oodmau, Capt.
"Hi Curtis, all of Morn-

i

■

Ait able address of welYda M. Dyer. Remarks
Helen Cooper, Mamie
and Mrs. YY’alter Fair-

i
■

l.ight. Iiiterniissioii for
1 by the following procarris

Chase;

Old Fash-

>cliool, by nine participants,
ue, instrumental duet, Eld Clements; encore; tabad llliss Disturbed; trio;
Mrs. Eliza Clements, Neland C. II. Libby; tableaux,
aiding and a Young Man’s
Delia

Nealey;

song, YY'ala-or«d; original paper, conice, local hits and original
arrie Hardy; illustrated
!appj Till She Alet You; relict llraley and others of

a,

>

Grange.

Morning Light

ex-

of thanks for hospitaliG range.
vote

kS IN REAL ESTATE.
transfers in real estate
Waldo County Registry of
week ending Feb. 21, 1905:

ng

!

West Acton, Mass., to
Monroe; land and
'nnville. Frank W. Kelley,
Patrick Kelley, Winterport;
•port. Joshua C. Littlefield,
-it <». Hussey,
Waldo; land in
W. Lamb, Lincolnville, to
ton,

'lion,

et al,

•mi

Lincolnville;

land

Lincolnville. Marietta
Minnesota, to M. H. Haley,
1 in Prospect. Mary E. C.
"I, to Prospect Building Assn ;
t.
I.ucitta F. Hunt, Unity,
Hunt, Unity; land in Unity,
nib, Searsport, to Frank E.
:: sport; land and
buildings iu
Ina E. Upton, Camden, to
Lamb, Lincolnville; land and
Lincolnville. Annie B. Mul'ille, to Eugene W. Lamb,
and and buildings in Lin
■nnie <L Young, Lincolnville,
Young, Lincolnville; land
n Lincolnville.
F. A. Hickey,
1 red L. Toothaker, Belfast;
!iport. Charles B. Murch,
I ward K. Murch,
Unity; land
" illis Richardson, Knox, tong, Brooks; land and buildings
ene F. Collins, lslesboro, to
Lollins, lslesboro; land and
lslesboro. Mary J. Bradstreet,
Lottie E. Bradstreet, Palermo;
in

j
!

■

mo.

Justice Fuller to Retire.
Rumors regardn, Feb. 14.
if retirement of Chief Justice
Puller were set afloat again tobeeame known that tliis was
eeond birthday of the Chief
: tie age at which he becomes
lirenient from the Supreme
and enjoy a salary of $10,500 a
lie lives. Those who preinside information declare
Puller will resign his ottice
■r
immediately after he has adbe oath of office to President
II is reported by the same per■ne President’s
plan to offer the
i .1 ustice to
Secretary Taft.
o-

■

The Skunk

Industry.

the revival of the skunk inlose of the
high price of skunk
■' a
contemporary of Bill Nye’s
man who conducted a skunk
"liana. “Last year,” said Bill,
upped at the Baptist church, but
ihe eungregation has
paid him five
w eek to
pray in secret.”—Biddeit of

*

''■'ouinal.

Hearing

on

Seaport

R. R.

will be held before the State
ailroad commissioners at the Ban,, l,M‘
"n
Thursday, February 23d, at 10
|
'''the forenoon for the purpose of
plans
Kiirti.'P Maine and profile maps of the
ii, ¥
Seaport railroad and apuf t|le "le location of the proposed route
■

~

Passed into spirit life, Feb. 6th, Patience
wife of Martin B. Hunt of Belmont, aged
74 years, 10 months and 3 days. Mrs. Hunt
was quite
widely known and had many
dear friends who will feel their loss deeply.
She had an affectionate disposition and
made every one around her huppy. She
was ever ready to lend a helping hand to
those in distress and give an encouraging
word to the downhearted. She believed in
the love of God and his power to save. She
bore her last sickness bravely and passed
away peacefully, leaving to mourn their loss
a husband, one daughter, Mrs. Emma Hills,
three grandchildren, Mrs. Lenora
\Vadlin)
Mr. Irving Hills, and Miss Nellie Hills,
two great grandchildren, Ernest VVadlin
and Bernard Hills, one brother, Mr. Hiram

High School in the class of 1894, and
from
Coburn Classical Institute in
1895.
she
was for two years a student
in Wellesley
College. In September 1898 she became the
wife of George A. Bailey, who died
May l
1904. The remains will be
brought to
fast early next spring and the
interment
made in the Fletcher lot in Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Fletcher has the
sympathy of her
many Belfast friends in her sudden and
severe bereavement.
The funeral services
were held Saturday, Feb. 18th, at St.
Mark’s
Church, 10th street and Second Ave., at 2.30
p. m.,; Rev. Dr. Batten, rector of the
church officiating.

Bel!

U. OF M. NEWS.

LEGISLATIVE HATTEKS
INTEREST.

OF

LOCAL

THE WALDO COUHTY HOSPITAL.

The Beta Theta Pi fraternity moved into
their handsome new house last Saturday,
Prohibition matters are certainly to the
but will do no formal entertaining until fore in the Maine
legislature this session.
commencement.
The Sturgis bill promises a reform, the
proposition to abolish the State liquor
The Sigma Alpha Epsilons held their agency is before, the solons, but it was reannual alumni banquet at their chapter served for Rep. Stevens to cap the climax
house last Saturday evening. A number of with a bill introduced Feb. 14th which inthe alumni were present and, as it was the cludes cider with the prohibited
wine, ale,
first of these banquets to be held in their porter, strong beer, lager beer, and all
new house, it was specially enjoyable.
other malt liquors as well as all distilled
spirits, when said cider contains more than
Hr. M. 0. Fernald addressed the Y. M. C.
A. in the Art Guild last Sunday afternoon,
on
“Working Out Your Own Salvation.”
This is the last talk in the Sun day afternoon
series which was arranged for early in the
year, but the meetings have been so successful and well atteuded that plans for continu-

SI 500

a

Tear.

Augusta, Feb. 21. The committee on
appropriations and financial affairs has
voted “ought to pass” on resolve
carrying
$1500 a year for the Waldo County Hospital.
I he original resolve called for $3000 a
year
and at a previous hearing was
reported unfavorably by the committee. At the hearing this afternoon many prominent citizens
ot Belfast were
present to urge upon the
committee the necessity of granting the
hospital the appropriation. John R. Dunton. Esq., of Belfast appeared first in bethe resolve, outlining the work which
three per cent, of alcohol. All of these fluids
the hospital is doing both on charitable and
are declared intoxicating within the meangeneral lines of work. Others who
appeared
ing of this chapter, but this enumeration in favor of the measure were Judge
R. W.
shall not prevent any other pure or mixed Rogers,and M. C.Hill of Belfast; Dr.Millett
of Searsmont and
Judge J. W. Black of
liquors from being considered intoxicating.
bearsport.

Emily, widow of John Shales, died Feb.
16th at the home of her son, Mayor Lendal
T. Shales, on Congress street. Mrs. Shales
had had several shocks and her last illness
was of that nature. She was born in GorThe committee on education Feb. 14th
Brewster, and one sister, Mrs. Abbie Mar- ham, Maine, in August 1818, the daughter of
riner. Her funeral service was held at her Daniel and Mary Jordan Tyler. In 1841 she ing them are already being considered. Miss voted to report a resolve in favor of Kates
late residence Feb. 9th, Rev. C. F. Beebee of married John Shales. They had three sons, Elizabeth R. Estabrooke, ’08, of Orono was college in the sum of $15,000 for the erection
of a Female Dormitory. The
Searsmont officiating. The floral offerings Wm. II who was in the war and died in Lib- the soloist last Sunday.
original resolve called for an appropriation of
were very beautiful.
Her remains were in- by Prison in 1862; Arthur F.,who died when
$30,000.
8 years of age, and Lendal T., who survives.
The Sigma Alpha Epsilons gave a dancing
terred in the South Belmont cemetery.
She
is
survived
The Senate, Feb. 15th, on the yea and
by two grandchildren, Mrs. party at their chapter house Tuesday evenHow shall 1 know thee in the sphere which
nay
Alice Shales Ilayford and Wm. Arthur ing.
vote accepted the report of the committee
keeps
The disembodied spirits of the dead,
Shales. Mrs. Shales was a staunch Univeron appropriations and financial
affairs to
When all of thee that time could wither
The Women’s Club of Orono held their refer to the next legislature the bill and resalist, and her pastor said she was very firm
sleeps
in her belief. The funeral occurred at her annual guest night at the Mt. Vernon House solve asking for the
And perishes among the dust we tread ?
appropriation of $40,late home Sunday at 2 o’clock, Rev. A. A. last Tuesday evening. Mr. Harper of New 000 for the establishment of a home for the
Will not thy own meek heart demand me
Mendelssohn
Club
the
soloist
for
the
Smith
feeble minded.
officiating. The floral offerings were York,
there?
The proposition was deThat heart whose fondest throbs to me beautiful. The bearers were Messrs. G. G. concert in Bangor Monday night, sang, and bated at length by Senator
Staples of Knox,
were given;
Pierce, Charles F. and W. A. Swift and Mrs. C. R. Patterson of Orono gave read- Senator Morse of Waldo and Senator PhiMy name on earth was ever in thy prayer,
ings. Refreshments were served, and a de- loon of Androscoggin,
William F. Follett.
And wilt thou never utter it in heaven.
speaking in behalf of
lightful evening was spent.
the bill, and Senators Putnam of AroosThe love that lived through all the stormy
The Watchman of Feb. 9th had a very aptook, Pike of Washington and Simpson of
past,
And meekly with my harsher nature bore, preciative notice of Rev. Edward A. Capen,
College was closed Wednesday, as Febru- York speaking in behalf of the committee’s
whose death occurred at his home in North
And deeper grew, and tenderer to the last,
ary 22nd is a legal holiday.
report against the bill. The yea and nayShall it expire with life, and be no more? Tonawanda, N. Y., Feb. 4th. The
funeral
vote was as follows:
Yet though thou wear’st the glory of the services were held in Watertown, Mass.,
The Somerset County Club, which inYeas: Allen, Hailey, Brown, Clark, Fursky,
where he had preached 23 years. The many cludes in its membership a number of the
bish, Gardiner, Haselton, Irving, KnowlWilt thou not keep the same beloved
friends of Rev. Randall T. Capen, his son, faculty, recently had a meeting and smoke
name,
ton, Morse, Owen, Pierce, Pike, Potter,
The same fair thoughtful brow, and gentle extend sympathy to him in the loss of so de- talk.
Plummer, Putnam, Shackford, Shaw, Simpeye,
voted a parent.
son, Stetson, Sturgis, Tartre and Tupper.
Lovelier in heaven’s sweet climate, yet
The basket ball team started on Saturday
the same ?
Nays: Bartlett, Curtis, Mills, Philoon and
The funeral services of the late Mrs. Wm. for its first
trip outside the State. Its Startles.
Shalt thou uot teach me, in that calmer II. Moody occurred at her late residence on schedule included Fairfield Athletic Club,
Absent, Randall.
home,
Congress street Feb. 15th.
Rev. A. A. The Ashland, N. H., Athletic Club, DartThe wisdom that I learn so ill in this—
Senator Staples spoke at great length and
Smith, pastor of the Universalist church, ofSt.
Norwich
The wisdom which is love—till I become
Johnsbury,
University, with muoh
ficiated and Messrs. John R. Dunton, Ralph mouth,
fervor, saying that he believed
Thy fit companion in that land of bliss?
H. Howes, Ben D. Field and Fred G. White Tufts and Boston College. The team, capthat the tax payers were perfectly willing
acted as bearers.
tained by G. K. Huntington, ’05, of Lynn,
the
silent
has
entered
Again
messenger
to sanction the outlay which the school for
was composed of F. W. Matheas, ’07, of
our grange and taken a loved sister and
Mrs. Emily Brooks Kaler of this city died
the feeble minded would necessitate.
charter member, Patience Hunt. She passed
in Bangor Tuesday. The funeral will be Bangor; W. J. St. Ouge, ’07, of Dover; G. S.
away after a useful and well spent life. held here at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Owen, ’06, Portland; G. A. Stuart, '08,
Sister Hunt labored earnestly and most sucIn the Senate Feb. 16th Morse of Waldo
Samuel Adams, on Northport Ave., Friday
Calais and R. F. Talbot, ’07, of Andover,
cessfully for the good of the order as long at 1.30 p. m. We will
presented an act amending the Revised
give an obituary noas she was able to attend.
substitute.
tice next week.
Statutes, Section 57 of Chapter 29, relating
Our hearts go out in sympathy to the sorto “squealing” cases, by adding the followrowing relatives and friends, "for we can
Daniel L. Pitcher died yesterday at his
To-morrow, Friday, night the musical
realize how keenly this sad blow falls upon
ing: “If any such intoxicated person shall
them. The memory of her will ever be a home in Belfast after a short illness. The clubs will give a concert in City Hall, Banfuneral will be held Friday at 2.30 p. m.
make and file with the court before which
sweet and soothing balm which will calm
of the Y. P. C. U.
under
the
gor,
auspices
he is brought for trial, a statement in writtheir aching hearts in this hour of sorrow, His obituary will be given next week.
of the Universalist church of that city. Ou
and after the journey of life is over how
ing, signed and sworn to by him, showing
Edward
for
of
Feb.
start
Camden
died
Capt.
Hopkins
27th, they
Bucksport
Monday,
sweet it will be to meet in that happy home
suddenly Feb. 13th. He was in his usaul and will go from there to Rockland and from whom, how, when and where he obwhere there will be no more separation.
good health and worked in the morning
tained the liquor upon which he became inin Belfast, by sleigh,
Her life work is ended.
chopping ice. He ate his dinner, but pre- Camden, and arrive
toxicated, said court, if satisfied of the truth
Her spirit from earth hath flown.
viously complained of a pain in his side. March 2nd. From Belfast Manager Wilson
Gone to join the beloved daughter.
On arising from the table he dropped to the will go to Massachusetts to arrange fora thereof, may in its discretion suspend mittiWho’ll greet her in a heavenly home.
floor and died without a struggle. Captain
mus or remit the sentence in whole or in
there later in the season.
Our hearts are tilled with grief
Hopkins was a man beloved by all. Ever trip
and the making of a false statement
part,
For the one we’ll see no more.
genial and thoughtful of others, a kind fashall be deemed perjury and punished acGod has called her home
ther and husband and a good citizen, his
A new fraternity, Delta Mu, has been orTo rest, to rest for ever more.
death will be keenly felt. He is survived
cordingly.”
this year, and is composed of about
Soon the barren hills will blossom with by a wife, daughter Rebecca, one son, Frank, ganized
The same Senator introduced an act prois
members.
The
a
monowho
gold
is
on
a
twenty
pin
time
but
i
to
her
has
from
come the
Boston to
barge sailing
spring
beauty,
for open season on white perch in
eternal summer. On the black-draped ca -1 southern ports, four sisters, Mrs. Rebecca gram of the two Greek letters, Delta Mu, viding
Lake St. George in Waldo county.
ket rested crimson flowers, an emblem of Glidden of Vinalhaven, Mrs. Harriet Mudis
set with pearls, and
specially attractive.
He also presented an act to amend the
sorrowing hearts in our order; beautiful gett of Belfast, Mrs. Monsonand Mrs. Smith,
pinks and roses, fit tokens for her life and I and three brothers, Captains Reuben and
law providing for open time on deer in the
fragrant as the pleasant words she spoke; I Martin of Boston and Captain John HopSigma Chis receutly gave II. S. Palmer of counties of
Kennebec,’ Waldo, Knox and
but more calm and radiant was the setting kills of Camden, and in their sudden bea surprise party on the occasion of
sun of that life.
No more toil, no more reavement they have the deepest sympathy Bangor
Lincoln so that it shall be lawful to kill one
his
birthday.
teais, no more sickness, no more death. God of all. The deceased was about 67 years of
deer during the month of November of each
grant the healing balm of resignation may age.
console their wounded hearts, and pausing
Edwin F. liearce, ’05, of Auburn was a year. In no case shall it be lawful to kill a
oft amid life’s busy scenes, may we rememCaptain Joseph A. Perry died Feb. Kith at delegate from Beta Eta Chapter of Beta fawn, is a new provision of the law.
ber the home so lately cheerful and happy, his home in East Boston, aged 80. He was
born in Rockland, Me., Jan. 9, 1825. He first Theta Pi to the 24th annual reunion and
now sad and lonely.
The committee on legal affairs reported
Resolved, While so many of our number went to sea as a boy, his early voyages being dinner of the New England Chapters at the
ought to pass in a new draft on the act in
on small craft which sailed in and out of
are gradually being removed from our ranks
Hotel Vendome, Boston, Feb. 17th.
Rockland. He had been following the sea
we bow in humble submission to the divine
relation to the Winterport Ferry Company.
will knowing that He doeth all things well. less than five years when he was made capWood
and
Professors
Gowell
went
to
AuResolved, That in memory of our loved tain. Then he sailed schooners, barques
One of the most important bills introduced
sister our charter be draped in mourning and barkentines to ail parts of the world in gusta last week and appeared before the
into the house Feb. Kith, under suspension
for 30 days; that a copy of these resolu- the forty years he followed the sea, retiring
committee
at its hearing on
Agricultural
tions be presented to the relatives of the twenty two years ago, at that time being
of the rules, was one by Hutchins of Penobdeceased and spread upon the records of captain of the barkentine David A. Preston, pure food laws. President Fellows also apscot to limit the tenure of State officers to
in 1876 he came to Boston and since he has
our order.
a
committee on State printpeared before
been a resident of East Boston. When he
not more than six years, the bill to apply to
Nellie B. Marrixer,
retired from the sea he was engaged bv the ing.
Helen Foss,
persons now holding office and take effect
Red Star Towing & Wrecking Company of
Hester Morse,
President Fellows and Professor Hurd when appmved.
Committee.
Boston, and had charge of all the tugs,
wreckers and steamers of the company that are to attend the annual banquet of the
The committee on agriculture Feb. Kith
Mr. Charles K. Harrison died at his home came to Boston. A few vearsago Mr. Perry New York Alumni
Association and the banwent to the Boston Fruit Co., by which he
reported to vote ought to pass on the reat 5 Lincolnville avenne, Feb. Kith, after a
was employed up to the time of his death.
quet of the Boston Alumni at Hotel Bellevue, solve
appropriating 85,000 for the extermilong and lingering illness of consumption,
Boston, in the near future. President Fel- nation of
the brown-tail moth and other
Charles Taylor died at his residence in
lie was born in Liverpool, England, Aug.
lows represents the college and Professor
insects. The moths have created a large
Unity Feb. 5, aged 78 years. Mr. Taylor
10, 1850. When 4 years old he came to Tid- had
for many years been one of the leading Hurd the athletic interests.
amount of damage in the State,
nish Bridge, N. II., with his parents. When merchants in
particularly
Unity, a prominent member
in the western section. The committee voted
18 he came to Charlestown, Mass., where he of the church, a leader in the Sunday school,
Last Wednesday C. S. Dontown, Superinto report ought to pass on the resolve
learned the stoue cutter’s trade, and later and dearly beloved by his scholars; a man tendent of
approApprentices for the Westingwhose interest was always to be depended
worked on government contracts among
priating 83,000 to prevent contagious disin
house
Electrical
cause
for
the
Manufacturing Company,
promoting any
good of
upon
eases among cattle and horses.
the Maine Islands. Twenty years ago last his fellow townsmen, and the
uplifting of spoke to the electrical engineers on the
June he came to Belfast and for a short humanity; a Christian man in spirit and in
truth, lie was a prominent and zealous opportunities of their apprentice system
Ill the house Thursday Rep. Milliken of
time conducted a livery stable under the
Mason, a charter member and Past Grand for college graduates. A number of the
Island Falls introduced a bill that make the
firm name of Tabor & Harrison. For 10 Master of Star in the West lodge, Past alumni are in the employ of this
company.
druggists of Maine sit up. The bill is enyears he was a member of the firm of Har- High Priest of Dunlap Chapter, and Past
President of Keystone Council; also a much
titled an act to provide for tbe proper labelrison, Wood & Co., granite workers, selling esteemed member
F.
Learned
and
II.
C.
E.
are
ab'OS,
Foss,
of St. Oilier Commander}
ing of proprietary medicines containing
out three years ago on account of failing of Knights Templar.
sent
from
on
thesis
work.
A widow and two
college
alcohol and narcotic drugs. The bill is as
health. He married Miss Eftie M. Grant of sons survive him.
The funeral services
were held at his late residence Thursday at
follows:
Jackson, who was then living in Rockland. 11 a.
Professor C. Frank Allen, of the Massam., conducted by Rev. C. W. Ross, pasSection 1— No person shall sell, expose
They lost four daughters, and one survives, tor of the village church. Many beautiful chusetts Institute of Technology, whose ilMargaret C. Two sisters remain, Mrs. flowers from the Knights Templar, church, lustrated lecture on the “Development of for sale, or have in his possession with intten to sell
Sunday school, and friends attested the love the
patent or proprietary remedy
Margaret McCormack of Souris, Prince Ed- and
Railroad,” given in the chapel last Fri- or medicinalany
esteem in which he was held.
compound containing any drug
ward’s Island, and Mrs. John Haley of
day, was specially enjoyed, gave the civil mentioned in section 17 of chapter ISO of the
iveison>
iv ouster uieu
Antigonish, N. S. His stepfather, Renaldo
recently in engineers interesting talks Thursday after- Revised ^Statutes Jor more than three per
Hospital, Boston, and his remains noon and Friday morning ou “Railroad Sig- cent of alcohol except as hereinafter proChappell, ill years of age, has made his City
vided.
were brought to Rockland and placed in
home with him, but of late has been with the
Section 3.—Any patent or proprietary
receiving tomb at Sea View cemetery. nals” and “Economical Railroad ConstrucMrs. Harrison’s people in Jackson. Two The deceased was nearly 38
or medicinal compound containing
tion.”
remedy
years of age
more than three per cent of alcohol shall
and
a
native
of
Win
ter
He
sailed
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harrison
took
port.
their
years ago
have
Rockland for some years either as mate or
plainly and couspicuously written or
Professor 0. F. Lewis lectures in Gardidaughter, for the benefit of her health, to
printed on the outside wrapper or package,
captain of stone sloop**, but more recently
Texas and California, but were obliged to had been employed in the East Boston ner next Friday night on “The Town Beau- if any, and on the bottle or receptacle; the
exact percentage of alcohol which the medireturn home on account of the father’s ill- freight yard. He was a Mason and member tiful.”
cine contains. Any remedy or proprietary
of Gen. Berry Lodge, K. of P.; a
ness. They were absent from Belfast about
young
or medicinal
man who was held in high respect
compound containing
Dy all
Miss Mary L. Nelson, ex. ’Off, of Solon, is remedy
10 months.
The deceased was a kind and who knew him. He is survived
any di ng mentioned in section 17 of
by his wife,
of Miss J. C. Colcord, ’07, of Sears- .10 of the Revised Statutes shall havechapter
and indulgent husband and father, a good who was formerly Bertha Sprague of Vin- the guest
plainly
and conspicuously written or
port, at the Mt. Vernon House.
printed on the
citizens, and was respected by all who had alhaven, and by one daughter, Gladys.
outside wrapper or package, if any, and on
the pleasure of his acquaintance. The earnthe bottle or receptacle, the exact percentage
Frank Kemp died Saturday night, Feb.
One of the prettiest social events of the of each of these
est sympathy of all who know the family 11th, at his home in Millville, aged 49 years.
drugs which the medicine
took
the
military ball,
place In Alum- contains.
is extended to the bereaved wifeand daugh- A wife, three children, Beatrice, Mary and year,
Section
one
of
1.—Any
James
person violating any of
Frank,
brother,
Camden, ni Hall last Friday evening. The reception
ter. He was very brave and cheerful dur- three
sisters, Mrs. Edward Elms of Belfast, committee, consisting of Adjutant-General the provisions of this act shall be punished
for
each
his
offence
ing
long and enforced idleness and bore Mrs. A. F. Elms of Mewcastle and Mrs.
by a line of not less than
and Mrs. Farnham, Major and Mrs. E. II. §50 nor more than §300 or by imprisonment
his pain without complaint.
He was a Samuel Cooper of Camden and an aged
mother, Mrs. John Easton of Camden, sur- Kelley, President and Mrs. G. E. Fellows, for not less than 30 days nor more than 150
member of Waldo Lodge, I. O. 0. F.,of Pe- vive hint; Mr.
hemp was of a retiring na- Captain and Mrs. C. J. Symonds, Mrs. J. days in the descretion of the court
Section 4.—This act shall take effect Jan.
nobscot Encampment, and of Canton Pallas ture, kind to his family and a faithful
W. McClure and J. II. McClure, major of 1, 1900.
of Belfast, and of the Stone Cutters' Na- friend, and his death will be sincerely
the
stood
in
front of a tent, in
mourned. The funeral was held Tuesday
batallion,
tional Union of Vinalhaven. All of these
The chief matter of importance in Friday’s
afternoon, Rev. G. M. Bailey officiating.
a miniature evergreen forest, surrounded
orders sent fioral pieces, the wreath from
legislative session was the passage in the
with
stacked
arms.
The
band,
stationed
on
house without a dissenting vote of the Oakes
Augustus M. Brown, an old and respectthe Union being specially beautiful. He
ed citizen of Bangor, died at bis home in the platform, played during the reception
At nine o’clock the doors of the gymnasium bill, so-called, which provides penalties for
was buried last Sunday afternoon uuder
that city Feb. 15th at the advanced age of 90
non-feasance of duty by sheriffs, deputythe auspices of the Odd Fellows, Rev. A. years. Mr. Brown was born in Camden on were opened, the buglers sounded their call
and the company gradually filled up the sheriffs and county attorneys. Two reports
a carpenter by trade.
and
was
on
this matter came from the committee on
April
6,
1814,
A. Smith officiating. Messrs. F. M. Wood,
corners and chairs around the hall.
He was a member of the church and a man cosy
legal aftiairs.
Harvey Gray, B. B. Greenlaw and J. H. of excellent standing in the community. He The decorations, consisting of Maine blue
The minority report is signed by Senator
bunting, crossed guns, pennants aud Hags,
Dennett acted as bearers.
was twice married and leaves several sons
Staples of Knox, “ought not to pass,” while
and daughters to mourn their loss. He had were artistically arranged and very effec- the other nine members of the committee
active man all his life until a few tive. Cosy corners were arranged at con- report “ought to
Sarah H., widow of George A. Bailey, been an
pass.” The amendment
venient intervals aud added much to the apago when he fell from a staging on a
of the room. The band, situated to the bill presented by Rep. Morey of
died in a hospital in New York, Feb. lfith, years
house, receiving injuries from which he pearance
that every person holdLewiston,
providing
under the gallery at the end of the hall,
a United States revenue license shall be
aged 28 years and three months. She and never fully recovered.
played for an order of fifteen dances. After indicted at
every term of court, was not inher mother, Mrs. J. M. Fletcher, were spendThe remains of Miss Alice Condon arriv- the bugle call Adjutant Whittier announced
corporated in the bill.
ing the winter in New York and Mrs. ed in Bucksport Tuesday morning, Feb. 14th, the order of march, which was led by the
Mr. Reed of Portland took the matter
to
taken
the funeral being reception committee, followed by the ofand were
from the table and Mr. Oakes, father of the
Bailey was in her usual health until the held in that place inOrland,
theafternoon. Miss Con- ficers, then the cadets, and following them
bill, moved that the majority report, ought
Friday previous to her death, when she was don died in Washington, 1). C., where she the guests. The dance orders
were very to
pass, be accepted, and the house so voted
been employed for
taken severely ill. Sunday the attending has
several years pretty and specially appropriate to the occlerk in one of the departments and was casion. The dancing was kept up till a unanimously.
physician advised her removal to the hospi- as
73 years of age.
She leaves a brother, J. quarter past one, when special cars left for
tal, where she was operated on for appen- S. Condon of Orland, besides a large
circle Bangor and Old Town. The committee of
In the House Feb. 17th, Mr. Sparrow of
dicitis which was followed by peritonitis, of friends to mourn their loss.
arrangements consisted of Major J. H. Mc- Freedom presented the petition of L. 11.
W. Carle, Capt. A. C. Whit- Mosher and 90 others of Unity, Waldo counG.
in
Belfast
Clure,
born
Capt.
death.
She
was
causing
Mary, widow of the late Rev. W. H. tier, Lieut. II. W. Worcester aud Lieut. J ty, in relation to the taxing of wild lauds in
Nov. 14, 1874, the daughter of the late Dr.
died in Troy, Feb. 10, at the home of G. Wallace, and the various sub-committees unincorporated places.
Morse,
Fletcher
and
John M. and Lucinda Holmes
her adopted daughter, Mrs. Chester Hillman. had chatge of different departments. The
is survived by her mother and brother, Ed- The funeral services were held Monday ball was very successful and much enjoyed
At the meeting Tuesday the committee on
dancers. The uniforms of the banks
and
ward H., who is in Leipsig, Germany. Feb. 13, Rev. C. W. Ross of Unity officiat, by the many
to pass”
cadets and the dainty gowns of the ladies on an act tobanking reported “ought
incorporate tbe Belfast Banking
Mrs. Bailey was a graduate of the Belfast ing.
made the picture a pretty one.
m. d. p
Co. of Belfast.

PERSONAL.

Committee oil Appropriations Votes
“Ought to Pass” on a Resolve Canying

Tlie

THE STORY OF THE ICE.

Emery F. White arrived
Tuesday eveni ng.

ton

Howard French of New York is
in Belfast and vioinity.
a

indefinitely

Mrs. Annie Canney of Dover is the
guest
of Miss Maude E. Barker.
Mrs. Charles F. Wildes of
is visiting in Belfast.

sons.
luiwauu

rue

reported

as

steam

ngnier Keliance

was

arriving at Stockton Feb. 13th,

but that was an error. She was within one
mile of her destination Feb. 14th, when she
was obliged to haul off and go to Camden for
repairs to her bowplates. She had then made
a channel from Castine nearly to Cape Jellison, through ice from 6 to 10 inches thick.
At Camden the Reliance was coaled and
her breaker put into first class condition,
and Thursday morning she returned to her
difficult task of releasing Stockton Springs
harbor from the ice embargo which binds
its waters, and taking her cargo of hard
pine to the place where it is to be used for
capping for the wharves which contractor
Spellman is to build there. In a short time
after attacking the ice Thursday the big
steel lighter had advanced more than half a
mile toward the mouth of the harbor, and
she rammed and jammed until she reached
the Cape, the first arrival at the new port.
Friday the Reliance went back to Castine
to get part of her deck load left there when
she first began to break the ice. The ice in
Stockton harbor is from five inches to a
foot in thickness, there being not more than
five inches w here the snow lies deep while
where the snow has blown utf the ice it is
much thicker.
Frank \V. Carlton of \Y interport was

hauling an upright engine across the river
from Hucksport Center station to Winterport Thursday morning, Feb. loth, and

j
i

when about two-thirds of the way across
the ice gave way letting the boiler, sled and
a pair of horses attached to it through the
ice. Mr. Carlton escaped on the solid ice
but the rest of tiie outfit was lost. The boiler was to be taken to Winterport to be used
by the contractors for the Northern Maine
Seaport railroad w hen work on that road is

Mrs. J. W. Nash is attending the G. A. K.
convention in Lewiston.

Herbert II. and Thomas A. Foster of Portland are spending the week in Belfast.
Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett left
a

Wednesday
vicinity.

visit in Portland and

Geo. A. Leavitt went to Clinton Wednesto attend the funeral of his
aunt, Mrs.

day

Dorothy Furber
Frank B. Condon arrived home from Col-

by College last Tuesday to spend

hast Thursday the mail carrier walked
most of the way across the ice from liucksto

Prospect Ferry.

No attempt has been made to raise the
blockade of the river made by the ice jam
at Fort Point which is growing stronger.
North Haven thoroughfare is still frozen
solid. Feb. Kith town clerk A. J. Ames of
North Haven was obliged to travel a distance of 13 miles in order to get the steamer
for Rockland at Vinalhaven. The ice, however, is hardly strong enough for teams, but
is perfectly sale for foot passengers.
—

SECRET

SOCIETIES.

Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter, No. 7,
held their annual installation of officers at
Masonic Temple, Tuesday evening, Keb.
14tli.
S. Augustus Parker officiated as
grand high priest and installed the officers,
W. C. Libby assisting as grand captain of
the host. The members of Timothy Chase
and Phoenix lodges, together with all journeyiu g Masons, were invited to attend and
responded in large numbers. The list of
officers has been published in The Journal.
A bauquet|folio wed the installation.
A dispensation has been granted to the
Knight Templars of Camden for a new
commandery at Camden to be called Cam
den Commandery, by Ermon 1). Eastman,
Grand Commander of the Grund Commandery of Maine, with the following
Knights Templar for the three lirst officers :
Leander M. Kenniston, Em. Com.; Joseph
F. Shepherd, Gen.; Elkanali E. Boynton, C.
G. The commandery was organized Tuesday evening, Keb. 14, at which time petitions
were received and the usual business transacted.

Theodore Gerrish Wins

a

Prize.

The Boston Herald recently offered
prizes for the best stories and anecdotes,

and

to
a

a

day

her home in
visit to her

A. R. Nickerson of Swanville, now in
Dartmouth college, has successfully passed
bis mid-year examinations.
Herman Coombs, who has been teaching
school in Dark Harbor, arrived home last
Friday for a week’s vacation.
Mrs. Susan A. Briggs of Brooks is spend
ing the winter with her daughter, Mrs. M.
B. Smith, in Hartford, Conn.
Misses Mary F. Johnson and Maude M,
Milliken, who have been visiting in New
Y'ork returned home last week.
Mrs.
Charles Sturtevant of Augusta
accompanied her husband to Belfast to attend the K. P. ball last

Monday.

Charles F. Swift, S. G. Norton, J.
W.
Jones and W. II. Arnold drove to
Ryder’s
Cove Monday and report a very pleasant

trip.
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis of
Belfast,
who have been recent guests at Huscoe
Maples Spring street, have returned home.
—Rockland Star.
Mrs. Charles E.
Rhoades of Pittsfield
arrived last week to visit lelatives. Mr.
Rhoades spent Sunday here, both returning
home last Monday.
It is pointed out that Major Kelley of the
Commercial is the latest winner of
a monumental scoop,
lie has been chosen
to ride with General Chaffee in the
inaugural parade as one of his official stall.—Kennebec Journal.

Bangor

I’erley Wiley of the Head of the Tide,
Ray Cross of Morrill, Lizzie Frye of Moutville and Ethel French and Winnefred
Kimball of Belfast recently graduated from
the Banks Business College.
Mr. and Mrs. II. V Starred are in town
for a few days while making the revision of
the Maine Register for the inn:, i; number.
All business changes will he given to April,
tlie map revised to it kb, and the entire political data will he new, making this i-.-ue
a

specially desirable

one.

Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Fryeburg was
a guest at the grand ball and
reception given
in City Hall, Lewiston, last Friday
evening
to the ladies of the G. A. II
convention.
Mrs. Tarbox wore a very handsome imported gown of black silk, hand embroidered
with jet combined witii tin qnois blue panne
velvet. Mrs. Tarbox has many friends in
Belfast.
Machias friends of Rev. I. II W Wharff.
pastor of a church at Tapper Lake.
New York, have received a letter from Yin:
in which lie says that the work is not hard
and that lie is improving in health all the
time. Tile people there want him to -ta>
next year, but he has not agreed to do so
and is planning to attend the conference in
Bangor in April.
now

begun.

port

Somerville,

Mass.,

postponed. For nearly a week teams, some with his relatives.
carrying heavy merchandise, have travelled
Mrs. Levi Clay returned
between Belfast and lslesboro. Below we
Portland Wednesday after
some
notes
from
our
give
exchanges:
mother, Mrs. E. Newell.
Joseph Wallace, Fred and Arthur Sawyer

of Castine walked from the back cove to
Belfast, Sunday, Feb. 12th, ou the iee. They
returned Monday, and got on board the
steam lighter Reliance that was
trying to
break the ice off the Perkins Point and
came in her in the afternoon.
William Beckett of lslesboro drove over
to Belfast on the ice Feb. 14th and reported
it very thick. He bored about 50 holes between lslesboro and Belfast and the thinest ice he found was eight inches in thickness.
It measured from that to 15 inches.
Beckett was accompanied by two other per-

visiting

J. C. W. Ferry of Portland was in Belfast
few days the past week.

morning for

It is a short story, locally. With the mercury at or a little above zero and the ice in
the bay covered with snow each
day has
added to the strength of the blockade and
the prospect of release seems

home from Bos-

of the

winners was Theodore
Gerrish, formerly pastor of the Belfast SI. E.
and
now
of
church
Somerville, Mass. 11 is
subject was “Blaine's Idea of Bay State
Republicans,” and the story fellows:
A large number of prominent Maine Republ.eans were gathered in the parlors of
the late Hon. James G. Blaine at Augusta
during one of the campaigns when he was a
candidate for the presidential nomination.
One of the gentlemen inquired: “Why is
it, Mr. Blaine, the Republican leaders of
Massachusetts do not support you for the
presidency ?”
With a merry twinkle of his keen eye,
the statesman replied: “The trouble with
the Republican leaders in Massachusetts is
this—there is no one among them big
enough to lead, and they are all too big to
follow.”
one

Mr. Charles Frederick and Mrs. .1
W
Frederick of Belfast, Me., are among the
recent arrivals at the Narcissus Cottage on
Narcissus street. They will remain several
weeks iu this city. Mr. Frederick is a prominent resident of the Pine Tree Mate and
owns and controls the Belfast Opera House,
as well as being largely interested in
-tupping circles and real estate. They had been
spending a week in Miami.—Pain: Beach,
Fla., Daily News, Feb. 17th.
Mrs. James F. McKeeti, Mrs. William B.
Swan, Messrs. L. T. Shales, II ]•;, McDonald, M. C. Hill, Wm. II. Quimbj, Tileston
Wadlin, A. A Howes, H. WY Rogers, 1 B.
Dinsmore and Ids. G. P. Lombard and John
Stevens went to Augusta Tuesdaj morning
to attend the hearing before tile committee
on appropriations in behalf of the resolve
in aid of the Waldo Count!' General HosnitH.l.

Dr. D. I*. Ordway, who was fuiiuerly in
the plaster business at Camden, was a caller
at the Courier-Gazette office Saturday
lie
lias been called to Camden on legal business
which may necessitate liis remaining there
until the middle id' May. Dr. Ordway is
now engaged
in the plaster business m
Toronto, Canada, ami not only lines the
country very much, hut is having a firstclass business there. When lie returns lie
will probably be accompanied by his daugh
ter Pearl, as Dr. Ordway wishes her to
have the advantage of the tine educational
facilities offered by that city. He says that
the universities and schools of Toronto
have a very high standard and students are
enrolled there fr< in such distant Countries
as Australia and South America
Dockland

Courier-Gazette.

The Potomac Icebound.
It has now been about a month since the
general navigation ot the river lias been
closed by ice, the present freeze having
started about January id, and the ire became heavy enough to
stop tile mov, moot
of all except propeller steamers a tow days
atterward
Heavy ice formed on the liver
several days before! liristmas, hut this ice
did not. become heavy enough to interfere
with tlie movement of the steamei-. although it stopped sailing vessels except
when in tow of tugs. The last trip of the
down-river steamers was made firm this
city about January lp- Washington, in r..
Evening Star.
It will he seen that the Potomac was
closed to navigation nearly a month before
our

hay.
For

Mail Contract Awarded.
The contract for carrying the mails over
the route from Orland through East Orland
and North Penobscot to Penobscot and re
turn has beenawardedto J. Perkins of East
Orland, who will commence his duties on
July 1, unless the petitions now being circulated for a rural free delivery route over
this route are granted, when a free delivery
route will be established.

Jury

Unable to

Agree.

Bang on, Me., February 19. The jury in
the Lawless manslaughter case reported,
Saturday morning, that they were unable
to agree, and were discharged. Lawless
will probably be tried again at the August
term. It is understood that the jury stoop
nine for conviction and three for acquittal.

Evading

the

Liquor

Law-.

Hanuok, Me., Feb. H. The grand jury
of the February criminal term ot the Supreme Court now sitting here, report over
200 indictments, of which lOOare tor
alleged
evasions of tlie prohibitory liquor law and
forty for other offences. Much interest is
taken in the liquor indictments and it is believed that every holder of a special tax
stamp between July 1, 1904 and Jan. 1st of
this year lias been indicted. The greater
number were in business last fall and
prior
to Jail. 1st when County
Attorney l atten
took oath of office.

Apple Shipments.
Poston, February

20.

Apple shipments

from this port for the week ending February 18, were 4,930 barrels. Demand in the
Liverpool market is reported good and
prices have advanced six pence.

ancient masons was performed. In all
of the wall foundations the stones are
set on end, and even at this day, probSomething About the Climate. The An- ably thousands of years since their conThe Apache In- struction, it requires a deal of work
cient Aztec Pueblos.
dian as He Is.
and effort to break a stone loose with
the aid of pickax and crowbar. Any[Correspondence of The Journal.]
where on the face of the walls a plumbFoist Apaciik, Arizona, Jan. 80, line
dropped from the top shows the
1905. As we read each week in our lie
absolute perfection of the work. Most
loved paper the many familiar names of the
buildings are four and five
and little pleasurable happenings in tin stories
high, and built to accommodate
old towns of Waldo county, our nativt
many people, being divided into rooms
home, a longing sometimes seizes us for a large number of families. The
wishing the years away intervening be
plan of all the pueblos is to have
fore the fulfillment of a home onci
one vast enclosed dwelling for all the
more among the old familiar scenes o:
inhabitants, and in all the ruins viewed
our youth; for, however far one maj
by me there were one or sometimes two
roam, as the afternoon of life creep: 1
detached buildings, but for what puron, almost infallibly the heart turni
pose one could only conjecture.
toward the old home, the old associa
One of the largest of these ruins is
tions.
located on Eagle Creek, about thirty
“The hills are dearest which our childisl 1 miles from
here, and has beeu exhausfeet have climbed.'’
by Uncle Sam, and a
explored
tively
But when we read of the cold, blu
wall nearly four miles in length has
tering storms, the three feet of snow been
uncovered, showing that this was
and blocked roads, we shiver in the an
a town of considerable population. The
ticipation of such future experiences
Apache has no tradition or legends of
and are obliged to clamber into tin !
this people, and he avoids the old ruins
hammock on the veranda and drink ii 1
with superstitious dread. He will leave
the warm air and brilliant sunshine, t(
no trace behind him of his time or peodispel the chill, while the flies buz:
no ruined cities or pottery will
1
merrily around us, being, like the “poo pie;
cause future generations to wondei
with
us.”
and needy, always
over the noble red man or his work; his
Hardly a day l as passed of the yea
wants are filled by a grass tepee, and
we have spent in Arizona that we havi
utensils consist of the battered tin
his
not exclaimed, oh! if we could bu
cans picked up in the wake of the white
o
to
the
this
climate
State
transplant
man.
Maine, our future home would then bi
A friend of ours, Sergeant Miller ol
the perfect land. This certainly is : t
the 5th Cavalry, who is a most enthuand
the
1
be
winter
glorious climate,
>
siastic relic hunter, unearthed a rich
lieve to lie the most pleasant part o
find of pottery, several of the plain
is
the year.
brigh
Nearly every day
l'ots, anti four of the most
cooking
and sunny, the air as balmy as May
beautiful glazed and decorated pots,
We wear no wraps, and but sligh
which were evidently burial urns, being
change from the light garments of sum
filled with small bones, probably of
are
occu
the
broad
while
piazzas
mer,
some animal used for food, it being the
of
the
day
pied through the middle
custom to have urns filled with food
nearly as much as then, though tin
in the grave, one with flesh at
placed
for
covers
heavy
nights are cold enough
the departed’s right hand, one with
The higher mountain tops about ui
grain at the left, and one at the head
are capped with snow, but none ha:
of the body.
fallen here. We have had two heavi

ARIZONA ATTRACTIONS.

1

since me

vainrans

which

iirst

iwooi

juecemuer

good samples

in fact

were

or

regular old fashioned “down east’
rainstorms, lasting three days, and tin
lirst we have experienced for consider
ably more than a year.
And may be you think we did not en
joy them? I rummaged through th<
bureau drawers, overhauled trunks anc
boxes, and sorted out all the piece-bags
having a “perfectly lovely time,” as it
imagination I dwelt once more in deal
old Maine, and listened to the stead}
beat of the rain on the roof, reminding
of the old song:

These two rain storms, the Indians say,
have not been equaled for many years,
and all are predicting “much corn”
feature of

storms in the

only disagreeable

The

this

climate is the dusl

spring.

That is the time

when the neat housewife's
she
rushes
burden, as

around

duster in

life

is

about us.
furtunate

I
as

have
to

i

never

been

be caught in

so
one

un-

of

one passed through tiie back
busy Monday morning, and
stood helplessly watching our
we
week's wash disappear in the cloudr.
All the pieces, were, however, picked

these, but

yard

campaigns against

one

up among the tepees of an Indian vil-

lage a half-mile beyond.
In July the “rainy seasou” begins.
It is simply a series of short, brisk
showers, one coming along nearly every
day, always in the afternoon or evening, rarely lasting more than an hour

a simuun

them

by

the govern,

ment, and the inroads of civilization,
have subdued them, and, unkindest cut
of all, Uncle Sam says they must work
in order to eat. Only aged members of
the tribe and little children are issued

franticall;
hand, noting witl

despairing glance that it is time t<
•iiegin agen” immediately tlie round:
have been made. A peculiar feature oi
the dust storms are the whirlwinds,
miniature cyclones, in fact, which
gather dust from the ground, swirling
funnel-shaped up toward the sky, sometimes going at a great rate of speed,
and again when the air is perfectly
calm, one will come sailing majestically
down from the west—always the west
—disappearing from view miles beyond,
and we wonder at the peculiar phenomenon, when not a leaf will be stirring

were oi

years ago.
The Moqui Indians of to-day make a
feeble imitation of this pottery, but
are unable to glaze, and the symmetry of the work is rough and crude
compared with that of these ancient
craftsmen.
The Apache tribe, some thousands of
whom are on this reservation, and
whose agency is at White River about
four miles from the fort, are known as
the White Mountain Apaches, the fiercest and moet bloodthirsty and cruel of
the Apache nation.
Long and fierce

“As I rummaged through the attic,
Listening to the falling rain,
As it pattered on the shingles
And against the window pane.”

next summer.

pots

saucer-like form, of a rich red color
with heavy black geometrical figures,
showing the triangle which is invariably on all the pottery designed by
them. Three of the vessels were of a
vase-like form, also in red, black and
white, all of them being highly glazed,
the colors and glazing apparently as
'fresh as when buried thousands of

01

'lie

me

rnese

|
|

rations now.

It is sad to

of old Jim Beck, Gen. Crook’s former
chief of scouts in the old campaigns
through this country, and who once
saved this fort from massacre by information against his people.
He appeared proud in telling me his daughter, who drove the team, doing all the
work of pitching over the bundles of
hay, could speak “much good English,”
giving me to understand she had just
lately returned from San Carlos school,
but as 1 attempted talking with her,
wishing more hay, not one word would

CASTOR IA
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two, then brilliant sunshine the rest
many are yearly sem away 10 scnoois,
Ceawfordsville, Ind., Feb. 15.
Ihese showers occur quite
of the day.
there being among them many gradu- After an illness lasting almost a year
regularly for a couple of months, then
Gen. Lew- Wallace, historian, author of
usually no more are seen until the next ates from Carlisle University, I’enn. “Hen Hur,” and a veteran of the MexiThere
is
a
line
at
school
San
and
Carlo,
can and Civil wars, died at his home
year at that time. All land that is cultivated is under irrigation, and when one for the smaller children at the Ag- here tonight at 9:10.
Uncle Sam has expended the three ency, also three miles up the valley
Gen. Wallace was the son of David
million dollars that has been appropri- there are mission buildings, a school,
a former
of Indiana.

or

and

home for the young German Lu-

ated for the improvement of Arizona
it will he one of the “garden spots” of theran minister, the teacher, and the
the world. In the Tonto Basin, some German aunt who Keeps house for
They do much good among the
one hundred miles from here, the course them.
Indians,
caring for them when sick,
and
in
has
been
River
oi Salt
turned,
and feeding the needy, and tryits bed, at. the entrance of a huge clothing
to draw them away from the incanyon, is being budded the highest ing
dam in the world, w hich will make irri- fluence of their medicine men, by their
There is always
gation possible of 250,000 more acres of religious teachings.
Some of much sickness among these Indians,
now arid and useless land.
the linest of ranches and fruit farms caused, I presume, by the filthy condithe Basin, along Tonto tion in which they live, and exposure,
are now in
as their tepees are mere shells, and
Creek.
many are but scantily clothed through
of
to
tell
1 promised
you something
the winter, children running about
the Indians and other “attractions” of
Arizona. Within a radius of twenty nearly naked, and last week an aged
miles from this post are a number of warrior meandered through the post
are
the
ruins of the ancient Aztec pueblos. dressed—or undressed—as
in the Philippines, in a simple
This interesting people, of whom so Moro’s
cloth. The country will never
little is known, have left little to pres- breech
mourn their extinction, as they are becivitheir
ancient
of
ent generations
as a nation.
Nothing can
lization, or rather semi-civilization, ex- yond hope
induce them to conform to modern cuswhich
from
of
ruins
the
pueblos
cept
toms and adapt themselves to the
specimens of their pottery aud the
condition of things. Once an
bones of their people are exhumed. changed
an Apache.
Apache
always
made
some
approThe government has
When these children and young stuInstitute
the
Smithsonian
tor
priations
dents return from their schools cleanly,
to investigate these Aztec villages and
their times as reading, writing and speaking as good
preserve such relics of
of our American chilcould be discovered. The result was English as any
the tepees with their
enter
dren,
they
rare
some
specimens
the unearthing of
and immediately take up the
of pottery and grains, which are care- families
old crude manner of filthy living and
fully preserved and highly valued by
dressing; and do you think they allow
the Institute.
one to know they can speak fine Engwalls
is
old
the
of
The masonry
out of ten their
wonderful. Considering the Jime that lish? No, in nine cases
will assume a perfectly blank exhas elapsed since their construction, faces
and the tools in use in the stone age, pression, and they “no sabe” whatever
it fills us with wonder to see how we say to them. Yesterday I bought a
neat and durable the work of these load of bunch grass for my saddle pony
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the best pineapples
Their richgrown on this continent.
ness of flavor, the absence of woody
fibre, their sweetness, and large size is
a combination not found in
pines grown
in other sections.
In quality the Florida pines beat
anything that can be brought to the
market in the United States. They are
picked when near ripe and reach the
market within a few days.
The pineapple acreage shows a steady
increase on the coast, not only through
new settlers, but by those already engaged in it.

That you all know abou>

I

Toffee

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

I

A'"'

I
I

PETERS’chocolates, I
MILK

I

I

THE LATEST IN
CANDIES

I

POOR & SOS

ALWAYS

|

DRUGGISTS

#GOODS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

i

Teakettles,

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Tea and Coffn Put

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

Drinking Cups
Ladles,

etc.
*****

STOVES.
GALVANIZED WAR!

WRINGERS,
WOODEN VN\Kf

PIMPS,

Plumbing

andfurnai<'
1

*****

MITCHELL & IRi vsiii
EVENIN'

OPEN

F. S. HO!

U S

Estate

Real

BELFAST,

ijuii.

51 \

Houses for Sale and

lo R

If you want a house of
to me. I have them at
part of the city and at
and some can be bought
pay rent all your !ifhome on the instv.nr
years own your own

_•__

Farms at all Prices.
If you want

a

farm

com

them all pliers, sir
hundreds of acres. ? ■
gains and easy tern.schools and el'mic!o>
over.

Farms Just

They

as

ar

Here is one of 60 anell, in good repair.
tons of hay. rla\ h a
the best of water,
at a bargain.

Knquire of It.

I

Or F

HEALTH

I ■ kn ™
k I

Real Estate

and vitality

II

i

I>H. MOTT’S
KERVERINE 1‘ILIiS

■■

GASOLiN
MARINE MOTORS

great iron and tonic pill and restorative formen and women, produces
jThe
■strength and vitality, builds up the system and
the normal

vigor,
bringing health and liappiuess. 60 doses in a box. Forsale by all druggists,
or we will mail it,
wrapped, on receipt of price, $i .OO per box,
securely
ICTCR
IlCiye
until UOIItO# 6 boxes for
$5.00. Dr. Mott’s Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
reuews

The

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

FRED ATWOOD. WS£0RT Insurance and Real Estate,

oio

Insurance and

Motet!

outsoirt

ottte'
touw

for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.

Security Bonds

9

A

J\

f“\ V

J

Lvl

LA A

r
/

a beautiful
FIREMEN’S
OF

1

or

beard

brown or rich black ? Use
INSURANCE COMPANY,

NEWARK, N. J.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1904.
Real Estate.$ 117, 484.36
1,530.898.60
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds. 1,682.875.00
Cash in Office and Bank.
65,586.98
Agents' Balances ...
111,142.26
Interest and Kents.
31,155.75
All other Assets.
573.86
..

Gross Assets

Id

I I I

L

Want your moustache

A

......$3,539,717.31

Admitted Assets.$3,539,717.31
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses .$ 91,410 00

Unearned Premiums.
All other liabilities...
Cash Capital..
Surplus over all liabilities.

PREMIUMS

Dining Chairs and I niVFN
|
Large Arm Kocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta,M e.

fat

MIANUS MOTOR W

RIJCKINGHAM’S DYE

Thorndike, Man’g

P«

12,0< )0

Steady Work==Big Pay

"THK ECONOMIC WONDKI!," Condensed
Kirg Powder. Every can of this powder is equal
to 30 fresh eggs and will do the work of 30 eggs,
being essentially fresh egg in dessieated or powdered form
It is true economy in the making of
all cakes, doughnuts, puddings, creams, ices and
all pastry work. A 30 egg can for 25 cts. Guaranteed absolutely pure aud wholesome. Sold only
by agents. An agent wanted in every town in

and

Farm I

more

answered

our

advertising

last year.
In Maine alone we sol i
If you want to sell. \s:;
farm description blanks.
We require no pavm
We use our own mom t«*
ertv. We sell stores, mills, s:
■

Eastern Maine. Sample can mailed for 25 cents.
Write at once for territory.
4w*2*
W. E. LEWIS,
General Agent for Eastern Maine.
Cherry field. Maine.

E. A. STROUT FAR
I 50 Nassau

d n a n d
goods of every description. Furni-

St., N.Y.

Trent-t

e c o n

M. S.

ture, bedding, carpets. stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a

specialty.

anything to
drop me a
postal
prompt call.
WALTER H. COOM BS,
ly6
_Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.

In Brighton market and g1
cash twenty-four hours from
stock on small commission a!
Write for shippo
returns.
market letter free.

CAUTION NOTICE.
I forbid all persons for trusting anybody on my
account, as I shall pay no bills contracted after
this date.
S. G.

FRISBEE.

>

LIVE STOCK

Six

January 30,1915.

STII.ES, Agent

SELL YOUR

If you

have
sell
card and you will receive a

FRANK
*

|!

American House, H<’-'
or Buriilmin, Maim1

r™^oCmeaWdhOneDay

Tablets. JS
I Take Laxative Bromo Quinine
^
This

^

Seven ivcmon boxes sow in past la months.

ose'
S3 **’

■

Bet1'

6. D.

S

MtW

water

fifty era, or liRuuuiara or r. f. hall a co.. Nashua, n. a.

3w5*

now
eve'

on

sick-headache.

2,381.22
1.000,000 00
1,648,168,86

are

than
Trustees.

Vegetable,liver pills. That
is what they are. They cure
constipation, biliousness,

797.757.23

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,539,717.31
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Belfast Waldo County, Maine.
3w7

SEVEN

^

s0-‘

for 190

Inspection.

iiiatff

Mjarius

ma'.es

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Eire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas Eclectno
Oil. At any drug store.

I

Try

ONLY 20c
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 80 years, has borne the signature of
■» and has been made under his
personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

being

Mr. Charles W. Frederick and Mrs.
J. W. Frederick were here last week on
their way to Miami, where they are to
make a short visit and will later return
for a visit in Palm Beach.
Another
Wallace,
governor
Horn in Brookvale in 1827 his early edu- well known visitor to Florida is the
cation was obtained in the schools of
popular Maine photographer, Mr. G.
his home county, and at an early age he
W. Morris, who is doing a great deal of
enlisted and served through the Mexican War.
Gen. Wallace fitted himself photography in this section in the infor the profession of law, but lie had terest of the Atlantic Coast Line.
rare qualities as a writer and his services in Mexico inspired his first great
Mr. Henry M. Flagler has one of the
book, “The Fair God.”
He was adjutant general of the militia prettiest winter residences here to be
of Indiana at the outbreak of the Civil found in the south. He has been a great
War, and with his command he served factor in opening the east coast of
through that war, taking part in the
battle of Fort Donelson, where he per- Florida, and his work while bringing
formed such gallant service that he was thousands to him has brought much to
made a major general.
the residents of this section. He is rePresident Hayes made Wallace govputed to be worth at least fifty million
ernor of the Territory of New Mexico,
but he gave up the appointment to be- dollars.
come United States minister to ConIt will be interesting to northern
stantinople in 1881. Just before leaving
for Turkey his famous life work, “Ben
readers, especially from the districts
made
book
Hur,” was completed. The
where each year large shipments of
a great impression upon the public and
It Christmas trees are made, to know that
was the subject of much comment.
is a book that will never die. He also they not only reach New York markets
wrote “The Prince of India.”
but that on the ship which I came
Gen. Wallace was an excellent artist.
He painted a reproduction of the as- south on before Christmas time there
sassination of Lincoln that has received was a large shipment of them and that
high praise. His wife was also an au- later I saw them in both Savannah and
thoress.
In 1877 Wallace served as governor of Jacksonville, where they are offered for
Orrin J. Dickey.
Utah. He was delegate to several Re- sale.
publican conventions and was much interested in politics. Of late he had
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
been devoting bis time to bis autobiog- Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup has been
a
about
of
His
illness
has
been
used for over sixty years by millions of
raphy.
year’s duration, it being caused by a mothers for their children while teething,
peculiar disease which gradually weak- with perfect success. It soothes the child,
ened his system and which did not yield softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
to treatment.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Tweuty-five
Scald head is an eczema of the scalp—veij cents
a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
severe sometimes, but it can be cured.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s SoothDoau’s Ointment, quick aud permanent in
ing Syrup, and aud take no other.
its results. At any drug store, 50cents.

Early Risers

I

Price of

(Correspondence of The Journal.)
Palm Beach, Fla., Feb. 12,1905. I
proposed to tell you something concerning pineapple growing in the South and
in this letter will give a few' “points.”
One of the best fields I have seen here
is that of the Dewey’s, although there
are others
larger. Land suitable to
she speak or appear to understand, pineapple growth is abundant and costs
looking calmly in my face and jabber- about $15 per acre. The method of
ing Apache with a smattering of Span- work is as follows: First, the land is
ish—but 1 have no doubt the hay will cleared' of all trees, oak runners and
palmetto roots, and made ready for the
be forthcoming.
The government lias a mistaken idea plow. If labor has to be paid for this
in spending money to educate and civil- costs from $25 to $50 per acre. After
ize this tribe, in my humble opinion. plowing the land is carefully raked
The old crones and old men are usually over with a long four-tined fork and all
the roots raked out. Then the soil is
so filthy it sickens one to look at them,
a chance to absorb the rains and
given
and when a garment is once put on it is
down so as to receive the plants.
never removed until it drops off in pack
Ten thousand can be planted to the
shreds, as no clothing is removed when
acre, set generally in rows two huncurling up for sleep on the ragged dred feet
long, eight rows to a bed,
blankets and bits of canvas on the dirt
plants and rows eighteen to twentv-two
door of their tepees. Nothing can ininches apart.
duce an Apache to live like the whites
Before planting, the ends of each slip
in anything like a house, as do the are
trimmed with a knife, leaving a
Narazo’s, thougli the government at- smooth bottom cut, and a few of the
tempted the scheme and built small, lower leaves are pulled off; from where
neat shacks which the Apaches put their these
join on to the plants the rootlets
horses, sheep, etc., in, and clung stub- soon begin to start out in a lateral dibornly to their tepees.
rection, running close to the surface of
Of course there are some exceptions the ground. The main
planting season
among these people. While there are generally runs from May to October.
hundreds living and dressing like this,
In three to live weeks the slips will
there are some young bucks working have taken root, when
they should be
about the post who take considerable treated with an
application of cottonpride in wearing the apparel of the seed meal, or cotton-seed meal, blood
white man, and cutting their hair, and and bone or tobacco dust at the rate of
occasionally an old chief is dressed 1,000 pounds per acre. This should be
neatly in shirt, breeches, moccasins thoroughly worked into the soil with
and Mexican sombrero.
Old Clieno, hoe or rake. The cost of this applicawho calls on us often, shaking hands tion of fertilizer will be from $12 to $15.
all around at meeting and parting, pre- From this time on cultivate at least
sents really a grand figure, with his once in two months. Xo more fertilimassive frame, noble head and shoul- zer will be needed until the next spring,
ders and shock of heavy snow-white when they should be treated with the
hair.
same amount and kind of fertilizer beThe misses home from school, and tore used. .\o more fertilizer will be
marriageable maidens look quite gay in needed until after the gathering of the
their bright prints, the old Spanish col- first crop. At least 90 per cent of the
ors, red and yellow, being favorites. The plants will produce a pine weighing
skirt reaches to the heels and has ten from four to six pounds each, or from
widths of print, or bleached muslin— 400 to 450 standard crates, which at
the dancing skirt is usually white with present prices will bring from $400 to
orange, purple, or black bands and $000 per acre. Each plant will produce
twenty widths of ruffles. They are al- from four to six slips, which are worth
ways hanging about my door, begging from $3 to $3.50 per thousand. It takes
about eighteen months from planting
me to make the ruffling on my machine,
and no wonder, when I think of the to gathering the first crop.
number of stitches taken by their unPineapple growing has passed through
trained fingers. With the full skirt is all the phases incident to the introducworn a short, loose sack, with a ruffle tion of any new crop, and is now on a
The growers who follow it
over the shoulders, while strings upon i solid basis.
strings of gay colored beads are wound are generally in good condition finanabout the neck, rings and bracelets cially. Visits to their homes show their
adorn the hands, and their plump round prosperous condition in the homes,
faces would be quite pretty with the themselves and their furnishings.
Pineapple growers have no difficulty
bright eyes and sparkling teeth, but
in getting loans from local banks to
they are invariably dirty.
Whenever I look up it seems that In- move the crop. One East Coast bankdians are at the window peering in, or er remarked to us, “The pineapple
waiting about the back door, and they growers generally are so well fixed fiususually time many of their calls to nancially that they don’t need as much
be on hand when meals are being serv- money as we would like to loan them.”
Growers on the East Coast have praced, knowing they will receive some
scraps from the table, and a cup of tically abandoned the culture of the socalled “fancy” varieties, over which
coffee, which is a feast for them.
When a person dies the family move such a stir was made a few years ago,
out, the tepee is burned and another and now place their dependence on the
built at some distance. They bury most Red Spanish. In fact, a Red Spanish,
of their dead at the agency, except the from a well fertilized plant grown
tiny papooses, who are wrapped in their under shed of lath protection, leaves
cradles and hung from the top of a high little to be desired.
The Indian River orange has gained a
tree. The Apaches make a large variety
of baskets, buckskin and bead work, of world wide reputation as being the best
which I have gathered a fine collection, orange, everything taken into considbut their work is rather inferior to eration, of any orange grown in the
world. So the pines grown in this far
most other tribes.
Wishing continued success to The southern section are gaining the repu-

noble warrior who
j lias cut many throats and boasted his
j score of scalps, directing his squaws to
I cut wood and hay for sale to the fort
] and agency. The strain on him is terribut he has to do it in order to obj ble,
i tain the mighty dollar to purchase toj bacco and “chow.”
j There are some of the older ones who j
! were with Geronimo, their head chief,
and they laugh incredulously when told
he still lives, though in exile. Geroni- Journal.
mo was on view at the St. Louis ExposiMrs. Oken Cheney Higgins.
tion this summer, but is now back at
Fort Sill, I. T. He pines for the cactus
and sands of his native deserts, but
Uncle Sam has had too much costly
For Infants and Children.
trouble with the old wretch-to turn
him loose again.
Some of the bucks have been away in
different cities; one scout told me he
had stopped for some time at St. Augustine, Florida, and his wonder was
still great at the things he had seen
OEM. LEW WALLACE DEAD.
during his travels.
see a

FLORIDA PINEAPPLES.

signature,

I
PP eX'«P

1

box^j-jJ

(,EOR6£TOWN.

back in the generous rates of fare
charged
his railroads and
steamships; but it is no
more than just that he
should. It opens the
way for business, pleasure, health and excitement, and he who would enjoy must
foot the bills. And its not safe to

OF BRITISH GUIANA
THE QUEEREST COLONIES
the sun.

AHTAL

l„p

I®

£ek
sJW
!

thirty cents.
Of the steamships owned
by the P. & O
Company, operating between Miami, Nassau and Havana, the new
Miami is easily

Journal.]
■TH<poiutence
15. G., January 27,
iSuii»- lt tlie caPital of this
■-' 11 country, we see few
., u,i

the largest and finest.

■

Her commander is
it is
has
been given the best of the
company’s boats.
Capt. White had a taste for the sea as a boy;
his first experience was
surely a strong
taste and might have cured a less
determined boy than he of his love of the salt
water.
He was in the ship P. R. Hazeltine
when
she was wrecked in the straits of
Magellan
and had all the
hardships of that bitter experience. Capt. White’s wife and daughter
live here during the winter and in
Tampa
generally in the summer time when the
Miami is placed on the
Tampa-Havaha
route.
We inspected the steamer
today_
not officially—just as she is
ready for sea
and find her a beauty. She leaves
to-night
for Nassau with a good
passenger
in-

umiiig an unparalleled conuf races and colors and

...

Portuguese, Hindoos,
mongrel mixtures
classify. Thebooksof the

uiese,

es, and

consulate state that less
.-•and native Guyanas are
ntry, consequently when
abolished (1814), laborers
i.iied by immigration, and
c hundred thousand emi-

agricultural
number, peril cm India, 5,000 from
-mi Africa, 7,000 from
■he Azores, and the rest
uployed

as

Of this

and other West India
iing the small minority
you are amazed to find

c.

doing business, Engdispatch, English conven luxuries. The broad,
-1

ml

Meets have sidewalks of

composition made of
I riiiidad, and are clean
ugh crowded with such
Male.

The streets inter-

u 1 es.

and most of them

11
Colls.

Their Proper Trettnent ail Cure.

Commonly, the first symptom of a "cold "
is a chilly feeling, accompanied by sneezing, or a tickling in the throat. The most
frequent of external causes are draughts,
wet or cold feet, or going from hot rooms
suddenly into cold ones. More frequently
there is an inner cause—namely the
stagnation of the blood caused bv constipation or
biliousness. Almost the first symptom is
the feeling of cold in the feet and increased
discharge from the nose.

one ever takes cold unless constior exhausted, and having what we
mal nutrition, which is attended with
impoverished blood and exhaustion of narve
force. Tonics consisting of large portions
of alcohol, iron or cod liver oil do not bring
the desired changes in the blood, because
they do not enter the system and are not
absorbed into the blood, with the exception
of the alcohol, which shrivels up the red
blood corpuscles when it does come in
contact with them
We recommend the
botanical extract of Dr. Pierce because it
no
contains
alcohol, and offers a reasonable
and scientific method of treating the blood,
by improving the nutritive functions of the
patient. The "Golden Medical Discovery”
accomplishes this, by first restoring the
enfeebled digestive organs, so that food,
the natural tissue builder, will be digested
and assimilated.
Accept no substitute for Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery. There is nothing "just as good” for diseases of the
stomach.

No

pated,

steep, pitched roofs of
ides, are set in lines as
ad plummet could draw
; relied upon hard wood
••

pillars, elevating them
■•t above the always wet
French,
“Goedverwagping,”
ugly residence is sur- (Good Expectations of Hope); “Melgre
lieautiful garden and
Tout,” (In Spite of all); “La Bonne
crcd in the luxuriant
Intention,” etc. Each estate is a little
rennial bloom of tlie
village in itself, with a doctor, a druggist, a chaplain, teachers, carpenters,
which faces the river,
blacksmiths, police, engineers, besides
me exclusively occupied
ttie manager, his overseers and books entirely taken up by
keepers, and the usual mighty force of
mil their shops, whose
male and female laborers, with a lawd wharves jet out into
yer and agent in Georgetown, not to

j
|

!
I

■■•

I

!

!

j
1

!

c

S

at the

t

S

victorias,

'•

landing by

neat

it has a queer sort
middle containing a
which connects its

ase

i>

a

typical English hostelry

:

the world is (i luxury to
ust of by garlic-wearied

wanderers.

■i

a

The

Miami,

i

Tower

York, the only place in the
die line art of hotel keeping absolute perfection.
■d general idea of the town,
tier walk to the

rally situated

postoffice,
on

■

1

;e

an

'one,
'**

imposing Town Hall,

which contains the
Colonial Government,

nket-place adjoining, sur"iegant shops. The great

episcopal

Cathedral is also
and most other public
1
>• "i
brick and stucco. There
1
hospital, an excellent inthe way; also a seaman’s
!’>tal and an insane asylum.
ai
Museum,” which sent a
tool, chiefly ethnological, to
Fair, twenty thousand
:lT'ng been appropriated for
i 'hose from the
Colonial treasury,
'stltution which would do credit
1 the world’s
centers. Then
il"‘
the halls of astronomical and
■

l!

societies;

two

theaters,

j

j

two

the worst fire for its size that anv citv ever
experienced, is another and a greater one.
It seems especially strange that, down here
where the tropical climate is supposed to
sap the vitality ol the people, these things
should be going on. Hut they are, and it
bodes much good to the State of Florida.
The tourist industry is, above all, the

Presbyterian, CongregaS7tcl*
Bissenters, Moravians, Lu-

j

and A 1 material.
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with

Gross

B. C. DeWitt &

HUMPHREYS’
WITCH
OIL

:

Druggists,

25

cents,

Humphreys’Medicine

Streets, New York.

mailed.
Co., Cor. William and John
or

NERVOUS

Prostra-

tion from overwork and other

Humphreys’
pathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $5.
by Druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of prlC€L
John

Sts., N. Y.

502,750 00
213,400 00

—.

Stocks Mid bonds owned by the company, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals.....
Cash in the company’s principal offices and in banks.
Premiums in due course of collection.
Fire and Marine.
All other asse.s.
Gross assets..

4,098,877 50
428,250 00
456,597 73
806.225 33
20,339 26

name.

value.$6,526,439 82

Comport Powder Co., Hartford, CL

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Net amount tof unpaid losses and
Claims. $ 292,755 27
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. 2,875,713 34
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
124,057 63

Physician Bays:
“I find that Comfort Powder will heal
There
the most obstinate skin affections
is nothing equals it for eruptions of the
A Prominent

Capital actually paid up in cash. 1,000,000 00
Surplus beyonu capital. 2,233,911 58

prevent

ami for tired, aching
feet. I advise all my patients to be sure and
use Comfort Powder, and none other.”
All druggists in Belfast sell it.

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus...... $6,526,439

82

TRADERS & MECHANICS INS. CO
LOWELL, MASS.

Decision.

Tickling in the Throat.

One minute after taking One Minute
Cough Cure that tickling in the throat is
gone. It acts in the throat—not the stomach.
Harmless—good for children. A. L. Spofford, postmaster at Chester, Mich., says:
“Our little girl was unconscious from
strangulation during a sudden and terrible
attack of croup. Three doses of One Minute
Cough Cure half an hour apart speedily
cured her. 1 cannot praise One Minute
Cough Cure too much for what it has done
It always gives relief.
in our family.”
Sold by R. 11. Moody.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cura
Digest* what yea eat.

IN

31, 1904.
Estate. $ 14,250.00
Mortgage Loans.
79,072.60
ASSETS DEC.

Collateral Loans...
15,086.00
Stocks alid Ronds.. 535 252 50
Cash in Office and Bank.
9,751.09
Agent’s Balances.
21,423 00
Interest and Rents.
3,575.99
....

Admitted Assets

.$678,421.18

....

DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses..
Unearned Premiums.
All other liabilities
Surplus over all liabilities
LIABILITIES

|

..

$

1.611.55
307,872.85
5,3*46.46

368,590.32

liabilities and surplus...
$678,421.18
JAMES P ATT EE & SON, Belfast,
3w0_A gents.

Total

..

~

FOR SALE.
The Cleaves House, Stockton Springs. Me.
This house has 26 rooms and is nicely located,
right in Hie centre of the village and right in
sight of the terminus of the Northern Maine K.
K. It also has a nice new stable and carriage
house. Stable 40x80, 20 stalls and 3 box tails,
carriage house 40x40, two stories, all connected
and very nicely arranged. This house has all
the advantages of a summer hotel; It being
right on the coast, boating, ttshing and beautiful
dri ves. it is within a few miles’ drive of Prospect, Frankfort. Saodypoint, Fort Point, Searsand Belfast. Has a fine view of Northport,
elfast Bay and surrounding islands. This is a
good opening for a smart, wide awake couple, as
it is the only hotel in town. Write or applv to F.
8. Holmes, Belfast, Me., Real Estate Agent,

B>rt

tff

A |k| T CT

_Men

or

31, 1904.

JOBBKKS

OK

an

association shall he

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.

au-

women, local

WWMfl V
representatives tor
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash
ington Square, New York, N. Y.
8tf

IMPORTERS OF SALT.

«

Dealers in the finest

»

quality of

Anthracite and

.

^

vJOcll

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY HLLED

--«*»--

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

PEMAQIII)

SERVICE

ON

TELEPHONE

4

Belfast, Maine

1.

Daily, Sundays excepted ami weather
permitting, as follows:
Leave Duck sport, 7.50 a. in., or after arrival of
train leaving angor at 6.50 a. m.
Leave Castine, *9.05 a. in.
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of
train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. in.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a in.
Arrive Rockland, tl2.20 p. m.
Leave Rockland, 1.00 p. in.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. in.
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. in., connection being made
at Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. in.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
Arrive Bucksport, 5.45 p. in., connecting with
train leaving at 6.10 p. m. for Bangor, Portland
ami Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
1.25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Rocklai d at 1.40 p. in. for Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland ami Boston.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. I’. EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
Portland, Dec. 1, lixn.-tf40
Abstract ot the Annual

Statement of the

/Etna Insurance

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.,
Ou the 31st day of Decemoer, 1904, made to the
State of Maine.

Incorporated 1819. Commenced Business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, Pies.
Wm. H King, Sec.
Capital Paid L'p in Cash, 4,000,000.
ASSETS DEO. 31. 1904.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered.§
Loans on bond a. d mortgage

12,600 00

_

13,593,083 86
998,666 30
593,018 26
755 82

Gross assets.$15,623,124 24
Deduct items not admitted.
20,175 65
Admitted

assets.§16,602,948

LIABILITIES DEC.

Net

amount

of

59

31, 1904.

unpaid losses and

claims..§

Amount required to safely re insure all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the
company..

WANTED!
now and sept. i. loos, we
Hundred Teachers, for schools in
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. Graded,
ungraded, primary, grammar and high school
work. We have placed, am* been instrumental
in placing, hundreds ot teachers. Send a stamp
ami learn what we have done for others, and

Between
want One

what we can do for you. Correspondence solicited with school hoards ami superintendents.

EASTERN MAINE TEACHERS’AGENCY.
J. W.

HAMLIN, Manager,

90 Main St.,

5w4

Bangor. Me.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Stephen J. (’■ ffin ot Thorndike. Waldo county, State of Maine, and Sarah i! Coffin,
wife of said Stephen Coffin, by their mortgage
deed dated April 13, A. I). issti, and recorded in
the Waldo county Registry of Deeds, m Hook 222,
Page 62, conveyed to me the undersigned a certain piece of land situated in Thorndike, county
of Waldo aforesaid, hounded and described as
follows, to wit Beginning on the west line jf lot
number 55 and 77] rods south from the northwest corner of said lot No. 55; thence southerly ou the west line ot said lot No. 55 to land formerly owned by Joseph C. w mg; thence easterly
on the Wing north line to the east line of
lots;
thence
on said east line to the center
of lot No. 55; thence westerly on said division
line to the place of beginning ami
containing one
bundled amt fifteen acres, more or less, icservmg
an easement for land in public roads,
meaning to
convey all the land that was conveyed to Enoch
S. Coffin and William H Coffin by Isaac Coffin
and Joseph S. Coffin bv their deeds dated April
7 A. 1) 1868 and lecorded in Waldo
Registry of
Deeds in Book 147, Pages 51 and 52 and conveyed
by Enoch and W illiam II. Coffin to me the above
named Stephen J. Coffin, in tl Hr deed tinted July
5, A. I). 1874 and recorded in Waldo county Registry, Vol. 161), Page 110, which deed ami records
is made a part of this deed for description ot the
premises, and whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage are broken, now. therefore, by reason
of the breach of the conditions tliereo
l claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Thorndike this nth day of February,

northerly

426 000 00

(first liens)...

Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.
Cash in the comi any’s principal
office and in bank.
Agents’ balances....
Interest due and accrued.

Real

1

DEC.

‘PENOBSCOT BAY AND RIVER

$('.,526,439 82

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company at their market

Powder made
The most perfect Baby and Adult Skin exclusive
trade
Look
all Toilet and Drug Stores, 25c. The word Comfort is
For sale

12,769.24

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Homeo-

causes.

skimmed milk. It is far more healthy for the skin and a hundred times
more healing for Itch.ng, Chafing, Face Blotches, Eczema, Heat Rash.
Sunburn, Pimples Hives, Bed Sores, Accidental Burns, Truss Pad
Irritation, Offensive Body Odors, Tender, Aching Feet, After Shaving, etc. Soothing, cooling, and harmless to the most delicate skin.

That

with before

DEBILITY,

Weakness and

1,000.45

United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness my hand
and seal of office this thirty-first day ot January,
1906.
WILLIAM It. RIlKiKLV,
60d6
Comptroller of the Currency.

SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

At

273,782.33

to commence the business of hanking.
Now, Therefore, 1. William it. Kidgely,
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify
that “The City National Bank of Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State
of Maine, is authorized to commence the business
of banking, as provided in section fifty-one hundred and sixty-nine of the revised statutes of the

FOR PILES,

Vital

There’s a pretty girl in an Alpine hat,
A sweeter girl with a sailor brim,
But the handsomest girl you’ll ever see,
Is the sensible girl who uses Rocky Mountain Tea.
R. H. Moody.

44-2.

thorized

STEAMER

Saco, Me., Feb. 16. According to a decision of the U. S. Supreme Court, all
liquors sent C. 0. 1). cannot be molested by
the deputy sheriffs until they reach the
hands of the consignee.
Lawyer llaley,
who appeared fora Boston liquor concern,
from whom a quantity of liquor was seized
by Deputy Sheriff Dame 10 days ago, flashed this decision on the court yesterday, and
the liquor was ordered returned by the
judge. This is a new ruling in the local
court.

Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

31, 1904.

Treasury Department,
)
Office of Comptroller of uiK o iu:f.m \ [
Washington, D.
January 31, mur. )
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned it has been made to appeaj
that “The City National Bank ot Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county «»f Waldo and State or
Maine, has complied with all the provisions of
the statutes of lie United states required to be

complied

HAZEL

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.

^

Liquor

CO., Ltd.,

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.

NO. 7586.

--

A New

125 Slain St

Total Liabilities and Surplus. .82,083.946.90
.1. H. KNEELAXD, Agent.
Searsport, Maine.—3w6

J

—

and 200 Year Calendar.”

cream

j

by

can

Assets.82,096,716.14

LIABILITIES

Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2/4 times
the trial size, which sells for 50c.

Comforts and Beautifies the Skin
Heals,
is like
like Talcum Powders than
Comfort Powder is

to

we

Net Unpaid Losses. S 121,913.00
Unearned Premiums.
1,047,130.24
All other Liabilities.
52,622.38
Surplus over all Liabilities.
862,281.28

Gives Health to the Sick end
Strength to the Weak.

liens)

heat,

best

Admitted Assets.. 82,083,946.90

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT

ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 11*04.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered. ..$
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

skin, chafing, prickly

to do the

Very truly,

Deduct items not admitted.

Its Name.

onr

Electric Wiring of All Rinds.

47
mean

Agents’ Balances.
All other Assets.

Kodol

writers entered the contest and the
were the editor of Collier’s,
Walter Page, editor of “World's Work,”
and Henry Cabot Lodge.

every box.

a

Ga$& Electric Light Co.

Stocks and Bonds. SI 438.437.14
Cash in Office and Hank.
383.430.22

FIREMAN’S

perspiration odors,

prices.
We positively
our patrons.

ASSETS DEC.

FUND INS. CO. of Sai Francisco, California. Incorporated in 1863. Commenced business in 1863. wm J. Dutton, Pres.
Louis Weinmaiin, Sec. Capital paid up in c»«li,
$1,000,000 00.

|

and this public-spirited, open-hearted New
Yorker did this. Perhaps he gets his money

workmanship

high standard of excellence always obtained at
our place.i
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and

LONDON, ENGLAND.

Humphreys’ Med. Co., William &

’hree newspapers, and churches
end—a surprising number of
onsidering that the white populau“ber barely two thousand.
te
'^humiliation and varying shade
“i Seems
Paradise regained, after all. It seems cruel
to have its own special of steamships were run to Nassau, Ke
disturb this picture, but to many of the
cllapelBesides the English West and Havana; this was one of Mr. to
htii,.
ones it was “different in the mornthere is a Second Episcopal Flagler’s pet projects. In order to have an worldly
American railroad terminus it was neces- ing,”—and not paradise at all. To these
a
Methodist Episcopal church,
sary to drill a channel through the rooks inUAMTOAIA,
“}an
Methodist, United Fresby- J to the harbor of Miami, or Bisoayne Bay;
Kind You Have Always Bondi
Bern the

tionaj’

CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOODS

THE PALATINE INSURANCE

Sold

on

low.

C. E. STEVEKS,

judges

at

seems

away all apparent saving and always conduces to dissatisfaction.
We make a special point on the character ot
our goods—We
positively deal in goods of reliable

1

about it.

for picture of Baby's Head and Trained Nurse

MAUVE.

BELFAST

Takes

digestion and dyspepsia, but thia famous
remedy cures all stomach troubles by
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
strengthening the mucous membranes
lining the etomach.

—

no more

this

Co.’s,

BEL K AST,

THE SHODDY

Pize.

Mrs. A. C. Howe, Trained Nurse, Allston, Mass., says: “Comfort l’owder deserves its name.
It is the best powder
made and l shall always recommend it for
chafing, pimples, prickly heat, offensive
perspiration, and all irritations of the
skin.” Be sure to get Comfort Powder,
it is so far superior to ordinary talcum
Ask any
Belfast
powders.
druggist

this had proved itself on a recent moonlight evening in the grounds of the Royal
Palm. The hotel itself was lighted from
the basement to the sixth story, the lights
greatest element of strength and is as cer- glowing like jewels through the branches
tain to continue and enlarge as the winters ! of the tall pa.ms. Within these grounds,
of the north are sure to envelop us with hemmed in by rows of giant oleanders, alAnd I ready blooming, grow trees and shrubssnow, ice, mud, slush—and grip.
guess we are pretty certain to find these lit- i from many shores. Although the color and
tle comforts waiting for us as the calendar charm of the many flowers could not bp
turns. At this point, where is the only seen by the eye at this hour, their inner
harbor south of Fernandina, and that of beauty floated on the balmy, night air like
man’s work in part, Mr. Flagler has built incense. Far out on the bay a phonograph
one of the most magnificent of the hotels of
played a lively banjo ditty. In the Casino
the Florida East Coast Co., the Royal Palm. the brilliant Palm orchestra played, while a
And it is royal in every sense: in location,
program of water sports was being carried
size, beauty of grounds and (by no means out for the amusement of the guests. On
last in the minds of many who have parted the wide hotel verandas and in the parlors
with their last sixpence) in price. In order were ladies by the score in white and fancy
to get the tourists and hold their patronage, evening gowns, and gentlemen, almost withit was necessary there should be a railroad out exception, in the popular tuxedos. The
down the eastcoast. Mr. Flagler builtthat. chirp of the cricket in the gardens mingled
Then to make variety and add spice to the with the rustling of the fan palms, swayed
already great delights of the traveler, lines by the breeze. Well, it was something like

p.°r

price

Prepared by
Co., Chicago.
Philippines, in the school department.
His prize story, which will appear in
R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST
April, is a Philippine story, entitled
“Fagan.” He is especially to be congratulated as some of our well known .‘Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac

Deserves

sojourners, who can be sure that the money
might not have been less usefully employed ?
The chance is, at least, furnished thereby
for the rich to spend their money, and this
result is always to be desired.
This little town, the metropolis of South
Florida,—the most southern of any American city on the mainland, was not dreamed
of nine years ago. At that time only one
house, that of a fisherman, stood on its site.
Now a thriving and fast growing city of
over 5,000 people is here, with idlers, tourists and speculators in abundance. Really,
it is wonderful. We think of the West as
having all the hustle. Hut the South has
got to be let into the race. This ambitious
town is an example, and the marvelous recovery of Jacksonville, in this State, from

Water
ore take a tram-car. Three
ues run from that starting
the botanical garden ta
rth making); another to the
.. near Fort Fredericki the third a long way westpiantation called “La Temiore are cabs, too,
plenty of
tariff fixed by municipal
English shillings the hour,
stands are donkey-carts
wagons for less price, which
•''I by the unambitious.
f few
“points of interest”
t

j

dowers and pleasure everywhere.
Such a miracle, however, many
thousands are witnessing each winter, and
more and more has it become the custom to
spend the winter and early spring days in
the farthest south resorts, at Palm Heach,
Miami and Nassau. These have been developed and made known by the energy,
wealth and ambition of Henry M. Flagler,
railroad and hotel king, as well as Standard
Oil Magnate. If it be said that the widow
who burns the midnight oil,—at sixteen per
—has contributed her mite to ihe building
of the grand homes here for the wealthy

my menu that almost per‘tu the belief that you are

■

It

many-windowed sleepdeep verandas shaded birds, fruit,

reading-room, luxbaths, billiard rooms,

!

1905.

almost that a miracle has been attained when one leaves Maine with its zero
weather for a steady diet,and 20 below for a
frequent side-dish, and in a few days is in
the most delightful summer climate, with

man's

j

February,

seems

mds and furnished as sith rugs and sofas, tables,
-ik-cases. There are airy
public and private; ladies’

i

Florida,

STREET,

advantage of

Tlian imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness anil Saddlery Goods, because the

they

exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure does not only curs In-

|

■

want

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion

j

|
j

room.

NO GREAT! R

Indigestion.

Maine boy who won the
It was
$5,000 prize offered by Collier’s for the
best short story. The fortunate writer,
Stanley Thomas of Peabody, Mass.,
was born in Oastine and is the son of
Rev. L. ,7. Thomas, for 10 years an Auburn pastor. The young man graduated
from the Edward Little High School,
Auburn, and from Harvard College, after which he spent several years in the

common

You

the goods. Why not take
and get your needs supplied at wholesale at

IIKill

c. w. f.

$5,000

the

want

F. H. Black &

No appetite, loss of strength,
nervousness, headache, constipation,
bad breath, general debility, sour risings, and catarrh of the stomach srs
all due to Indigestion. Kodol cures

THE GITYOE MIAMI.

such as abound

•iinse
c

a

We

Sour
Stomach

1 have seen some of the best groves of Redlands and Riverside, Cal., but for fine, pertect, yellow grape fruit ill profusion, Mr.
Potatoes are Low.
Richardson’s trees exceeded any that had
happened to come under my observation
Aroostook potatoes, which a year ago
elsewhere.
sold at $:> per barrel now bring 80 to 85
| In some of the advertising folders of the cents at Houlton; 75 to 80 cents at
Florida East Coast Railway Co. stands a
Presque Isle, Caribou and Fort Fairfield
^
gentleman of color holding open a door, and 65 to 70 cents at Van Huren and
Fort Kent. The average cost is said to
from the frigid north to the sunny
The Metropolis of South Florida. Its Won- leading
be 60 cents per barrel. Farmers are
skies and balmy air of Florida, and this exderful Growth.
The Tourist Industry.
sorry they did not sell early in the
pression follows- “Florida’s East Coast is I season when
they could have got $1.00
Capt. “Hob” White, etc.
Paradise regained.
It seemed almost as if
to $1.10.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]

i are whirled away to an
i.-h inn named the “Tow-

S

as

for ■mmUm

Short Hair

a

watermelon.
Mr.
Richardson said this could only be brought
about by planting the hills widely apart, so
moisture of the ground would be absorbed
by a comparatively few tubers. He thought
if he planted only one hill to a large field,
fertilized and watered well, possibly a
potato as large as a nail keg could be produced ! Among the various productions of
this wonderful farm that we saw growing
in February were strawberries, tomatoes,
as

delightful,

Won a

bananas, eocoanuts, pineapples, mangoes,
! guavas, lemons, oranges and grape fruit.
! Surely a goodly array for a winter garden.

great size of some of mention those in the mother
country.
elegance with which Two thousand acres of growing cane is
and
the
enormous
i(i
considered a modest estate: on this
: y
of every imaginable
perhaps 1500 men and women are conin hardware to
millinery, stantly employed, and the yearly out
tn boats and saddles), are
put of sugar is between four and five
■pi-ners to most newcom- thousand tons.
Fannik B. Ward.
i

large

are

Underwear, Hosiery, Outings,
Yarn, Tinware, Etc.

CO.,

man

This week comes the Great Free Street
Fair and Carnival of Dade County, in this
town, lasting all the week. W'hat it is to be
we can only conjecture; nobody seems to
know. But the posters appear to promise
scenes of brilliancy and dare-devil exploits
which are quite sure not to be realized.
However, there is one point on which I
feel utmost certainty. It poses as a free
fair; I don’t believe it. Nothing is free
down this way but salvation, and the Presbyterians, with Flagler as a backer, have a
heavy mortgage on that.
Weather very warm. For the past ten days
the thermometer has ranged from 70 to 84
deg. night audday. The moonlight evenings

greal lake.

The State Board of Trustees of
the Internal Improvement Fund, Governor
Broward, chairman, has spent the past
week exploring the Everglades, its inlets
knows how many others. Xext in num- aud outlets. This with a view
to the drainber to these liberal means of grace are age of this region and the formation
of an
the Club Houses, the paradise of all immense tract of very rich land. That this
vast
well
area, embracing, approximately, 7,000,regulated
Englishmen—chess
clubs, rowing clubs, yachting clubs, 000 acres, can be drained and be made
tennis clubs, rifle clubs, cricket clubs, available for cultivation, is a fact of which
member of the commission was conclubs galore, besides the usual social I every
vineed. It is thought that $5 per acre will
and convivial institutions to be found |
pay the cost of reclaiming. I visited with
elsewhere.
This is but natural in I much interest the fruit farm of Mr. J.
R.
Colonial society.
Richardson, but a little distance from the
You might spend a profitable week Everglades. I was astonished at the revisiting some of the fine sugar estates sults achieved heie In the first place we
in the vicinity of Georgetown.
Most were shown a basket of sweet-potatoes,
of them have fanciful names in Hutch coming from one hill, weighing 135 pounds,
Nearly all these potatoes were two-thirds
or
such as

and called it Itabreck.
ildings, too, botli public
ire faithful copies of the
: Holland, with their uncts and warty towers, and
cd toward the highway,
cli are generally of wood
a
nui, two or three stories

now it is fourteen inches
lone.
splendid result to me after being
almost without, any hair.”
Mrs. J. H. Fiver, Colorado Springs, Colo.

as

store at rock

our

PRICES OF

My hair used to be very short. But after
Hair Vigor a short time it began

pride that he and his family have expressed
so strong an admiration of our bay coast.
That he will spend some part of his idle
season with us the coming summer seems
quite assured.

than any other locality in America. The
soil is rich and is kept at the proper moisture in all seasons by the nearness of this

BIG CUT IN

using Ayer s
to crow, and
I his seems a

nificent mansion, in size and architecture,—
of the grandest in Florida. Our own
citizens hold the junior Senator from Florida
in very high regard and it is a matter of

offer-

we are

bottom prices.

hair food you can buy. For 60
years it has been doing just
what we claim it will do. It
will not disappoint you.

J. C. AYER

for spring goods

room

ing everything in

Hair Vigor

one

calico, more tobacco and a good deal of
whiskey. The soil of the country adjoining the Everglades is better adapted to the
cultivation and growth of tropical fruits

therans, Baptists, Fniversalists, UniRoman Catholics, the London
terians,
crossed by many bridges.
the Indian
hich serve a useful pur- Missionary Society’s Chapel,
Mission, the Coolie Mission, the Chinseason
rainy
by helping ese
Mission, the Portuguese Mission,
e of the surplus surface
the Seamen’s Mission, and gooduess
cite of the Hutch, who

■

colored

To make

long and heavy.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is the only

eber had; and, jes’ as sure,
Teddy Roosevelt am the nex’ best. De Lord
bless ’em both, dead or alive.”
While we were in Jacksonville Senator
Tallieferro came down and removed his
family to Washington until the adjournment of Congress. Since the great fire the
Senator hasbuilta residence on Julia street,
It is truly a magnear the Seminole Club.

An afternoon’s trip which afforded us
great enjoyment was up the Miami river to
the edge of the Everglades. Here one finds
fish of many kinds, crocodiles, and game in
plenty. This great desert of water is almost unknown, in its inner depths, to the
white man, or rather has been until a very
recent date. The surviving remnant of the
Seminole tribe of Indians live in the wastes
of the glades, occasionally coming out in
little bauds of men and women, in
fancy
Indian dress, to exchange pelts for a little

j

will grow

?\ ®°.a

Sale

*

j

Feed your hair; nourish it;
give it something to live on.
Then it will stop falling, and

for the late lamented President. “Now,
uncle,” I enquired, “do you not think you
are
rather unreasonable extending the
period of mourning?” “No, sab,” replied
he, “Abe Lincoln was de best friend de

cluding a large party under Raymond A
Whitcomb’s managemeut.

niing down the middle.
with each other and

Clearance
Ayer’sl

Doesn’t that jar the denizens of the old
Penobscot valley ?
In a Jacksonville barber-shop recently,
presided over by a colored man of intelligent aspect, I noticed a large portrait of
Abraham Lincoln, draped with black. The
colored population are not slow of speech
nor averse to discuss any subject under the
sun off-hand, so I knew it would not be
offensive if I inquired why he still sorrowed

list,

call

and daughters of luxury

pleasing Florida contributor and a newspaper man of ability,—at present connected
with the Palm Beach News. We found the
boy in light clothes and straw hat and just
back from a dip in the surf on the beach.

Capt. Rob White, a Belfast boy, and
certainly a great compliment that he

t men, and a confusion ol
a u that of Uabel’s powei
ml comparison. There are

t1

sons

the early morning hours brought symptoms
of the big head to come, and nightmare as
well,—offspring of the hot bird and cold
bottle of the night before. But nature had
done her work well; only human nature
had spoiled the picture in the finishing.
We had the good fortune to meet and
have a half-hour’s chat with our friend
Orrin J. Dicksy, at Palin Beach, on the
way down the coast. He is The Journal’s

make a

start on

of The

.,

misguided

on

£64,542 63

4,499,155

84

O. J. FAR" III..

None

Total liabilities .$ 6 063,698 47
Capital actually paid
up in cash. $4,000,000 CO
Net surplus over all
liabilities.$6,539,250 12

Surplus

for

policy holders. 10,539,260 12

Aggregate, including caj ital and
net

surplus.$15,602,948

FIELD &
3w7

f9

QU1MBY, Resident Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE
HARTFORD, CONN.

C0.~

31, 1904.
Real estate.
$ 392.665
Mortgage loans.
630 660
Stocks and bonds.
4,632,582
Cash in office and bank.
184,606
Agents’ balances.
506,731
Ail othei assets.
237,962

-—•

ASSETS DEC.

Gross

assets.$6,483,987

Admitted assets..

$6,483,987
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 381,094
Unearned premiums. 3,381,665
All other liabilities.
50,000
Cash capital.. 1,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities...
1,671,227

70
00
13
60
90
46
78
78

liabilities dec.

Total liabilities and

3w?

surplus.$6,483,987

FIELD &

...REPAIRING...

77
61
00
00
60
78

QUIMBY, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

*•»

-—

—

(TAGAZINES, MUSIC & PAMPHLETS
BOUND.

DAMAGED

BOOKS, AL-

BUMS, ETC., REPAIRED OR REBOUND.

PASSE-PARTOUT \\ ORK.

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES
Work beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine,
end me a jiostal and 1 will call for work. 2«
Miller street. Side door.

JOHN S.

FERNALD,
Belfast

1 uniform enforcement of the prohibitory
law all over the State of Maine. It is
! his idea that the Republican party, havBELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23. 1905.
ing made unequivocal pledges to the
^
people, must see to it that such promis(
tlit?
Published Every Thursc ay Morning by
es are carried out.
He will welcome,
Republican Journal Publishing Co. and will use to the utmost, any machin-,
ery which will make such fulfilment

Republican Journal.

The

CHAHI.KS A.

j

PlumCKY,}

Nantucket is out of yeast cakes and
kerosene.
The city election is drawing negr.
What are the voters of Belfast going to
do about it?

There is a cow on the track of the
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad, in
East Belfast.

Congressman Hearst must have
thought he had butted up against John
L. instead of the other Sullivan.

city post office had
valentines than it could deliver
St.‘Valentine’s day. Hearts were

The New York
more

trumps in Gotham.
The town of East Sumner boasts that
it lias no saloons and no lawyers. Is it

because there

are no

lawyers,

are no

or

saloons that there

vice versa?

The Maine Woods has

a

new

dress.

mean, of course, the newspaper
in Phillips. Our Maine woods
will not put on a new dress until spring.

We

published

The
William Cullen Bryant
name died years ago; hut
of
that
poet
William Cullen Bryant, the publisher
of ttie Brooklyn, N. Y.. Times, died last
is dead.

week.
Low temperature and deep snow
interfered with traffic and checked
well
the revival of business that was
under way in most sections of the country." says Dan’s Review.
nave

Augusta advices say that the .Sturgis
bill is losing strength daily—additional
evidence that it “ought not to pass-”
The State does not need more officials;
wiiat is needed is officials that will do
their

duty.

Congressman Sullivan, who lias been
twitted on the lloor of the House with
being “bald-headed and red-nosed,’’
may console himself with a favorite

saying
no

of the late II.

such thing

as a

.1.1,oeke—“There’s

bald-headed fool."

But who believes the Republican
party of Maine is going to make a
genuine, continuous effort to enforce
the Prohibitory Law throughout tne
State?—Lewiston Sun.
We do. It is pledged to do just tha-,
and must carry out its pledge.

Maine leads the Union in fisheries
leads the
and Washington county
counties of Maine. For the year 1904
that county caught 107,630,496 pounds
of fish of all kinds; and its nearest
county competitor, Lincoln, caught
only 43,378,3J7 pounds.
The United States government must
either take charge of the Dominican

Hamel Wentworth, a well known citizen
of Knox, and quite as well known in Brooks,
died very suddenly last week. He had not
been w e'l for some months but had atteuded to liis work as usual up to the hour of
Is not this the case every winter? his death, lie had
just finished his breakI
fast w hen he fell to the floor unconscious
travel
for
not
Tae travelling men do
and died in a short time.
I
He was about (id
their health or for pleasure, and make : years old and leaves a
widow, one son and
oi
summer
several daughters.
their rounds just the same,

winter.

Rev. E. E. Colburn has resumed the series of special meetings with his church in
The Waterville Sentinel discusses Jackson, which were suspended by reason
what would happen if there should be of the bad weather. The meetings began
I Tuesday and w ill continue for some two
it killing frost all over the country in
weeks. He is assisted in the work by Rev.
July or August, as there was in 1816.
VV. B. Hague of Gorham, Me., General Misshould
world
for the Maine State Missionary Sothe
and
sionary
suppose
Yes,
ciety. It is hoped that an increased intercome to an end on or before June 30th
est in the church will be the result of their
Then the possible killing frost in Julj efforts.
would not concern us in the
of the
or
In
weather last Satur-

August

rough
spite
day eveuiug nearly otie hundred people
gathered at the Good Templar lodge to celebrate the 11th anniversary of the organization of the lodge. Three candidates were
initiated and the usual work of the lodge

But why look forward to un
pleasant things which may never conn

least.

pass?

transacted and then it was turned over to
the entertainment committee. M. J. How
gave an address in verse, which we are unable to print this week. Then followed the
Colloquy of Nations or Liberty Seeking a
Home, with beautiful tableau and red lights.
Rev. E. E. Colburn madea few remarks,and
then all repaired to the banquet room where
a nice supper had been provided by the
ladies. In spite of drifted roads, howling
w inds and bitter cold, it was an enjoyable
occasion.

The ever vexatious servant question is
vigorously attacked in the February At
I antic in a paper entitled “Put \ oursel:
in her Place," by Jane Seymour Klink
been studying tlx
Miss Klink has
actual conditions in the servants’ quar
ters of our homes l.y doing houseworl

incognito in many cities. Her state
ment of the conditions actually existing
to-day in many of our homes is as start
instructive.

Miss Klink is

tc

continue tier discussion in further pa
pels suggesting certain concrete
feasible reforms, which it is hoped wil
.end to the ease and advantage of botl
mistress and maid.

anc

•'Jt will be very
the effect on the
the

German

interesting to watcl
University of Oxfore

and American student!

who enter there this year under tin
provisions of the will of the late Ceci 1

|

II rxFonn-Y okk. The home of Mr. ami
Mrs. F R. York in Brooks was the scene
of a quiet wedding Sunday evening, Feb.
tilth, at s.30 o’clock, when Mr. Alfred R.
Iluxford and Miss Marion E. Y'ork were
united in the bonds of matrimony. Rev E.
E. Colburn performed the ceremony in his
usual felicitous manner and the ring service was. used. The wedding was priv .te
and only near relatives of the contracting
parties were present. A dainty wedding
iuuch was served in four courses by Miss
Marie York, sister of the bride, and Miss
Ethel M. Colson, a cousin.
The happy
couple left on the 7.20 morning train lor
their wedding tour. The groom is the son
of T. 1. Iluxford, our well known grocer,
and is a popular young man. The bride is
the daughter of F. R. Y’ork of Y’ork’s
Hotel and is a beautiful and accomplished
young lady. On their return they willcoutinue to reside in Brooks.
Their many
friends wish them a happy and prosperous
life.

Rhodes,” says George Heron Milne, ii
“Will they succeee 1
•'The Criterion.”
in injecting new life and ideals inte
that ancient institution, or will the;
The tenth annual ball of Golden Crown
also be absorbed and neutralized by tha ;
Lodge, K. of P., held at Union hall on the
peculiar fascinating influence that hai evening of Feb. 14, the anniversary of the
of the lodge, was a great success
always surrounded the ‘home of deae 1 institution
socially and financially. The K. of P. ball
causes’? It is quite safe to answer thii 1 has come to be looked upon as the leading
question in the negative. The foreigi social event of the winter and this one fully

sustained its reputation. The music was
by Rigby’s orchestra of Belfast, of five
pieces M. M. Brown of Worcester, Mass.,
first violin and prompter.
This was Mr.
Brown’s first appearance before a Brooks
audience and be produced an excellent imFrom the delightful members of
An intimate friend of Gov. Cobt
le opening concert, to the last dance the
not
the
au
is
Governor
the
that
music
was.
perfectly satisfactory. One hunsays
twenty couples joined in the grand
thorof the Sturgis bill, but firmly be dred and
and
the
march
number of dancers was large
lieves that the legislature should give t< at all times. Many of the numbers being
one the
some
power to see that ; encored by those on the floor. The supper
was served in the banquet hall being prothe law is enforced. He doesn’t can vided by the Sisterhood.
There was a
whether it is done by a commission, 01 special train from Belfart returning after
tbe ball, bringing about seventy persons.
what not, so that the work is dont

students at Oxford will have no more
effect upon life there than the beatinj ;
of the waves on a rock-ribbed coast.

Sression.

well. He believes that the legislatun
should enact some law—either the Stur
gis or some other bill—which will give
sufficient power to some one to secure

Beautiful eyes and

handsome face are

eloquent commendations.

Bright eyes

are

windows to a woman’s heart. Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea makes bright eyes. 35
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.

presented.

Estate of Isaac II. Jackson, Belfast; second account presented.
Estate of Anna M. Morse, Palermo, petition for administration presented.
Estate of Olive M. Mason, Monroe, first
and final account presented.
Estate of Dunbar Jack, Monroe, first and
final account presented.
Estate of Wm. 11. Blanchard, Searsport,
Clara E. Blanchard appointed executrix.
Boston

Alumni,

U. of M.

Secretary S. D. Thompson of Wollaston,
Mass., is sending out the following notice:
“The annual meeting and dinner of the

Boston Alumni association of the University
of Maine will be held at Hotel Bellevue,
Beacon street, Boston, Saturday evening,
March 4. The business meeting, at which
a revision of the constitution and by-laws
and several other important matters will be
acted upon, will be held at 6:45 o’clock ; the
dinner will follow' at 7:30.
“The indications are that this dinner will
be very largely attended. Most of the older
graduates w ill be on hand and besides, an
especial effort is being made to get a full
quota of the younger alumni about Boston.
“Among the invited guests are: Dr. George
Emory Fellows, president of the university;
Hon. Henry Lord, president of the board of
trustees; lion. E. B. Winslow', a member
of the board of trustees; Will R. Howard,
’82, a prominent alumnus: Prof. William D.
Hurd of the university faculty; and Rev.
William W. Bustard, a prominent clergyman of Roxbury and former coach of the
Maine baseball team.
“Between the speeches several of the
younger alumni have promised to enliven
the occasion with songs and college‘yells.’

CURES WITHOUT STOMACH DOSING.
Hyomei Cures Catarrh by Simple Breathing.
K. H. Moody will Refund Money If it Fails
to Cure.

Grateful Letter from the Well-Known
of the B. & 0.
Washington, D.C.

Passenger Agent
R. R.|

CUTICURA SUCCEEDS
AFTER DOCTORS FAIL

the
country,
sends the following grateful letter: "Thanks
to the Cuticura
Remedies, I am now rid of that fearful pest, weeping eczema, for the first
time in three years. It first appeared
on the back of my hand in the form
of a little pimple, growing into several
blotches, and then on my ears and

SAL[>|

*

| vREMNANTSs

]

Unusual Values! Genuine Bargains!

ankles. They were exceedingly painful because of the itching and burning

AT 9

sensation, and always raw. After the
first day’s treatment with Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills, there was
very little of the burning and itching,

I

CENTS,
AT 19

1

CENTS,

I

and the cure now seems to be comto aid in relievplete. I shall be glad
ing others suffering as I was, and you
as
letter
you wish,
may use my
(signed) S. B. Hege, Washington,
D.C., June 9, ’04.”

AT 29

COMPLETE TREATMENT

EVERY DEPARTMENT OFFERS VALUES THAT ASSURE YOU MU
THAN YOUR HONEY’S WORTH.

For Every Humor from Infancy
to Age, Price $1.00
Consisting of Cuticura Soap, to cleanse

the skin, Cuticura Ointment, to heal
the skin, and Cuticura Resolvent
Pills, to cool and cleanse the blood,
may now be had of all druggists. A
single set is often sufficient to cure
the most torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning, and scaly humours, eczemas, rashes, and irritations, from
infancy to age, when all else fails.
Cuticura Soap. Ointment, and Pills are Bold throughout
the world. Potter Drug.t C'hem. Corp., Sole Props.,Boston,
How to Cure Eczema.'
ffcjf* Send for

MAINE G. A. R.
Perry uf Fort Fairfield Fleeted Department Commander. Mrs. Gilman of

CENTS,
AT 39

I

CENTS,
AT 49

I

CENTS,

I

A SWEEPIHG REDUCTION IN PRICES OF

Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Skirts,
Children’s Garments and Rain

i .is

H. O.

Oakland President of Hie National Belief

Corps.

Large delegations from every county in

the State

in attendance at the annual
encampment of the department of Maine,
Grand Army of the Republic, which was
opened in Lewiston Feb. Kith. A camptire
was held in city hall in the evening.
Every
seat was occupied.
Besides an excellent
program by local talent, there were a large
number of speeches.
Commander L. C. Bateman of Custer
post, Lewiston, presided. One of the principal speeches was made by Comniander-inChief Wilmou W. Blackmar. lion. F. S.
Walls of Vinalhaveu and U. 0. Perry of
Fort Fairfield candidates for department
commander, were among the speakers.
At Friday's session Capt. Henry 0. Perry
of Fort Fairfield was elected department
commander and E. T. Parker of Bar Harbor was elected senior vice-commander; Ira
C. Jordan of Bethel, junior vice-commander; John W. Webster, chaplain; John li.
McGregor, medical director; Frank F. Goss, !
J. F. Jefferds, John Williamson, Samuel F.
Perclier and Daniel C. Ayer, council of administration; John F. Foster of Bangor
delegate-at-large to the national encampment at Denver; Edwin Riley of Livermore,
were

-^$1.00 Kid Gloves for 69 Cents

t

We should be pleased to show you

.4

JAMES H. HOWES,

lief

Corps

of Knox Post.

E. M. C.

SEMINARY, BUCKSPORT.

Miss Florence Powell has gone to her
home in Lakewood.
Miss Alice Weymouth has been spending
the past week at her home in Sangerville.
President Bender is expected home in a
few days, after a stay of several weeks in
Boston.

To Core

a

Cold ill One

Day.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
lf it fails to cure.

New Spring

our

Successor to

George

W.

<eft,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.
REV. ROLLIN T. HACK.

alternate-at-large.
Receives a Call to the Hammond Street ConThe other delegates are:
Charles T.
gregational Church, Bar.gor.
H.
B.
Putnam
of
B.
C.
Hooper,
Houltou;
At the annual meeting of the Hammond
Kenney, Portland ; Abram Bachelor, Oakland ; v. L. Collin, Cherryfield; Charles M. street Congregational Church,Bangor, WedSmith, Skowhegan; Colonel A S. Bangs, nesday night, Feb. loth, the committee apAugusta, and M. A. Salford, Kittery; alter- pointed to secure a pastor reported through
nates, C. A. Voting, South Paris; N. C. its chairman, l’rof. F. B. Denio, in favor of
Goodwin, Sanford; A. L. Hill, Brownfield; Kev. Rollin T. Hack, recently of the Second
George C. Downing, Dover; A. W. Mc- Congregational church in Portland. Several
Call,sland, Gardiner; C. S. Crowell, Lewis- letters, all speaking in the highest terms of
ton; J. W. Libby, North Turner.
Rev. Mr. Hack were read by Prof. Denio,
The next Maine encampment will be held and remarks were made by prominent mem- ;
in June, t005.
bers of the society. It was then voted, first, i
The place of the next encampment i; left 10 accept the report of the committee;
to the selection of the council of adminis- secondly, to adopt the report of tlie comtration.
mittee, thus extending Mr. Hack a call to
The Women's National Relief Corps elect- the pastorate.
ed Alice S. Gilman of Oakland, president.
Mr. Hack has long been regarded as one
Follow ing are the officers elected at the of the most eloquent and scholarly clergyof
the Women’s State Relief Corps, men in Maine. He was for seven years
meeting
held in the afternoon :
pastor of the Congregational church in BelPresident, Mrs. Frances S. Black, Gor- fast, and for ten years of the second Conham; vice-president, Mrs. E. A. Hawes, gregational in Portland, where his circle of
Union; chaplain, Mrs. W. W. Thomas, admirers is extremely wide. He has a wife
Yarmouth ; secretary, Mrs. A. M. Sawyer; and one son, now a senior in Williams Coltreasurer, Ellen F. Wallace; conductor, Ella lege, and is at present residing at his counF. Black, Lewiston; guard, Lottie Phtnney, try estate in the village of Lyman.
The Hammond street church, one of the
Westbrook; past president, Mrs. I. P.
Wing, Monson; first director, Hannah Car- largest and most important in Bangor, has
ter; second director, Ellen Lovejoy; third been without a regular pastor since the
director, Harriet Keyes; fourth director, resignation of Kev. Henry L. Griffin, nearMrs. W. R. Tarbox; fifth director, Mrs. ly a year ago. The pulpit has beenoccupi-_
Florence Elliott.
ed by President David N. Beach of the Ban
A reception to the incoming officers was gor Theological Seminary, however, and
held in City Hail in the evening, by the Re- the life of the church has been very profit-

Boqgl

Moody.

^CLEARANCE

Mr. S. B. Hege, passenger agent of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,Wash;
ington, D.C., one of the best-known
railroad men of

A long stride toward solving the mystery
Preparations are being made for an Athof curing catarrh was taken with the dis- letic Exibition to take
place sometime in the
the
In
of
fact,
Hyomei.
percent- near future.
covery
age of cures by this treatment proves it equal
to the final tests.
lion. Parker Spofford entertained a numThe folly of taking medicine into the
at his home
stomach to cure catarrh of the nose, throat ber of the teachers and students
and lungs, has been realized by physicians, on Franklin St. last Monday evening.
but not until Hyomei was known, had they
The U. of M. Glee Club is to give a cona practical method that would obviate stomcert here Feb. 27th in Emery llall, the proach drugging.
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but $1, ceeds to be used for the benefit of E. M. C.
and consists of a neat pocket inhaler that S. A. A.
can be used anywhere without attracting
Dr. H. W. Conn of Wesleyan University
attention, a medicine dropper and a bottle of
Hyomei, Extra bottles of Hyomei cost but gave a very interesting talk to the students
50c.
Breathing Hyomei through the inhaler, Tuesday evening on “Molds and Their Comevery particle of air that enters the nose, mon Uses.” Wednesday morning, following
throat and lungs, is charged with a healing
chapel, he talked with the boys about the
balsam that soothes and allays all irritation,
kills the catarrhal germs and enriches the importance of a college education.
blood with additional ozone.
K. H. Moody has so much faith in the
Steamer Governor Bodwell Frozen in at
power of Hyomei to cure catarrh, that he
is selling it under his personal guarantee to
Stonington.
refund the money if it does not give positive
relief.
Rookland, Feb. 20. The ice blockade in
Penobscot bay assumed a new phase today,
when it was learned that the steamer GovA Guaranteed Cure For Files.
ernor Bodwell had been frozen in at StonItching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding ington. The steamer left Swan’s Island,
Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO last night, fearful of becoming ice locked
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no mat- there, but at Stonington she found her
ter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days. further progress blocked. The steamer
First application gives ease and rest. 50c. Catherine, whioh was at this port, will
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in furnish communication between Rockland
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid. and Vinalhaven temporarily. The Catherine took a large supply of fresh water to
High Island, where there is a drought. The
The Will of J. H. Manley.
Bodwell bad a number of passangers for
this port. They will be transferred.
H.
late
Manley
of
the
The estate
Joseph
is estimated at $1,000,000. The bulk is left
OABTOJIIA.
in trust to his son, S. C. Manley, and the
net income will be divided among the four Bean the
/) The Kind You Hate Always
children.
Bequests are made to grandchildren, and there are no public bequests.
It makes no difference how many medicines have failed to cure you, if you are
troubled with headache, constipation, kidney or liver troubles, Hollister’s Rocky
Mountain Tea will make you well. R. H.

II WES. I

JAMES H.

■n~.

...

Were it not for the travelling men
the local lintels would be in hard sledding this winter—Calais Times.

as

abstract of the business

|

j highly satisfactory.
allow European countries i The Brooks people were well pleased
Republic
The latter course means the j with the basket ball game between the lielto do so.
fast and Brooks High school teams last Fri,
permanent occupation of the island by day evening. The visitors were gentlemanly and played a stiff game. As compared
abandonment
an
E uropean nations and
w ith them our boys lacked age, weight and
of the Monroe doctrine by the l uited experience. They made a lively game, howif it was a losing one.
ever,
States.”—President Roosevelt.

.ing

an

I

or

to

Following is

of the Probate Court for Waldo county,
February term, 1905:
Estate of William H.
Blanchard, of
Searsport; Clara E. Blanchard appointed
executrix.
Estate of Sanford L. Howard of Belfast;
Sanford Howard appointed guardian
Estate of Albert Thompson, Frankfort;
possible.
license to sell personal estate issued.
Estate of Alexander Stevens, Knox; order
Edward C. Plummer of Rath, a life- of distribution issued.
of Khoda A. Steveus, Knox; order
long Democrat and for many years one : of Estate
distribution issued.
i of the leaders of his party in Maine, has (
Estate of George H. Rankin,Lincolnville;
of commissioners of insolvency rechanged his political views, and an- j report
turned.
! nounces that he has
of
ranks
the
joined
Estate of Harry L. Small, Burnham; warthe Republican party. He says: VI n rant and inventory and notice of appointment filed.
Theodore Roosevelt this country has a i Estate of Sliubael M. Dunton, Lmcoluwonderful man for its President. He ; ville; warrant and inventory and notice of
filed.
is taking up the fights for the people at appointment
Estate of Abbie L. Hurd, Unity; warrant
great odds, and 1 believe he should have and inventory filed.
Estate of Lemuel F. Woodbury, Morrill;
the support in these fights of every
warrant and inventory filed.
American citizen.”
In an interview
Estate of Norman G. and Alma Woodminors, Morrill; warrant and invenpublished in the Bath Independent Mr. bury,filed.
tory
Plummer says further:
Estate of Stetson A. West, Belfast; warThe Democratic party of today is not rant aud inventory filed.
of Irving H., Harold A. and Gladys
Estate
what it was in the day of Thomas JefferL. Moore, minors, Franklort; warrant and
son and has been so gradually changing
filed.
that the Republican party now stands inventory
Estate ol Orman E. Curtis, Searsport;
for the principles in which I believe and warrant and inventory filed.
this is the reason why 1 have renounEstate of Abigail L. Gilpatrick, Unity;
ced my allegiance to the Democratic warrant and inventory filed.
of Everett E. Pillsbury, Belfast;
Estate
party.”
second and final account allowed.
Estate of Philander W. Rowell, Palermo;
The movement for a single board in second account of
guardian allowed.
Estate of Byron Cross, Knox; first and
cities is progressing.
The Rockland
allowed.
final account
city council has unanimously adopted
Estate of Maria B. Manter, Winterport;
tlje report of a special committee rec- first and final account allowed.
Estate of RoselthaJ. Swift, Belfast; first
ommending amendments to the city and
final account allowed.
charter which will have the effect of
Estate of Maria A. Douglass, Monroe;
Bartlett appointed executor.
abolishing the common council and cre- Walter
Estate of Dunbar Jack, Monroe; Walter
a
board
of
aldermen
of
14
memating
Bartlett appointed administrator.
Estate of Olive 11. Mason, Monroe; Walbers. A bill will be presented in the
ler Bartlett appointed administrator.
and
the
legislature authorizing
change
Estate of Isaae B. Seekins, Swanville;
the acceptance or rejection of its meas- Frank 0. Seekins appointed executor.
Estate of Clarence E. Hall, Searsmont;
ures will be left to the voters at the
Isaac A. llall appointed administrator.
Estate of MarthaE. Rankin,Lincolnville;
municipal election March Oth. In the
administrator.
House Representative Baxter of Port- Henry E. Rankin appointed
Estate of Archibald E. Morse, Waldo;
land has introduced a bill to abolish the Alnieda F. Morse appointed administratrix.
Estate of Benjamin Thompson, Wintercommon council and establish a board
aort; Isabella P. Thompson, appointed exeof aldermen, consisting of 27 members,
cutrix.
Estate of Frank H. Banton, Freedom;
three from each ward; and RepresentaCharles E. Danforth appointed admiuistrative Gannet has presented an act to ,v/l
Estate of Isadore Worthing, Palermo;
abolish the common council of the city
will presented.
of Augusta. The bill provides for one
Estate of James F. Kuowlton, Belfast;
board, known as the board of aldermen, will presented.
Estate of Betsey Kenney, Winterport;
of 11 members, of which three shall be
will presented.
chosen at large; three assessors who
Estate of Susan M. Kenney, Winterport;
will
presented.
shall be elected on the second Monday
Estate of Ira A. Pitman, Belfast; will
of each March; three highway commis- presented.:
Estate of John Carr, Belfast; petition for
sioners who shall be elected by the peoadministration with the will annexed.
to
hold
ofiice
for
two
and
three
ple,
one,
Mary I. Carr, Belfast, petition for adminthe will annexed.
years respectively and after the first istration with
Estate of Davis Sears, Boston; petition
election each commissioner shall serve Eor
probate of foreign will.
Estate of Sophronia P. Staples, Stockton
for three years.
Springs; petition for administration presented.
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Estate of Howard L. Dickey, North port;
petition for administration presented.
Estate of Evelena C. Moody, Belfast; peIt is understood that Silver Crown Aspresented.
sembly, l’ythiau Sisterhood, will give a tition for administration
Estate of George H. Rankin, Lincolnville;
graud ball the night of May 1st.
petition for license to sell real estate preA dramatic entertainment is to be pre- sented.
Estate of Maria B. Manter, Winterport;
sented by members of the Congregational
church in the near future, the funds ob- petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Maria E. Park, Searsport; first
tained to he devoted to payment of the vestry debt. It will be a nice time and every- and final account presented.
Estate of William H. Park, Searsport; first
body should attend.
and final account presented.
The topic upon which Rev. E. E. Colburn
Estate of Maria A. Douglass, Monroe;
spoke last Sunday evening was “Macbeth.” first and final account presented.
lie made a grand address from the associaEstate of Turner Whitten, Montville; first
tions connected with the history of that and final account presented.
villain as portrayed by Shakespeare. He
Estate of Mary S. Haswell, Frankfort;
incidentally portrayed the life of Napoleon, first and final account presented.
and for this country, Aaron Burr.
Estate of Abigail Ripley, Searsmout; first
and final account presented.
We learn that Charles O. Varney, who
Estate of Oliver Bowen, Montville; first
has been with A. E. Chase for several years
and final account presented.
as clerk, will, the
first of March, take
Estate of
McClure, Searsport;
charge of the business of the Goodwin first and final George
account presented.
Clothing Co. of this place, lie is a good
C.
Estate of Annis
Hurd, Foxcroft, PisI fellow, a fine salesman, and his relations
final account of guardian
! with the A. E. Chase concern have been cataquis county;
_

How these youngsters do grow! Here
Morning Sentinel
is the Waterville
about to celebrate its first anniversary
with a banquet.

on

PROBATE COURT.

able—“an excellent preparative for the
work of Mr. Hack,” as a member on
Wednesday night happily expressed it. The
unanimity which existed at the meeting is
shown by the fact that of the 50 members
present, all but one voted on the first ballot
to extend Mr. Hack a call.

Rev. Rollin T. Hack, who will be asked
to go to Hammond street church in Bangor
take the place vacated after a long tenure
by Kev. Henry L. Griffin, will, if he accepts
the call, enter into a beautifiul church edifice and a prosperous society. The Hammond street church of Bangor (there is another of the name in Lewiston) is the second of the Congregational denomination in
its town.
It lias a steadfast following,
which for many generations has been growing up in it, and its congregation and Sunday school are both very large. Mr. Griffin
did unusual work there. The people are
conservative and steady-going, and bis departure was a shock to them. He is a wonderful student, and will spend some years
Leipsig in the university, where he is at
work in classes of young fellows with all
the enthusiasm of youth. Mr. Hack is to be
congratulated on the call to the east.—Portland Press.
to

LETTER TO BEN D. FIELD.
BELFAST, ME.
Dear Sir: Here’s a paint that's being sold
to bargain-hunters:
10 per cent lead
50
zinc
20
20

Barytes and whiting
wash, not paint.

barytes
whiting
are

sand and white-

Some people must like gold bricks. The
of that paint is-“pure leadand-zinc.” The dealer who sells it says it’s
as good as Devoe.
Yours truly
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. Mason and Hall sell our paint.
name

The Hallowell Granite

Industry.

We are glad to learn that a settlement
of the scale of wages will be amicably
made before March 1st, by the two
granite firms and their employees; indeed, the one important item has already been fixed so that other details
will now easily adjust themselves. A
prompt and satisfactory settlement of
the wage schedule means an immediate
resumption in the spring of operations
in granite, which promise to be unusually bright the coming season.—Hallowell Register.
For colds or sore throat we have found
Browu’s Instant Relief to be the best remedy we ever used.

ONLY

^

THREE DAYS
MORE OF THE
PROSPERITYS#
AttheDinsmore St«

£

—

Porter’s

Watches.

ANTISEPTIC
HEALING OIL,
Discovered by a surgeon of the Louieville Railroad, is a surgical dressing. It
subdues pain, prevents formation of
pus and hastens healing in a remarkable manner.

After onee

applying

burn never burns, a cut never
a hurt never hurts.

a

i

bleeds,!

Jewelry,
Chains of all ki<

Price 25c.
rF’Money cheerfully
satisfactory.

refunded

POOR &

if

Wedding Rings
Engagement Ri

not

SON,

*****

We do

DRUGGISTS.

Watchwork

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
The New
a

England

reduction iu their

Tel. and Tel. Co. have made
special and two party lines

resident rates, to take effect Feb. 1, 1905. The
following changes have recently been made:

*****

J

No trouble to show yoo.is

1

j

Buy

1

for 10c. per copy.
1 can furnish you
■ ■ 4% ■
I ■ » with latest popular
W■
m
IVI
sheet music.
Send
10 cents for copy and particulars. G. W. ELsON,
Iw8*
Springville, N. Y.

I

M

■

I

{

:i

h. j. lockl: &
Belfast National B® nk
P. O. Square

—..

MM

a

*****
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OPTICIANS

Ben D. Field. No. 3J

..

a

*****

George Frisbee.“ 46-4

45-6
Geo. M. Woods.
11-4
Fred Jackson
19-4
Belfast National Bank
61-11
M. M. Colson.
46-4
R. H. Coombs & Son
7-13
H.O. Dodge.
77 3
Cbailes Field.
D. P. Flanders.“ 74-3
Charles Frederick.“ 77-6
Lewis Gannon.“ 45-13
J. F. Harris.“ 4-2
F. R. Holmes.
51-2
Fred Johnson.“ 65-11
Rev. J. E. Kealy.“20
L. A. Knowlton.
66-4
“65-13
W.F. Langill.
G. A. Leavitt. “76 12
M. W. Lord. ..“19-3
163
J. Pattee & Son.
Peoples National Bank.“ 65-3
Fred W. Pote. “74-11
25-11
E. A. Sherman
Edward Siblev .“ 25-2
A. B. Stantial.“ 63-13
67-6
W. P. Thompson
A. E. Turner..“ 38-13
Frank Mayo.“ 68 2

Repair Work

UNDERTAKERS.
■

I
I

l.H. Coombs & So1'.
CASKETS,
ROBES and
BUR*A!
Prepared at all hours t
ING and FUNERAL WOK!'
Connected

by telephone !>

72 Main Street,

GUOd*

The Blue Jat. Tbe presence this winter in large numbers of the Blue Jays has
been noted, and no doubt the severe weather has driven them into the city in quest of
food. The Blue Jay is not a migrating bird,
but is a permanent resident. In a book on
birds, “Our Common Birds and How to
Know Them,” it is said of the'ltlne Jay:
“A thieving, mischievous, handsome creature.
It devours the eggs and young of
other birds, and feeds also upon acorns,

$ OP BELFAST.
to

The Republicans
meet in caucus

Thursday evening,

nek, to nominate a
:
voted for on Monells open at 7 p. m.,
of wards 1, 2 and
mug at 7.:i0o’clock,
inmate ward officers.
.if wards 4 and 5

Monday

1 Ladder company
l,ail March 10th.

began running
and Rockland,

etitie

COLD
COUCH

A youthful attendant at the morning service in one of our churches last Sunday on
her return home was unable to give the
text; and all she could remember of the service was tbe announcement of a supper to
be given two weeks from that day. Sunday
seemed a strange day for a church supper,
but on further questioning it was learned
that it was spoken of as the Lord’s supper.
When it was explained that this was communion, she remarked: “Why I thought it
was a supper for all of us.”

lams.

--tar

o^orjw*'

chestnuts, berries, fruit, corn, insects, caterpillars, etc. Nests in trees and bushes.”

ward rooms on
at 7 o’clock p. m.,
ter ward officers.
ive

■art) will be

Th* Congbbgatiokal Club. The
Congregational Club, recently organized in this
city, holds weekly meetings and once a
A ft
month has a supper and an
address from
some noted speaker.
The first of these
monthly meetings was held last Friday
evening. After the usual business meeting in the parlor of the Congregational
— 1
ORchurch the club adjourned to the
vestry
where a committee of ladies had
prepared
an excellent
The post prandial
supper.
exercises began with two finely rendered
Quickly yields to the specific
solos by Mr. John Parker, the baritone of
action of Brown’s Instant
the church quartette. The president of the
Relief. All dealers. 25c.
club, Rev. David L. Wilson, then introduced the speakers. Mr. H. M. Prentiss spoke
Me.
, Norway Medicine Co., Norway,
to the theme “Our Club,” setting forth in
earnest and enthusiastic terms the intellecGems from the
Luders.
tual, social and religious aims of the asso- Medley, Blue Opera Woodland,
Arr. Chattaway.
Bell,
ciation. Mr. John R. Dunton’s theme was The dance
music by the band orchestra, M.
“Patriotism.” He made a strong plea for M.
Brown, leader, was excellent, and was
what he called “the patriotism of peace;”
enjoyed by the spectators as well as those
that is for as high a patriotism in times of
participating in the dance. The grand
for
the
welfare of our country as that march was led
peace
by Capt. F. D. Jones and
which has ever manifested itself when foes Mrs. F. G.
Spinney and was followed by an
from without have assailed her.
Then order of 17 dances. Supper was served on
came an address from the guest of the even- the
stage at intermission. The full uniing, Rev. David N. Beach, President of the forms of the Knights and the many ladies
Bangor Theological Seminary. His theme and gentlemen in full evening dress added
was “Abraham Lincoln,” and for over an
to the attractiveness of the affair. The rehour he held the close attention of his hearers ception committee was Col. Elmer Small,
with memories of Lincoln, new and old sto- Capt. F. D. Jones and W. F. Weshee.
ries of the martyred President,and masterly
THE CHURCHES.
characterization of, as the speaker said, the
greatest man America had ever produced.

night the store in
npied by John F.

The members of Seaside Chautauqua
brought into this
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, FebruMeasuring 6 3-4 by
ary 27th, with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4
ng 1-4 pound,
In

Park street. The lesson will be from the
“French Revolution,” chapter nineteen, and
from the C. L. S. C. book “Ten Frenchmen,”
chapter eight. The topic for study from the
Chautauquan magazine (February) will be
“The Great Era of English Reform.” As
the date of this meeting is “Longfellow
Day” one of the special C. L. S. C. days,
the program will include papers and readings on II. W. Longfellow and his poems.
Roll call quotations from this poet.

iety will meet with
l’eb. 27, at 2.30 P. M.
-11 \ requested to be
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J. S.

Spellman

It contains much besides news, ami we can
depend on its truthfulness. Too many of
our modern
newspapers do not wait for
facts, aim at tragedy, something startling,

i
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t bare is an immense
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lining in the lieleek ending Feb. 18:
Miss Rose Kenna,
Mrs. Annie Rogers,
M: E. E. Roundy, Mr.
Mi les E. Small, Frank

F. S. C. E. gave Mr.
in ise party last Mon
presented him with a
meiationof his faith•nvor.
Chafing dish re! and a very pleasant
of the Bangor and
a snug berth.
She
Fs marine railway all
eiij Arey, who owns
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nearer

clerk of courts, has
t, to the Registrar of
divorces decreed be-iieial Court for Waldo
-re 20 divorces, 22 of
the libellant and four
for cruel aud abusive
i.'cruelty ; 3 adultery; 7
-d habits of intoxicaand cruel and abusive

the cantata. Building of
given at Belfast Opera
"'dug, Feb. 24, for the
;ast High school.
The
!'“
taken by local artists, as
K pFrost, soprano; Em-

and tolerate it for a
time. There is no oil,

excepting butter,

j

j

1

•I We will send

sample
€J

p'

i'V;

Baptist church appointments: Union
evangelistic meetings each afternoon and
evening in the Methodist church; union

sure

label

50c. and

service in the

in

is

on

all

nouse at 10:45

a.

m.

noon;

}
.-

Christian

Endeavor

consecration

meeting in the vestry at 6 o’clock; Gospel
mass meetings in the Opera House at
3p. m.
and 7:30 p. m., conducted by Evangelists
Taylor and Hatch. Public invited. In the
afternoon Mr. Taylor will speak on the
topic, “Why I do not dance or play cards.”
At the Methodist church union meetings
will be conducted this week each afternoon
at 3 o'clock, and each evening at 7:30, by

1

Evangelists Taylor and Hatch. On Sunday
their gospel mass meetings will be held in
the Opera house at 10:45 a. m., 3 p. m. and
7:30 p. m. Mr. Taylor will speak in the
afternoon on the topic “Why ] do not
dance or play cards.” The Sunday school
will meet in this church at noon, and the
Epworth League at tip. m.

Basket Bam,.

The Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, te; m played the Belfast
High school in the Opera House last Thursdsy evening in a clean and fast game, the

standing 56 to 18 in favor of B. 11. S.
The visiting team was a good one; the forwards were heavier and the guards as heavy
as the locals, but it is seldom that Black as
centre is matched in weight. The home team
outplayed their opponents in every point.
There were 27 goals thrown from the field—
18 by Gay Holmes, 8 by Clyde Holmes and
1 by Hugh Hayford. The 18 goals thrown
by Gay Hay Holmes ties the State recnd,
which has been held by Feland of Fairfield.
The visitors were dressed in black tights
The Belfast High
with garnet trunks
school went to Brooks last Friday evening
to play the High school team, winning the
game with a score of 42 to 3. Brooks has
good material,but lacks practice. There was
a dance after the game and the Belfast boys
are enthusiastic in praise of Brooks hospitality— The Universityof Maine team will
meet the Belfast High school team in the
Opera House March 3rd. Our local team has
the reputation of being one of the best, if
not the best, High school team, in the State
and this game promises to be one of unusual
score

customers. At 6 o’clock a fine supper was
served to about 200. The tables were most
attractively laid. After supper the tables
were removed and the hall made ready for
a game of basket ball by the young ladies
of the Belfast High school. The teams were
from the classes of ’05 and ’07, and the game
was a lively one, resulting in a victory for
the Seniors by a score of 22 to 18. After
the game dancing was enjoyed, J. Donald
Clement playing the piano by special request. The net proceeds were $81.52. The
dishes left can be found at C. L. Wright’s
stove store, next door to the Opera House.

Opera

Sunday, Sunday school in the church at

druggisti

...

doses 10c.

To Correspondents. Some of our coun-

ty correspondents have been very remiss of
late; and if there are any who are unable or
unwilling to send items we wish they would
advise us that

we may make other arrangements. We have no “deferred correspondence” now, and are anxious to have the
Waldo county news as full and complete as
possible. Of course at this season there
may not be much news, although with a
Grange in almost every town, and in some
more than one, and with numerous secret
and other societies anil GraDd Army posts,

there must be something doing. We would
again request of all who send in matter for
publication, to send it early. If you have

personal,

send at once; do not wait until it is time for
The Journal to goto press. Nearly every
week we receive such matter after the p iper
has gone to press that might have been sent
in a week earlier, livery body is invited to

2

ml
City National Bank of Belfast began buslness February 2lst as successor to the
Belfast
National, tlie charter of which expired at the
The

change.

The City National Bank has purchased of the
old bank its bank
building, vaults, etc., and as
sumed the
Belfast National’s entire deposit,
thereby starting its life with what is and has always been a most prosperous and paying
a propo»
sition.
The capital of the new bank is
§60,000, with a
of
surplus
§12,000. the stock having been sold at
§120 per share, the demand far exceeding the
supply. It is the policy of the management to
materially increase the surplus from first earnings, thereby enhancing the purchase value of
the stock, and giving still further
safety to the
public. It is understood this bank has taken on
only a very gilt edge class of securities and loans
and that the motto of its management is to be:
“.Security of principal first; interest return second.
With this policy maintained one can but
bespeak for tiie new bank a highly successful
and prosperous future; for the public is becoming every year more ami more educated to the
idea of security of the principle first. Tlie new
bank is a purely local institution, §50,00u of its
stock being owned and taxed in Waldo
county
and §33,00 » in this city. There are 129 stockholders ; largest number of shares owned
by any
one stockholder, 14;
average ownership about
4§ shares. William B. Swan is president of the
new bank; C. W. Wescott.
cashier; H. T. Field,
bookkeeper, and Wilson Ellis, clerk. The directors are, William B. Swan, K. F.
Dunton, A. A.
Howes, C. E. Molntire, Charles P. Hazeltine, T.
W. Pitcher, Elmer A. Sherman, Thomas E. shea,
of this city, and W. S. Pendleti n of Islesboro.
Tlie City National Bank will
liquidate the Belfast National free of expense to the latter, and it
is understood that a first dividend of §100
per
share in liquidation will be paid in the near
future.

To Those Seeking a

“Beut” Shorey’s Success.
G.
B.
Sborey of Billings, Montana, arrived at his
old home in Waldo, Feb. 2d, after an absence of ten years and spent twelve days
with relatives and friends. “Bert,” as he

I

2,500 Yards of

followed by the death of
Sunday
Mr. Andrew Fernald on Tuesday night and
the very sudden death of Samuel Cooksou
Friday night. The funeral services of .Mrs.
Celestia Blake took place at the home of her
son, Geo. Hiake, Tuesday afternoon.
Wednesday afternoon occurred the funerals of
Miss Kenney and Mrs. Harlow, and Friday
afternoon that of Mr. Fernald. Mr. Andrew Fernald vms one of our oldest and
most highly respected citizens.
His age
was 89 years.
He leaves a son, Capt. Win.
Fernald, one daughter, Mrs. Henry Wisweli of ltrewer, v,nd a sister, Mrs. Hannah
Belches.
The funeral services were held
at his late home Friday afternoon, Howard
Lodge, F. A. M., of which he was a member,
attending in a body. The funeral services
of Mr. Cooksou were held Sunday, making
the fifth during the week. All these were
attended by Rev. J. F. Schneider_Rev.
Harry Hill, who has been ill for about three
interest.Gay Holmes, right forward on weeks, is improving. He was able to get
out
Sunday morning aud hopes soon to be
the Belfast High school team, has been enable to resume his pastoial duties_A
gaged by Brooks as coach. Holmes is one very serious accident, which came near beof the fastest men in Maine.
ing a tragedy, occurred on the river Thursday. Frank Carleton was hauling enTue U. R K of P. Ball. The 16th annu- gines and boilers for J. B. .Mullen of Banal concert and ball of the Belfast Co., No. 2, gor, which were to be used at Stockton in the construction
of
the new
U. E. K. of P„ was held in the Opera House railroad. He
got over safely with one load,
last Monday evening and was a success in but when about two thirds of the way over
The decorations were with the second load the ice suddenly gave
every particular.
away. Mr. Carleton made a leap for his
very effective. An abundance of hunting in
life, but the team, with its load, went down
the colors of the order, red, white and yel- almost
instantly. The horses were said to be
low, was festooned from the centre chande- the best pair of draft horses in the county,
lier to different poiuts of the hall; with red taking the premium at the fair, and it will
be very difficult to
them
Mrs.
and white looped under the balcony rail. Hannah Belches hasreplace
been very ill with
The front of the balcony was covered with grip, but is reported to he improving—
white bunting edged with evergreen and Mrs. Augusta Snow, who came up from Belfast to attend the funeral of her sister, Mrs.
spaced at regular intervals of about 4 feet Harlow, is
quite ill with the grip at the
with evergreen wreaths. In the rear of the home of Dr. Webber_Mr. William Athall over the balcony and in front of the wood aud wife of Bangor visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwood, last
stage were decorated strips of bunting week
James Atwood is at home from
’87 Belfast K. of P. Co. Portland for a short visit
with the words
Sheriff A. F.
’05.” Forty-two different flags representing Carleton was in town for a few days last
week
and
his
was
of
the
guest
parents, Mr.
various nations were arranged on the walls
and Mrs. J. H. Carleton.Mrs. J. H.
above and below the balconies.
Double Thayer and daughter, Miss Belle, are ill
draperies of red, white and blue, caught at with grip... Mrs. C. C. Moody is attending
the top with the banner of the company fell the millinery college in Bangor.
over the Stars and Stripes in place of the
BW4NVILLE.
stage curtain. Other emblems of the order
Mr. Elisha Parsons, reported sick, is very
together with drums, swords, and crossed
much better....There are several cases of
guns were used in making up the general
Curtis and two
effect. There was a large number of spec- chickenpox in town_Mrs.
at A. S.
tators and at 8 o'clock the Opera House daughters, who have been visiting
The company marched in Nickersons, went to Belfast Sunday—Miss
was well filled.
Alice Kane, who is speuding the winter in
and lined up lengthwise of the hall and reSearsport, was in town last Friday—Miss
ceived the visitors, Maj. Charles Sturtevant Gertie McTaggart returned to her home in
and L. C. Jones of Augusta, were received Brooks Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
at the home
in due form.
After which the company Nickerson of searsport called
last
of
J.
Friday....
W.
Nickerson
broke ranks. The full Belfast Band F. J.
Percy Nickerson and Lester Small, who
1
in
have
been teaching
Searsport, closed
Rigby, director, furnished a delightful conIt is very cold
their schools last week
cert with the following program:
| and
dry. Wells are failing and Swan Lake
March, Officer of the Day,
Hall
is the lowest it has been for more than
Overture, Raymond,
Thomas. twenty years_Mrs. Georgia Browa is in
Idyll, Love in Idleness,
Mcbeth Winterport this week, dressmaking.
!

Waistings

I

sold since

I

miration of the trade.

■

or

I
I

I

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK.
ONE CASE OP ANDERSON’S

Scotch

I

IMPORTED

I

Ginghams!

I

fine, beautiful effects, 32 inches wide, always
sold from 37£c. to 50c. per yard. Our price on
these goods, per yard,

I

I

1

1 5C

I
I

Covert Cloth Jackets
and Tourists Coats

|

NOW ON SALE.

Three Days More
OF*c-

*-'”1Y

were

—

—

!

Shirt

approximately 700 individual
Shirt Waist patterns. Our new Shirt Waist
Suit patterns (no two alike) have been the ad-

January 1st,

The past week was a very eventful one in
this village.
The three deaths recorded

CONS. MTGE.
4

%

GOLD BONDS

AT 96 \ INTEREST,
At which price

they

net the investor

41%
W. H. OlilMBY.
J. DORMAN.

_W.

OF ALL

KINDS.

Kow Kure
for cows.

Calf Meal
..Patent Medicines..
OF ALL KINDS.

Choice Spruce Gum
A. A. HOWES & CO..
Groceries, Drugs
4tf

and Medicines.

DR. FOSS’

LAXATIVE COLD TABLETS,
ONLY

ATE CITY DRUG STORE.

The kind used and recommended as the best remedy they ever used for Colds, by Rev.
J. W. Hatch, pastor M. E. Church. John R. Dunton, Attorney at-Law: Harry W. Clark.
Clothier, and many others whom space wili not permit printing.
It is

au

excellent remedy for COLDS and the accompanying Coughs and
them usually in a day’s time. Furthermore, it is a relief and
and Malarial Headache.

Headaches, curing
cure for Neuralgia

_^DIRECTIONS_
Dose for Adults. Take one tablet every ■> hou rs, until bowels oiove freely
the cold will disappear as soon as the bowels move, it is advisable to take one
tablet two or tl ree times a day after the cure is effected to prevent a return.
Dose for Children in proportion to age.
For Headache. Take two tablets every three hours until relieved.
These Tablets

Stock Foods 5g

—

j

I

Value is the True Test of Cheapness.

....WE OFFER....

WINTKKPOKT.

on

I

Merit is the Trade Mark of Success

-$:• AT Th H;«-

—

contribute.
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The Prosperity Sale
SOUND
INVESTMENT D1NSMQRE STORE

—

..

pi

a

Chemists
409 Pearl Street
New York

!""w! Hal R. Eaton, bui-

T,;/.-ss

taking his text from Luke 13:11, “And
behold a certain woman, etc.” The thought
presented was that the human race is bowed
down and chained by Satan and unable to
free themselves. God alone can set them
free. The meeting closed with a stirring
testimony service. In response to an appeal twelve young men decided to become
Christians.
mon,

Scott & Bowne

In the afternoon candy and
particular.
fancy articles were on sale and found ready

or

not

easily

that this
the form of
the wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

a

was familiarly known in his boyhood days,
is the third son of the late Wellington
Shorey. In 1882, when about 20 years of
will consist of 120
lt,
age, he left borne to seek bis fortuue in the
l,v
the full orchestra.
fctsV'1"1
west.
When he arrived in Montana his
"l)ta'ned from pupils of the
■'iiu.
only capital was good health and courage
Admission 25c, reserved
to fight life’s battles. He found employ> ots
ment in sheep herding at $40 per month,
annua.
'sn>n
of Waldo Distriet his duties
j«,
taking him out on the range alone
with Brooks Lodge, where often several
days would pass withSaturday, March 11, out his hearing the sound of a human voice.
M. The program will
He saved his wages and invested in sheep,
ness, reports of officers and at the
4|
present time is feeding in Chielection of officers and
cago for mutton 10,000 sheep, and has 25,000
0f welcome and reto 30,000 on his ranges in Montana. He left 1
1
Mge will furnish enter- Belfast Feb. 14th, and expected to stop in
this a “rally day”.
Hum, 1
Boston a few days, in Chicago for some
"Very Good Templar in
TO i
the year’s work. Re- lime, and reach his home in Montana some
m
3 1 ftthe branch line,
j time in April.
I

f \\

Be

picture

A Successful Affair. The sale, supper ami entertainment at the Opera House
Wednesday, Feb. loth, in aid of the Home
for Aged Women was a success in every

marriage notice,

Taylor, was rental Uable in many respects.
The church was filled, extra seats being
necessary. After a prayer and praise service, Mr. Taylor delivered a powerful ser-

free.

a

a

music was furnished by a ladies’ chorus
and the service closed with a prayer meetThe men’s meeting at the Baptist
ing.
church, conducted by Evangelist Harry

long

you

disorders.
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
I>r. Agnew’s Liver Pills are the
best, 40

Sunday

and absorbed by the
cod liver oil in the
system
form of Scott’s Emulsion,
and that is the reason it is so
helpful in consumption where
its use must be continuous.

free sample of Dr. Foss’ laxative cold tablet at the City Drug Store.
Take advantage of the bargains this week
at the Belfast Department Store.See the
changes made by the New England T. & T
Co.

obituary,

Bible

Remedy.

close of business on the 20th irist. The
Belfast
National Bank was first organized as a National
Bank m
Services at the North church the week of 1885 for a 1865, and its charter was extended in
period of 20 years, or until Feb. 20th
Feb. 20-20: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.30 1905. While it is to be regretted to part witii a
name which has been so
|
long and creditably
p. m.; prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30 p. I identified with the
city’s history, there Is no
m.; morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; doubt that the same confidence and security
; which has always been felt and
placed in the
school at 11.45 a. m.; Christian En- I Belfast National
Bank passes with the change
deavor at 0.30 p. ui.; evening service at 7.30 and will be only strengthened and intensified by
the new additions to the board of
management,
p. m.
all of which board are well known and
thoroughly successful business and professional men of
The audience room at the Methodist this
city and immediate vicinity. The officers and
church was well tilled last Sunday even- force of the Belfast National Bank continue with
the City National, thereby insuring to the
patrons
ing at the special women’s meeting con- of the
old bank the same courtesy and warm welducted by Evangelist Hatch and Rev. J. W. come to which they have been accustomed. All
of the Belfast National will be conHatch. The text was from John 12:3 and departments
tinued ill the City National and no former custhe subject was woman’s influence. The tomer will be in the least discomforted byJ the

as

special notice of his return from the west.
See the Card of Thanks published Id Mrs.
and Miss Harrison... Read F. H. Black &
Co. change of advertisement—Dr. ,L. K.
Harris will sell $5 glasses for S3 for 30 days.
will be only three days more of
the prosperity sale at the Dinsmore shoe

an

so

digested

lSeents. ..Messrs. Quimby and Dorman
have some more of the 11. & A. K. K. bonds.
See their advt—L. Staples publishes a

j store—Get

afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45 a.
in., regular service; subject of sermon, “The
Fire and the Voice;” at 12 in., Sunday
school. All are cordially invited.

EMULSION

!.There

call an “out” in
We attempted
ager Austin of the
saying that the
steamer for the
I
are in tlie air as

mi

are

now

Merrill studio lias
mg of the schooner
mashed because of
The
outury mark.
t..graph made by
o
tlie schooner was
I
ourier-Gazette.

nourishing

SCOTT’S

to judge by the enthusiastic
the U. of M. boys get wherever
they go, then surely the concert to be given
in our city Thursday, March 2, by the College
Glee, Mandolin and Guitai Clubs will be a
rich treat for ail lovers of music. Cue
needs but a glimpse of this group of thirty
or more young men to be eager to hear them.
Large photographs of the club are nowdisplayed in many of the store windows on
Main street. A select dance conducted by a
we

Sunday

Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.

take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can take

New Advertisements.
A. I). Chase
& Son’s special for this week is gingham
usually sold at 371-2 and 50 cents per yard,

o

-. oek.

If

specific

for

•I From time immemorial the
doctors prescribed cod liver
oil for consumption. Of
course the patient could not

committee of young men of our city will
follow the concert. The object is not only
to have an enjoyable evening and to aid
and encourage the club but it is for local
benefit and merits a large advance sale of
tickets Sale opens at y A. M. Monday, Feb.
27, at F. G. Mixer's, Main St.

left hand injured
..plex Roller Eushafternoon. The little
d, the next between
the band, and of the

i.

about it.”

! reception

meet with Mrs. A.
.day, at 2 o’clock to
A .bard’s
heavenly
of this meeting
Frances E. Willard

|

us

It will be recalled that on the day of the
funeral of John Carr his wife died; and on
the day of the funeral of Mrs. 8. L. Sleeper
her sister, Mrs. W. II. Moody, died; both
deaths occurring on Sunday. Mrs. Moody’s
death was very sudden. She had been sick
but had recovered, and on the day of her
death spoke of feeling very well. At supper
time she said she was really hungry and
had seated herself at the table to await the
food that was being prepared for her. Soon
after she was heard to exclaim, “faintwater—waterand instantly expired.

A.-ith Appleton rein drinking red
with her parents,
in Nortlifield, Vt.
at

who see it did not tell

and

Fresh air, exfood and
Scott’s Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world are living and in good
health on one lung.

ercise,

aeksport for work so exaggerate uncertain reports. I know,
about completed, alas,there are crime-loving readers, but cannot think they are the majority.
Sketches
k to calk the scow,
of travel are both interesting and instruct.earner Catherine
ive, and how could we poor, isolated, “shuti-n Rockland and
ins” know anything of the world if those
the Aid, leaving I
.'turning Fridays.

no

REUEVtD IN 30 MINUTES.

There will be meetings at the Gospel Missiou, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 7.30 o’clock

study at 1.30.

•I There is
consumption.

Heart Disease
This remarkable preparation gives perfect relief in 30 minutes in all cases of
organic or sympathetic heart disease and speedily effects a
cure.
It is a magic remedy for palpitation, shortness of breath,
smothering spells, pain in the left
side and all symptoms of a diseased heart, It
also strengthens the nerves and cures stomach

at

pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Suuday school
at 12 o’clock. All are cordially invited.

l

Thorndike.
Mrs. Sarah Davis' little son has been critically ill with appendicitis. Drs. Hunt of
Bangor and Hurd of Thorndike performed
an operation last
Thursday.Lincoln
Ward of Pittsfield is in town on business...
Miss Hattie Wren of Bangor, a trained
nurse, was called home by the severe illness
of her little brother last week and is
caring
for him. The child is improving_Miss
Eva Lyon, who has been visiting friends in
Thorndike, went to Augusta Wednesday to
spend a few days before returning to her
home in Windsor ...J. F. Ashford
spent
Saturday and Sunday at home.

Dr. Agiiaw’s Hurt Cur* It th* Mystic

Sunday

Consumption

A Waldo

|

county reader of The Journal writes: “We
Robinson, Esq., of : enjoy your paper more than all the others.
.t

—■

port.

the Unitarian church next
at 10.45 a. m; preaching by the

services

At the elose of the address the members of
the club rose and sang “America.”

prospect ferry.
Mr. Lewis Brown of Belfast visited relatives here last week....James Holbrook
and daughter Alta visited friends in Searsport several days last week ...Mrs. A. A.
Linn will entertain the Ladies £lub March
1st....The men in this vicinity who have
had wood to haul have not
complained about
not having snow enough. The wood is all
out and most every one is
cutting at the
door....The selectmen are settling up the
town business and the talk is now who will
nex^ hoard ? Whoever they may be,
Pu
they have the sympathy of the writer....
Deorge Bennett and Everett Pierce are confined to the house with the
grip. They are
attended by Dr. A. It. Fellows of Winter-

are

best taken

immediately after

meals, which will prevent

CITY DRUG STORE,

Waldo Trust

griping

“H""

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSIT SUBJECTS TO CHECK.
Transacts

a Genaral Banking Business,
special Rates on Time Deposits.
ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and Guardian.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securitiesof Treasurers, Executors,etc.
DIRECTORS—Edwin C. Burleigh,*J. Manchester Haynes, C. O. Poor, F. S. Peudleton
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson, A. 1. Brown, J. C. Durham, Albert
Peirce, Geo. E. Mscomber, Chas. EgHnowlton, Wm. A. Mason, K. P. Chase, Tileston Wadlin

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, PrasMmt.
CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Secretary and Treasurer.

FOR SALE
50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, feed pumps Perryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new and secondhand wood working and ironworking machinery.
We art also headquaiters for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure your requirements.
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
Iyr3
Newbury port, Mass.

NOTICE.
The Belfast National Bank, located at Belfast,
in the State ot Maine, is closing up its affairs. All
note holders and ot hers, creditors of said associa-

tion, are therefore hereby notified to present tlie
notes and other claims
for

payment,

against

the association
60d8

C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.

A RACE THAT WAS

went away up, there

bein’ hardly a
small vessil to be had, most o’ them bein’ laid up down home an’ some froze
up like the Arrow. Upshot of it was
that Capt. John Hodge he carried coal
down the Sound all winter at high figgers, an’ made so much money that old
Capt. Tcm Hall he was tickled to death
an’ promised him a new vessil the next
year. The old man was as mad with
Capt. Jim as he was pleased with Capt.'
John, savin’, that he was a jibbering
idiot for lettiii’ the Arrow get froze up
in a shoal water berth, an’ he wouldn’t
let him come a-near Lizzie all winter.
“Well, sir, when Capt. John come
home in the spring he was made right
welcome, for he'd made more'n the old
Baltic cost luggin’ coal that winter.
That summer old Capt. Tom he built a
new vessel, an’ when it come time to
launch her he says to Capt. John, says
he: ‘What'll we name her?’ ‘Name her
the Lizzie Hodge’ says John. ‘What's
that?’ s ays the old man, ‘Lizzie Hall,
you mean.’ ‘No I dou’t, says John, ‘I
mean jest what I said—I want your
Lizzie ’long o’ the new vessil.’
.“ ‘Well,’ says the old man, ‘take ’em
both, an’ mind you never let that vessil
get froze in same’s the Arrow was up

!

NOT TO THE SWIFT.
Cap’n Joshua

Grindle

Spins

a

Yarn to

Pay

Show That It “Doesn’t Alters

to

Be So Darned Fast.”
When a group of downeast coaster
captaius begin to brag of the fast passages they have made, steamboats seem
slow, for while some of the old lumber
bookers can sail like pirates, the skip-

exaggerate and in a bragwill he outdone by the
others. In a shipbroker’s office in Bangor the other day the chairs were all
occupied, and the convention was ready
to discuss anything from freights to the
Bible—and settle it, too. No set of men
possess such a wonderful fund of misinformation on subjects generally outside their calling as these mariners of
Maiue, and nothing could be more entertaining than one of their smokepers love

to

ging match

none

talks,

where the most astonishing statements and fantastic theories are launch-

ed with tremendous emphasis into an
atmosphere redolent of tobacco and tar.
Someone had been telling of bow the
old schooner John T. Williams had run
away from the whole eastbound fleet,
and made, the passage from Boston to
Bangor in such and such time, when
there arose a chorus of contemptuous
comment, to the general effect that the
John T. Williams, while she might be

ics,

cucj

can uu

it

uiilc

in

rt

wime,

with good luck and nothing to hinder,
hut then it don’t allers pay to be so
darned last. There was Jim Crockett
—young Jim I’m talkin’ about, jest
sp’iled hisself by makin’ a flyin’ trip
from here to New York. IIow was it?
Well, it was in the time 'fore the railroads ruined everything, an’ when a
good many pertaters was shipped from
Bangor in vessils. Jim, he was in old
schooner Arrow, that was a great vessil in any weather, an’ he got a load o'
pertaters for New York at 5 cents a

bushil, which

was a

good freight. ’Long

about the same time, the schooner Baltic, Capt. John Hodge, she got a load
o' pertaters for New York, too. Both
vessils belonged to Capt. Tom Hall of
Winterport, an’ both cap’ns was acourtin’ Capt. Tom’s youngest darter,
Lizzie, who’d be wutli fifty thousan’
when the old man died, an’ up to that
tune their chances seemed about even.
“Well, it was nip and tuck, ’twist
( apt. .Jim and Capt. John to see who
would work it so as best to please the
Old man an’ at the same lime have the
most loafin' time 'round home in Winterport, an’ Capt. Jim havin’ the fastest vessil, o' course he sort o’ had the
weather gauge o' Capt. John, who had
about the .slowest old Ted that ever sot
hi
water.
It was 'long in November
when they loaded the pertaters up to
Bangor, ai ( apt. Jiui lie liggered that
r e
couid make two trips while Capt.
John was makin' one, an' then git all
hauled up lor the w inter an' he makin’
great headway with Lizz e ’fore Capt.
John he got back. >o he hustled them
pertaters into the Arrow, towed out
one night when it was rainin’ an’ dark
as pitch, knowiiT it'd come off lio’thv.est next day an’ send her kitin' across
to the cape (Cape Cod:. Capt. John, lie
had to wait tiis turn in the berth, air it
was three days afteiwaids when he got
out, an' then the wind come ’round
southeast an' Mowin' a gale, so lie
didn't git outer Fort l’’iut cove for a
week.
By that time, Jim, he’d got to
New Yolk m the Allow, an’ it looked
as if lie'll make the two trips all right.
< '>al freights wasn’t much when Jim
was in New York, so lie didn’t wait,
hut humped her for Bangor again, and
he met (he Baltic, hound up, on the
Llioais.
"Well, same day that the Baltic got
to New York, the Arrow got back to
Bangor, an’ it bein’ so late and vessils
skurse, Jim lie got seven cents a bushil
on another load o’ pertaters.
He says
to me. he says, when 1 met him down
to Cap’n Boss's otlis leavin’ his order
lor a tug.
"I'll show ’em how to prance
these old hay waggius ’round! Jest let
uie get aslant o’ wind an' I’ll be up to
New York an’ back inside of ten days,
an' be poppm’ corn with Tom Hall’s
darter ’lore the Baltic gets east o’ the
Ilf .’
'I thought likely he would dp the
trick, Lmt you can't tell about these
tilings, (/apt. Jim and two or three
more was to tow out ot Bangor that
night—all the vessils there was left
here, mine bein’ one of ’em. The tide
served ’bout four in the uioruiu’, an’ at
ten o'clock that night it came off cold
enough to freeze the hair off’n a cow. 1
never see ice make so fast. VVell, Capt.
Jim he went to a show that night an’
ol course bein’ in a warm ball, he didn’t
know how cold it was gettin’ outside.
It was after ’leven when lie came down
to the vessil, an' then it was pretty
solid all ’round her, tor she laid up in
tiie Kenduskeag stream, which, bein’
shoal water, freezes quick.er’u the main
river.
lie Heard the tug a-whistlin’ out
in the main river ror all hands to git
their lines ready, but lie couldn’t make
out what it was ail about.
”T wouldn’t
a-done him any good, anyway, for it
was chock low water, an’ she was hard
au' fast aground.
"Pretty soon, Capt. Jim he found out
what was up, an’ raved like Bedlam.
He raced down to the tugboat offis, an’
swore to ’em by all that was mighty
he’d got to git that vessil out that night

‘All right, cap’n’ they said, ‘Jest as
soon’s she floats we’ll send a boat in
the stream arter you, but you can’t git
no
boat there now.’
An’ so they

couldn’t,

for there wasn't water enough
to float a shingle. Meantime, all the
rest of us, layin’ afloat, was towed out,
an’ Jim was left there, cursin’ like a pirate, with six thousan’ bushils o’ pertaters in the hold an’ ice makin’ at the
rate o’ an inch an hour.
“When it come high water, or nearly
that, so’s a tug could git up the main
stream, the ice was so thick that she
couldn’t even git up the main river, an’

there Jim was left. The Penobscot
shut up tight’n a drum that night, an’
next day you could’ve druv an ox team
’round the Arrow as she laid. People
as heard him say that Capt. Jim took
on awful, an’ was that mad that on one
aboard the Arrow dared to speak to
him. Well, the Baltic, she got to New
York in jest a good time. Coal freights

so

OFTEN THE BESTPARTOFLIFE
for

Help

Women

Passing

Throvgh

Change of Life

Providence has allotted us each at
least seventy years in which to fu' &]]
our mission in life, and it is genen li|
our own fault if we die prematurel; ■.

happiness.

It needs talent or genius
and to amuse one’s self, the

\

apparently deriving as much enjoyment
from life as shedidhalfa century ago.

Nervous exhaustion invites disease
This statement is the positive truth.
When everything becomes a burden
and you cannot walk a few blocks without excessive fatigue, and you brealc
out into perspiration easily, and your
face flushes, and you grow excited and
shaky at the least provocation, end
you cannot bear to be crossed in any-

thing, you are in danger; your nerves
have given out; you need building up
at once! To build up woman's nervous system and during the period of
change of life we know of no better
medicine than Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Here is an
Vegetable Compound.
Illustration. Mrs. Mary L. Koehne, 371

Garfield Avenue, Chicago, 111., writes:
I have used Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound for j’ears in my_ family and it
never disappoints ; so when I felt that I wee
nearing’the change of life I commenced treat-

with it. I took in all about six bottle#
It
and it did me a great deal of good.
pains in my back
stopped my dizzy spells,which
had
I
with
suffered
headaches
and the
for months before taking the Compound. I
feel that if it had not been for this great medicine for women that I should not nave been
alive today. It is splendid for women, old or
young, and will surely cure all female disorment

remedy.
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
.Dr. Aguew’s Ointment relieves eczema
in a day, 35c.

INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA,
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn. Mass., invites all sick and ailing women to write
her for advice. Her great experience
is at their service, free of cost.
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Six*, we

are men before everything.
To succumb under the force of numbers or obstacles has never been counted a disgrace.
Often a man has not the means to do
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Belfast, Maine.
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such things as
FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
fairies, or that there are fairies no WESTCHESTER
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Moody.,

the said petitioner give notice to
Ml persons interested by causing a copy oi this'
arder to be published three weeks successive!) in
rhe Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Ett Belfast, that they may appear at a Proba'e
Court, to be held at Hellast, witbin and for said
County, on the 14tbday of March, A. D. 1905,
st ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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S8.—In Court of Probate, held at BelAt a Probate Court ).»
fast, on the 14th day of .February, 1906. I
the County of w* i.
Emma W Perkins, administrator of the estate of
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last will of Oliver Bowen, late of Montville. in
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of February .A 1
they have, why the said account should not be
certain instrun
A
allowed.
A will anil testan.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
m said <
of
Palermo,
A true copy. Attest:
having been preset.'*
CHAS. P. Hazeltink, Register.
Ordered, That in
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belterested by causti 1/
fast, on the 14th day of February. 1905. Itsbed three weeks
Robert F. Dunton, administrator with ihe will
Journal, publmhe-i
late
annexeu, on the estate of Isaac H Jackson,
pear at a Probat.
of Belfast, in said Coui ty, deceased, having prewithin and tor urn
sented bis second account of administration of
day of Mar h n» x
a
said estate for allowance.
n »on and show
same should not is
three
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
\
A true o|»y
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
1
• it •
that all j*erson» interested may attend at a l*r
dav
14th
on
the
Belfast
bate Court, to be held at
At a Probate •
of March next, and show cause, if anv thev
*-d
for the < «*• »**>
hav e. whv the .-aid a< count should not l*e a!'
GhAi. E JOHNSON. Judge.
day of February \
Attest:
A true copy.
erfaiu u *'t•
Chas P Hazsltink, Register
'•
will a<
It* lfast. Ill
K»
ML—In Court «*| Probate, held ai
hat me t**ei
trtmiary. 1
last, on the 14th day of
t »r«ter**«i Tl *
W alter Bartlett, executor f the la- will. t M«ru
terrsie-i by «u
-wild «
in
Moi.r.s*.
unty.
late
A
Douglass
fhrt*«- w
llslted
.««•
final
and
ceased, hav mg presented his ttr*t
.lour os |-n’"t*'
count of adluinistiatioii ol said estate f"t allowat a I
|.rar
ance.
t
wtthln »i
J Ordered. That notion thereof i*e given, three .lay ot Mar- I
B urra .a
weeks successively, in The KeptiblHau
i.o* n. at.o *in
-aid
••unty
same shou d n
newspaper published in Belfast, in
th**i all j«eriM»ns interested n ay attend at a I'r-*
14th
the
on
at
Belfast,
day
lie
held
*
j hate Court to
% true
| x
aud *h«*w cause, it any the*
4 m
• of March next,
not l*e althe said account should
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surplus.$3,636,471 44
FIELD & QU1MKY, Agents.
Belfast, Maine.

3w7

SHERIFFS SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS
Febmary *>. i;*>5.
Taken this eighth day of February. A. I*. 1905.
on execution dated February 4. L" *», is*tu*d <>n .1
ientered by the supmme Jttdn ml
[I \judgment
oiui tor the County of Waldo, at tin* Dim thereof begun and lie hi on tin* first 'I'm -day *»t Jann
! arj, A. 1». 1905, to wit. on the tenth day <*I January, A. D. 19n5. hi favor of Harold t. Bailey of
Belfast. hi tin* County of Waldo and M.c* of
Maine, against Grace K Douglas of Bel!a-t. hi

|

said County

of

A

!
1

I

i

j
,

;

Waldo and state of Maim*, for

forty-foui dollars and seventy five cent-, debt
damage. and fourt»*ei dollars and twenty-nine
cents, eo-t ot -nit, and will he -old at piih.ie auc
tion at the office of K K. Dtintoii. in B< lfa-t. in
-aid < ounty ot Waldo, to tin* highest bidder, on
Saturday, the eleventh day of March. A. I>. pi*:..
at ten o'c ock in tile forenoon the following de-erilied real estate ami all the right, title ami in
tere-t which the said < race K. Douglas has and
had in and to the same on tin* twenty eighth day
of March, A. H. UH»4. at seven oYloek in the

afternoon, the time when the same was attached
A certain lot
the writ in the sunn* suit, to w it
parcel oi land, with buildings thereon, -dilated m said Belfast, ami bounded ami d« -cubed in
three separate parcels, as follows:
First parcel. Begin ling at a .-take at the north
corner of land conveyed by H. \v. Cunningham
toJ.C. Perry, and in the southerly hue of the
road leading troiii said Periy’sto Mason's Mills,
so-called; thence easterly in the southerly lineot
said road so many feet as w i I make twenty feet
at right angles with the westerly line of this lot;
thence south twenty one degrees and forty minutes west to the line of James W. White’s* original lot; thence northerly by land formerly owned
by said James W. White and said J. C. Perry to
the place of beginning. Being the same real estate Conveyed to Janies W. white by Doane W.
Pattershall, by his deed dated July 18,1856, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 96,
Page 215.
Second parcel. Beginning two rods north of
a stone in the line of lots numbered 51 and 52 in
the second division of lots in said Belfast; thence
east on the line of land formerly of James Curtis
six rods ami four feet to the southeast corner of
land conveyed to James Curtis by J. Y. MeClintock; thence south parallel with the line of said
lot two hundred and forty-four feet to a stake
and stones; thence west to the road leading by
the Hoard Landing such a course as shall make
the said parcel of land at the road of the same
width it is on the east line, containing half an
acre.
Being the same premises conveyed to
James W. white by Daniel Merrill, by Ins deed
dated November 29, 1847, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 60, Page 291.
Third parcel. Hounded on the north and east
by said road leading to Mason’s ills, and on the
south and west by the two parcels of land above
described, containing one acre, more or less, and
known as the McKeen place. Being the same
conveyed to Harriman Brothers by the
ate Jonathan Elwell, by his deed dated January
1,1881. and recoraed in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book'182, Page 320.
All of said parcels being the same conveyed to
said Grace E. Douglas by her former name of
Grace E. Harvey by Frank BJake, by deed dated
March 4, 1898, recorded in Waldo Registry of
3w7
Deeds, Book 267, Page 144.
P. G. HURD, Deputy Sheriff.
on
or

(iremises

held at Bel-

the 14th day of February, 1905,
WALDO
fast,
the*estate of
Walter Bartlett, administrator
on

on

Jack, late of Monroe, in said County.de
ceased, having presented lus first and final ac
count of administration of said estate for allowDunbar

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, aud show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
copy’. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of February, A. D. 1905.
B. MORSE, husband of Anna A.
Morse, l?te of Palermo, in said County of

WILLIAM

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
of Palermo may
pray ing that Merton G. Norton
of said

appointed

H

/►•;

I

\.

WALDO

«

*■

**

«

have, why
lowed.

JOHNSON. Judge

GEO fc.
A

true

Prolate 4
for the ( i'll!.' x
day ot Februai

Ala

copv. Attest

Chas. P.Ha/ELTINK, Register.

1
I

1IT Al.DO SS.-In Court «*f Probate, held at »•**!
fast, on the 14th day of l-ehr.i-try. 19«»5.
ft
Frank 1. Pendleton. a< inm'iatrator oe i- jii- non
oil ti e estate ot .M tiliam H. Park, late of Sears|M»rt. in said County, deceased, having presented
nis first ami final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican J* urnal, a
in Belfast, in said County,
newspaper
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the -aid account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON.. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P Hazeltink, Register.

published

In Court of Probate, held at Bel
SS.
fast, on the 14th day of February, 1905.
Frank I. Pendleton,administrator on the estate of
Maria E. Park, late of Searsport, in said County,
deceased, having presented Lis first and final ac
count of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper" published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to 1 e held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of March next, aud show cause, if any they
weeks

have, whv ti

e

A true copy.

said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
February, 1905.
on

the 14th day of
fast,
WALDO
R. Dunton. administrator

John

on

the

estate

of

CounMary S. Haswell, late of Frankfort, in said
first and final
ty, deceased, having presented his
account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in saidatCounty,
a Prothat all persons interested may attend
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
if
show
cause,
any they
of March next, and
should not be allowed.
have, why
J the said account
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
raid

P

H

i«VT.TIKV.

KPPlHtAr.

at

Bel

ance.

be

‘-vhil^^E

«

said County,
Abigail Ripley, late of Searsmont, inand
filial ac
deceased, having presented his first
count of administration of said estate for allow-

true

-:^B]

WALDO

Court ot Probate, held

A

h‘‘*"

_

on

Probate,

<

^EC

a

S&.—In
the 14tli day of February, 1905.
WALDO
fast,
Stillman N. Simmons, executor of the last will of

SS.—In Court of

^E'«

WALIHJ

or

!

^B

<

Total liabilities and

administrator of the estate

deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of March, A. D. 1906,
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazbltine. Register.
....

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
executrix of the last will and testament of

WILLIAM H. BLANCHARD, late of Searsport.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

the use of this salve as snow before the sunshine of spring. Miss H. M. Middleton, mands against the estate of said deceased are
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously afflicted desired to present the same for settlement, and
with a fever sore that was very painful. all indebted thereto are requested to make payDeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cured me in I meDt ‘mmedlaK>lyCLARA E. BLANCHARD.
less than a week.’’ Get the genuine. Sold I
Searsport, Februarj 14,1906.
R. H.

by

I.

•.

Gross assets..

TT

White, Ste wart Edward.

00
39
90
00
30

FIELD &
3w7

BE LFASTTrh“UBRARY.

5

§11,980,733 69

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
866 200
Net unpaid losses. $
Unearned premiums.
6.3£ 9,606
63.288
All other liabilities...
Cash capital.
3,000,000
2.702.738
Surplus over all liabilities

not in

She makes her home with her son, Ira
M. Snow, at Dublin Heights, and a
a stew.
neighbor who dined there the other day
The traps pride set for us are too
says that the rapidity with which she
whisked away the dishes after the meal Some Gems Picked Out by an Admirer of ridiculous.
was a caution.
When knowlege is turned into a tool
the Famous Eook.
for ambition it destroys itself.
I)r. A. I?. Chapin
It is the law of nature to fight for
Jn general but two'methods of rearof Aurora, N. C., says: “Our baby, three bread for the necessities.
ing children are practiced: The first is
months old, was badly chafed.
Comfort
Never has hunger driven man to such to bring them up for ourselves; the
Powder cured it at once. It also cured a baseness as have
envy, avarice, and second, to bring them up for themneighbor's child of a very bad case of ecze- thirst for
selves.
pleasure.
ma on face, head and
body.’’ There is
The man who gives himself up entireOur social errors, our want of simnothing equals Comfort Powder for the
nursery and for all sain soreness. All drug- ly to the service of his appetites, makes plicity and kindness, all fall upon the
them grow and multiply so well they beads of our children.
tf7
gists sell it.
become stronger than he, and once
And if on the contrary, it would be
their slave he loses his moral sense, loses necessary for you to economize to give
his energy, and becomes incapable of your children
the pleasure of fine
clothes I would that I might dispose
discovering anil practicing good.
The worth of a civilization is the you to reserve your spirit of sacrifice
NEW HOOKS. FEBRUARY, 1905.
for a better cause.
worth of the man at its center.
Harbour, Ralph Henry.
But education, like the mass of our
How dangerous it is to accustom
On your mark ! A story of colage’s inventions, is after all only a tool; your sons and daughters to a style of
lege life and athletics. 1904...
B 23-ti everything depends upon the workman living beyond your means and theirs.
who uses it.
Corelli, Marie.
I
CASVOZirA.
A good lamp is a lamp that gives good
God’s good man. A simple love
1
Kind You H.vfc Always Bought
light.
Bean the
_/)
I
story. 1904.
c 8-4
True life is the realization of the highI
Crawford, Francis Marion.
er virtues—justice, love, truth,
liberty,
Whosoever shall offend. A novel.
I moral power—in our daily activities,
w
hatever
be.
190*..
they may
C 85-13
LIST OF MEMBERS
I
Fame adds no more than does length
Deland, Ellen Douglas.
is
of
the
Of the Waldo County Aurietiltur.il Soelety.
thing.
day-; quality
Josephine. A story. 1904.
I»-S8-5
(loud plain sense is not as is often
Eliot, Charles William.
G. G.
Kuowltoii, M. K.
the innate possession of the Abbott,
imagined,
A lieu wood, O. F.
John Gilley: Maine farmer and
first chance-corner.
Lancaster, Frank
Atwood, Fred
fisherman. 1904. (True Ameriflood sense is a fund slowly and painLawrence, M. B.
can types).
H-G 41 fully accumulated by the labor of cen- Babcock, E. E.
Langill, W. F.
G.
turies.
Levenseller,
Foster, John Watson.
Bateman, Henry
F.
M.
Littlefield, J. R.
American diplomacy in the OriDeep-seated confidences is the myster- Bailey,
Abner
VV.
F.
Littlefield,
Bean,
ious spring that sets in motion the
ent. 1903.
327. F-2
Lombard, G. I’.
Beckwith, VV. H.
energy within us. It is our nutriment. Bean, H M.
A century of American diploit man lives, much more than by
By
VV. C.
VV.
E.
Marshall,
Bickford,
macy. 1900. 327. F-l the bread he
eats, and so everything Bailey, 11. C.
Marsli, W. E.
Gilman, Nicholas Paine.
that shakes this confidence is evil, Bowden, F. il.
Howard
Mason,
Methods of industrial peace.
Mason, Win.
Burgess, A. C.
poison not food.
Mathews, R. VV.
There is no truth for man but in lim-sett, G. VV.
I*™. 323. G-2
Meservev, A. B.
Black, 0. M.
thoughts that are human.
Grant, Robert.
Miller, VV. F.
Brackett, G. E.
What
a
attitude
is
that
of
strange
The undercurrent. A novel, linn.
G 70 8
Miller, 1. V.
Brackett, A. E.
certain great thinkers of our times;
McDonald, L. F.
Brewster, C. M.
Griffis, William Fllliot.
act as if they had created the Blanchard, VV. H.
VV. H.
They
McLellan,
Dux Christus: an outline study
world very long ago in their youth, but.
Morrill, Albeit
of Japan. 1904. (United studyMorrill, VV. A.
decidedly "it was a mistake," and they Castle, VV. VV.
Morison, VV. K.
Chase, A. D.
missions). 275.2 G 8 had well repented it.
Horace
Mudgett, A. L.
Chenery,
What is truest for man is what best
Griffis, William Fllliot.
Clifford, W. II.
Murphy, Howard
fortilies him.
A maker of the new Orient:
A.
E.
If mankind lives by confidence, it Clark, Ernest
Samuel Rollins Brown. 1902. B-B 815
Norton, S. G.
Clark,
lives also by hope.
Clark, J. H.
Gulick, Sidney Lewis.
No hope, no life. The same power Conaut, E. II.
Olsen, S. VV.
Evolution of the Japanese, sowhich brought us into being urges us to Conner, E. R.
cial and psychic. 1903. T 52. G 9
Payson, Simon
Cooper, Leonard
go up higher.
Parker, S. A.
Hearn, Lafcadio.
And that' this painful sower called Cunningham, H.
E. M. Parker, I. VV.
Cunningham,
man, needs like every sower, to count
Japan, an attempt at appreciaPerkins, Frank
tion. 1904.T 52. H-5 on the morrow.
Pendleton, VV. S.
Davis, C. K.
Man has need of hoping always, and Davis, J. S.
Pendleton, F. S.
Herrick, Robert.
sometimes against all hope.
Perry, E. A.
Decrow, T. II.
Tlie common lot. A novel. 1904.
II 44
T.
B.
i’ote, G. P.
Death has everywhere the last word; Dinsuiore,
Hillis, Newell Dwight.
Pote, F. VV.
but we have hope, and that is why we Dodge, M. E.
The quest of John Chappan.
Pitcher, D. L.
Dunbar, Henry
live and believe m lire.
J.
C.
Pitcher, T. W.
Tlia story of a forgotten hero.
Since the sun still rules; since the Durham,
Pitflhpr. O. VV.
1904..
11 kk earth puts forth her blossoms anew;
Pitcher, F. C.
Eaton, Charles
since
the
bird
builds
its
and
the
nest,
Prescott, F. R.
Hyde, Henry M.
Ellis, Joseph
mother
smiles
at
her
us
VV.
let
have
R.
Preston, W. G.
child,
Ellis,
The buccaneers: a story of the
the courage to be men, and commit the Ellis, G. R.
black flag in business. 1904...
H 987 rest to Him who has numbered
H.
E.
Quimby, George A.
the Ellis,
Jepson, Edgar.
Ellis, F. E.
stars.
Raeklitle, Fred
The admirable tinker: child of
Love engenders light beneath her Ellis, H. B.
Redman, A. S.
the world. 1904.
j 49-1 feet, she clarifies, she simplifies.
Rich, M. VV.
Feruald, J. S.
There are conditions of life and social Fernald, James
Kelly, Myra.
Ritchie, Arthur
Richards, Walter
Little citizens: the humours of
complications in which the sage, the Flauders, P. P.
F.
A.
thinker
and
the
Russell, H. O.
are
alike
Follett,
unignorant
school life. 1904.
K 29-1
Russell, G. A.
Frost, John
able to see clearly.
Kerr, W. A.
Ryan, G. F.
To him who has preserved enough French, A. D.
Riding for ladies. 1891..
798. K honesty, nothing is more repugnant Frisbee, Thomas
H. E.
Smith, M. 15.
Lecky, William E. H.
than the careless irony of an acrobat Frohock,
Shepherd, F. VV.
The French Revolution: chapof tongue or pen, who tries to dupe Gilmore, A. G.
Southworth, P. B.
honest and ungenerous men.
ters from the author’s history
Gilchrest, G. A.
Southworth, R. D.
To better one’s life in the way of Gilmore, J. A.
Stantial, A. B.
of England during the eighL.
L.
Stevens, M. I.
Gentner,
one must set a watch on his
teenth century. 1904
944.4 L simplicity,
A.
F.
Swan, VV. 15.
Griffin,
life and his pen. Let the word be as
Greenlaw, P. C.
Mighels, Philip Verrill.
Smalley, II. II.
as the thought, as artless, as
genuine
F.
A.
Grey,
Bruvver Jim’s baby. 1905.
M 58 valid; think
justly, speak frankly.
Thurlow, II. M.
Pater, Walter Horatio.
And the very people who deceive oth- I laze] tine, C. B.
Thompson, Selwyn
ers with the most ability, are in turn Ilazeltine, C. P.
Appreciations: with an essay on.
Thompson, VV. P.
Ambrose
Loretto
to
deceived
when
need
count
Hayford,
Thompson,
1889..
they
upon
.. 824. P 2-3
style.
Townsend, W. C.
Hall, C. 15.
the sincerity of their neighbors.
Marius the Epicurean, hfk senJ. C.
VV.
IL
Townsend,
All religions have of necessity fixed Hall,
sations and ideas. 1902. 824. P 2-1
Tower, F. A.
and each has its inher- Havener, C. G.
characteristics,
The Renaissance: studies in art
llemenway, G. L.
ent qualities or defects.
Walton, Lucius
llersey, Philo.
and poetry. 1903. 824. P2-2
Away with counterfeiters, specula- Herrick, Orlando
Waterman, R.
R.
B.
Peery,
Walls, F. S.
tors, rotten financiers, for they bring Hills, Jason
Wadsworth, A. S.
under suspicion even the coin of the Hilton, E. 0.
The gist of Japan: the islands,
G.
0.
Wadlin, M. A.
Holmes,
realm.
their people and missions. 1899. T 52. P
Wells, G. G.
Be men; speak the speech of honor, Houston, N. F.
Richardson, Samuel.
Pr.
White, F. G.
an hour of plain dealing does more for Hopkins,
M. B.
Wight, J. P.
The letters of Sir Charles GrandHunt,
the salvation of the world than years
Wight, Wm.
ison, edited by G. Saintsbury.
of duplicity.
VV ilson, J. F.
Jackson, Isaac
1895. 2 V.
823.6 R
I am of opinion that one cannot say Jackson, John
Wilson, O. P.
Whittum, E. L.
too well what he has to say.
Jackson, J. I.
Rickert, Edith.
C. E.
Whitcomb, C. I.
The reaper. A novel of the ShetNothing so strong, nothing so per- Johnson, Fred
C. A.
A.
Wiley,
Johnson,
as simplicity.
suasive
land Islands. 1904.
R 42
J. W.
Woodbury, Israel
Be sincere, moderate, simple in the Jones,
E. 0.
Woodbury,
Sinclair, Upton.
expressions of your feelings and opin- Kelley, Beni.
Wood, F. C.
Manassas: a novel of the war.
in
in
and
public alike; Knight, J. W.
ions,
Woods, Win. M.
private
1904.
Si 6 never pass beyond bounds, give out Knowlton, F. B.
Woodard, L. P.
Smith, Alice Prescott.
and
within
what
is
you,
faithfully
Off the highway. A novel. 1904.
Sm 2-2 above all, watch!—that is the main
The Sunshine of Spring.
Wheeler, Marianna.
The Salve that cures without a scar is
thing.
We hold each other to a certain ex- DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Cuts, Burns,
The baby: its care and training
tent responsible for our deeds and ex- Boils, Bruises and Piles disappear before
1904. 649. W

THE SIMPLE LIFE.

Gross assets.§12.007,161 *56
26,4 28 07

fcentions.

dream

6.011 75
41,987 06

Deduct items not admitted...

It is said that walls have ears. They
have also voices, a mute eloquence.
Our home, our table, our dress,
should be the interpreters of our in-

as

544,783 10
791,276 0*
87,600 00
8,116,386 60
1,237,5* 5 70
1,147,828 59
34,722 82

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Hills receivable.
Interest and rents.
A11 other assets.

nothing.

without,

1904.

estate.§
Mortgage loans.

Heal

Admitted assets.

uST

At a Probate Court
for the County of Wain,
of Februar;,
b.

Ordered, That

a mao ridiculous—it makes him
offensive nuisance and makes him dangeroussick. It is pretty sure to bring on consumption, pneumonia, or at least a throat affection.
You cun not afford either, but you can afford the
cure for it.
It is Drv Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder.
It relieves a cold or cacarrh, or cures a headache
in lit minutes. Don’t hawk and spit and disgust
your friends, but cure yourself by the use of this

paint;
faculty of

1

praying

Catarrh makes

to

Belfast, witbin and
on the 14th day of

JOHN

ly

31,

at

H. NBALLEY, executor of the last will
of lfaria R. Manter. late of Winterport, in
laid County of Waldo, deceased, having presentid a petition
that the Judge of Probate
nay determine who are entitled to the balance of
laid estate now in his hands lor distribution,
their respective shares theiein and order the
lame distributed accordingly.

an

cenary spirit.
A man whose only motive for action
is his wages, does a bad piece of work;
what interests him is not the doing, it's
the gold. If it can retrench in pains
without lessening Iris gains, be assured
that he will do it.
How many hidden virtues may one
he knows how to
not discover—if
search—among people of a class he
often ridicules.
He who is nothing worth except on
hours of parade is worth less than

It must be

a

Luxury

ASSETS DEC.

Probate Court Held

the County of Waldo,
February, A. D. 1906.

OR A NECESSITY.

being happy; Whoever possesses it is
amused at slight cost.
The source of all abuses which center around money lies in lack of discrimination.
It is not gold that complicates, corrupts and debases life, it is our mer-

Poetry is

U a
for

Catarrh is not

Excess of all kinds has blurred our
senses and poisoned our faculty for

Bangor.’
Old
he didn’t last long
| arter Capt.an’Tom,
when he died Lizzie got
that,
all his money—Lizzir an’ John. Capt.
John, he don’t go any more. He don’t

have to. Owns four or five vessils now,
an’ runs a store, an’ now they’re goin’
to send him to the legislatur. 'F he’d
had a fast vessil that fall, he'd prob’ly
be goin' yit.”—Lawrence T. Smyth in

on a

reason

rattle.

at

fairly good vessel on certain points of
News.
sailing, was a lazy tub compared with Bangor
this or that schooner in which the reSMART OLD FOLKS.
spective scoffers had sailed in the sixties or seventies, or some time away Samuel Hatch, 90, aud Aunt Sally Snow
back They got to telling then of the
9‘-5, In Same Town.
flash packets of the old days, and the
South Thomaston is a town where
M. L. Crockett, the Mary A. Hyer, the folks
grow older just the same as they
Frank Herbert and others had all been do
elsewhere, but unlike most towns
cracked up for remarkable trips. It was her
aged residents have a faculty of restated, and it is a fact, that the M. L. taining the active spirits of youth long
Crockett had made the run from Boston after
they have passed the alloted
to the mouth of the Fenobscot river
span of life.
m 22 12 hours, and that the Mary A.
Samuel Hatch, who resides with his
Hyer had made a round trip between daughter, Mrs. Stewart Tripp, is strong
and
Boston, carrying hay up,
Bangor
of this statement.
He exinside of four days, while the Frank proof
his 90th birthday last year
Herbert bad beaten a steamboat from perienced
but has set a good example for the
Thatcher’s Island to .donhegan, sailing other
boys by manafacturing six cords
with the wind a truie aft the beam. No
of wood for the stove and placing two
one disputed any of the stories, but
cords of it under cover. This task has
each one tried to show where, every- been
accomplished since his last birththing considered, he had beaten all rec- day, and in addition Mr. Hatch has
ords between Bangor and Boston or
done the farm work while Mr. Tripp
some other port along the coast.
Then was
away from home.
the master of the Harriet Samantha,
“Aunt Sally” Snow, who will be 92
v lose name is Joshua (Irindle, having
old this month is another of the
titled iiis pipe to his liking, gave his years
town’s smart persons.
She goes out
a
red
whiskers
reflective
stroke
naming
doors every day, walking actively, and
or two and remarked:

a

A HEALTHY OLD AGE

large scale, but that is not a
for failing to do it at all.
Fidelity in small things is at the base
»f every great achievement.
Gather up the fragments that remain
to you, and keep them with scrupulous
In good time this little that is
care.
yours will be your consolation.
To despise the remnants is demoralization.
Hut however simple duty may be,
there is still need of strength to do it.
Has drunkenness, inventive as it is
of new drinks, found the means of
quenching thirst? Not at all. It might
rather be called the art of making
thirst inextinguishable.
How many men and women have
gone on and on, even to dishonesty, for
tiie sole reason that they had too many
needs and could not resign themselves
to simple living.
The more simply you live, the more
secure is your future; you are less at
the mercy of surprises.
In adversity you will not act like a
nursling deprived of its bottle and
good

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
said County,
newspaper published iu Belfast, in

that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14tli
any they
day of March next, and show cause, if
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
February, A. D. 1905.

Belfast, within and
the 14th day of

on

LINTON G. FERGUSON, son of Evelina C.
) Moody, late of Belfast, in said County of

Waldo, deceased, having presented

a

petition

praying that be may be appointed administrator
of the estate oi said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of March, A. D. 1905
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
•if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
and
At a Probate Court held at Belf ast, within
of
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day
February, A. D. 1906.
estate
the
of
administrator
R. DUNTON,
of George H. Rankin, late of Lincolnville, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at pubic or private sale ana convey certain real estate
of said deceased described iu said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tc
all persons interested *>y causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
for said
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
County, on the 14th day of March, A. D. 1J05,
H
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
of said petitionei
any they have, why the prayer
should not granted.
6
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
LtiA.. P. Hazeltike, Register.
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"k colt, foaled April
Viceroy by Mambrino
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tlie 2.15 list; dam
iiitasy, record, 2.00,
Alniont. This colt
-all tlic marks of a
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mlisbuient in this or
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A CARD.
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold.
We also guar <
antee a ”0-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. IIowes & Co.
W. 0. Foor & Son. ;
EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
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One of the public school men of Maine recently received a letter from a leading educator of Virginia, from which we make the

by Hermit,
;ii*- by Valley Chief.
noisome raey-look- following extract :
“In May we have arit of line conformaranged to have about one hundred of the
-cord is no measure
her mark as a four most prominent men in the State talk to
at of a 5-lieat race our people on improving
our
common
half mile track.
schools. From all indications, public eduMarch 25,
1, foaled
cation will be the chief issue in Virginia
son of Belmont,
i nit, 2.074, and I'aul
for the next few years.
Discussion has
yearling recoid. again entered into the life of the State.
a i'i the 2.30 list. The
Principles instead of prejudices and perma, record to high
Hal, Jr., sire of 10 in sonalities are to become the marrow of poflic sire of the dams litical
parties. All this means more than
I his colt is of a strong
you can imagine.”
V' best of feet and legs.
: passed and he should
It is gratifying to those of our citizens
II the three years old
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fall and has a two
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elist August in 2.234.
u ace J. Tibbetts.
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'■''orders. L. A. Soper of
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now when anything
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('k 'Hood kidneys
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Bitters does it.

who are interested in the welfare of the
public schools to know that duriug the past
year, unusual gains have been made in the
attendance of our schools.
The increase for the past year over the
This
preceding, aggregates 4,023 pupils.

showing is peculiarly stimulating to our
pride when we have to remember the small
increase in our population. It Is doubted
if any other State can make an equally
favorable showing.
The decrease in the number of persons
enumerated is accounted for by the fact
tliaj, Uie enumeration for the past year included persons between five and twentyone years of age, while for the previous
year it included those between four and

twenty-one years of age.
The decrease in the number enrolled is
due to the fact that in preceding years
many children between four and five years
of age have been allowed to attend school,
although not legally entitled to do so. Dur-

ing the past year this law has been enforced,
and hence, the change noted above.
These interesting figures furnish the encouraging assurance that our local superintendents are exerting themselves to improve
their schools; that teachers are becoming
more efficient; that parents have a lively interest in the education of their children and
that the children themselves are becoming
more ambitious to avail themselves of the
school privileges provided for them.
All Who Use Atomizers in treating
nasal catarrh will get the best results from
Ely’s Liquid Cream Balm. Price, including
spraying tube, 75 cts. Sold by druggists or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 warren St., N. Y.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 1900.
Messrs. Ely Bros.I sold two bottles of
Balm to a customer,
Cream
your Liquid
Wm. Lamberton, 1415 Deiacbaise St., New
Orleans; he has used the two bottles, giving
him wonderfuland most satisfactory results.
Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.
Deserved

Popularity.
and Liver troubles
by gently moving the bowels and acting as
a tonic to the liver, take Little Early Risers.
These Famous Little Pills are mild, pleasant and harmless, but effective and sure.
Their universal use for many years is a
strong guarantee of their popularity and
usefulness. Sold by R. H. Moody.
To cure

The maritime welfare of the Atlantic

No Trace of Disease Left.

the front as to !
The Once Blind, Speechless, Helpless Parai. Ma
Y mY class gentlemen’s j
horses there : lytic at Work Years After Marvelous Iteroad
,mil
t
!
horsemen of the State, i eovery.
ditions are such that ;
In the fall of 1901 the San Francisco Exj
and strong aminer published au interview between one
,, healthy
Y.ih-Ii endurance, Pos- of its representatives and John Hunter of
do not mature and Chico, California, a Civil war veteran,
an age as those
,ir 1 \
whose reported recovery from paralysis
Hi,- middle States, but
had created such a sensation as to lead that
a rule means early
paper to investigate the facts. The remarkin
one’s
liavable story told by Mr. Hunter, and confirmmtage
ed by Mayor Clare, llev. VV. G. White,
up and worthless at
mil it should then be
Cashier Carew and Postmaster Wilson, all
|
: .icing or service.
of Chico, was subsequently reprinted in
arms and the horse
practically every paper in the United States
have p irchased at
in substance, as follows:
blooded
best
stal;!i.*
“About four years ago I was suddenly
Hires obtainable, for
j
stricken with paralysis. I lost all sense of
poses, and we are feeling and all power of movement in my
out of the State to right side, from head to foot. I also partly
r colt, or to breed a
lost the power of speech. I soon became
million.
totally blind and was so perfectly helpless
mi
a
solid
foundaii
that for three years I was confined to my
of Maine, and I will
bed.
an not have to look to
“Doctors diagnosed my case as locomotor
blue-grass sections of ataxia and my family physician gave me
a and stamina as was
every care and attention possible, but ail
ago in the horse line;
his prescriptions during two years were
u
and horsemen, aud powerless to alleviate my sufferings or in
will he looking toward any way afford the slightest relief.
meets and rugged,
“After being virtually given up as a dead
lance at the prices
man by friends and physicians, and resignat auction sales at the
ing myself to my apparent fate, I determin,i den. New York city,
ed to try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
jt
p' 'hundred horses sold for People. 1 mentioned it to my doctor and he
$15,000 each, shows not only gave his consent to my trying Dr.
f
me is far away and that
W’illiams’ Pink Pills but strongly advised
r
ell readily aud at good my doing so.
“From a blind, helpless paralytic, unable
U ddo county, will be
to move and so broken down and hopeless
r
ison standing for serthat life was a burden, I can now walk, do
Joe iny odd jobs about the
.. 2 "5i, pacing.
1
place, go down town,
\
star Pointer, record ind—most wonderful of all—can see. And
ed a third heat of a [ owe it all to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.”
j
liolds the world’s
The facts in the case admitted of no
eats ever made in a
t
toubt and a singular triumph was added to
1 le is the sire of :he victories already won
;
by Dr. Williams’
s
mug star, 2.04m1, SidPink Pills. They had cured a disease which
aud
Pointer,
2.0$i
bad
never
before
j
yielded to medical skill.
!
\nutlier stallion that Their use in nervous disorders was greatly
un Kraden, record
ncreased in consequence. Relief soon beas sired by Grown
lan to be experienced by scores of extreme
a the 2.15 list. Tile
sufferers, ami as the months went by new
Kate Kraden, who names of paralytics cured by this
reined}',
he 2.15 list.
These were added to the list which began with the
: service at the Pearl
name of John Hunter.
: H ast, the season of
ave the pleasure of
because only time could settle it, was siminrintoiY \v ill find
ply: “Will these cures that are so astonishwill be ing, prove to be permanent?” Time suffi■uin, who
in stock whether
jieut to make an answer to that question
in nr not.
possibly has now' gone by and every sufferline horse stock er from partial
■:i
paralysis or locomotor
:st week owned by
itaxia will be overjoyed to learn that Mr.
vs is well known the
[
Hunter’s cure lasts and that he is even
Mil successful ship- more vigorous than when his
recovery was
i
being enthusiastic first reported.
!
i race some horses
In February, 11*04, more than three years
recreation and at
ifter he had regained his sight and the use
mud high class and
|
if his legs, and “could do any odd jobs
M I lean is the presiibout the place,” John Hunter wrote to the
ng l'ark AssociaHr. Williams Medicine Co. that he not only
ii, is the secretary,
retained the gain, but that he made proglie driving in races,
“1 now feel well in every way,” he
ress.
iteur rein small and
>aid, l have built seven large houses’ since
of
the
in
part
money
ast May and I consider your pills the sole
a part.
I will give ■ause of my good
health, for had it not been
Keans' speed pros- lor them 1 would not have been on earth tostock.
lay.”
l-years-old, sired
In November, 11*04, the same John Tinnof Annie Lee,
ier again wrote: “My general health is very
J 07, dam SpanI'M
food at present, better even than during
Medium, the sire die summer. I am able to work now every
'•
This gelding is lay, thanks to your medicine. To
you I
but not being in :iwe all my health.”
1 any last season.
In a letter received from Mr. Hunter on
:ug this spring and
die very day on which this goes to press is
lit of himself next
die following statement of his present conin line up for a heat.
dition :
nil u three years 2.28J,
“Four and a half years have elapsed since
0
"tier, about 10 hands my health was restored by Dr. Williams’
N: foaled May 29,
Fink Fills, and there never has been any
Kremlin, 2.07^, a son sign of a return of the dread disease from
Mmera, dam of Ka- which I suffered. I am now sixty-seven
ilevala, 2.144, trotting ; years old, and am able to do a good day’s
Kaplan, 2.24J, pac- work at my carpenter’s trade w ithout feeluing by Kentucky ing much fatigue at night. I can walk two
the list. This horse miles with perfect ease, and can read the
1 ace horse
this year, newspapers without glasses.
My confidence
1.1
v.
last fall will testi- in the medicine that has done so much for
.> tug qualities. If he me is unbounded.”
1 2.20 or better next
1
The claim of Dr. W illiams’ Fink Fills to
n '-taken.
be the greatest of all nerve remedies rests
a 1 tui.t, sired by Beron facts such as the above.
The test of
nf Wilton, 2.194, Hie time has
E,t,
proved the thoroughness of their
better than 2.15, by work.
of
locomotor ataxia
Every victim
lam, the dam of Audo- should begin the use of these pills at once
1
al K. Sheldon, 2 04f, in a spirit of hopefulness. Sufferers from
Mi- sire of 21 in the 2.15
any form of nervous trouble, neuralgia, sci1
bred cult or a more atica, prostration or partial paralysis, will
never foaled, and if
find Dr. Williams' Fink Fills a wonderful
in I look for a brilremedy. They are sold b> all druggists.
"ungster both in the
to

..

Danger of Long Tow* and Derelict*.

OBITUARY.

Only Increases the Wonder of This

Constipation

Too late to cure a cold after consumption
has fastened its deadly grip on the lungs.
Take Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup while
yet there is time.

.»

?te jr-css

to the students of the Maine
Centra
Institute, the members of the Universalist
church, to which she belonged, and all
others who in any way had an
opportunity
of knowing her well.
Miss Stevens was
born in Jackson Nov. 7, 1884. She
lived in
that town during childhood and then
moved
to Unity.
When she came to Maine Central Institute, she was fortunate
in going to
live with Mrs. Maria Niekles on
Park
street.
There she worked her board, as
she was compelled to pay her own
way
through school, her father having died
many years before.
Mrs. Niekles soon
learned to Ibve her as a daughter, and
they
enjoyed together four very pleasant years.
Mrs. Niekles’ tribute to her today was “I
never knew such a lovely girl.” Miss
Stevens desired to fit herself for
teaching and
studied the Normal course at M. C. 1., graduating in 1904. She was a leader in her
school and class, an editor of the school
paper, and historian of the class of ’04. In
her junior year she won the Manson
prize
with a remarkable essay. Her teachers at
the Institute speak of her as a remarkably
bright, earnest, charming Christian girl
After graduating she taught in Harmony,
and this winter was teachiug in the Crawford district, when she was taken sick
Sunday, Jan. 29th. The disease was the
dreaded pneumonia, and after about a
week’s sickness she died Feb. 7th, at l
o’clock. Her sister, Gertrude Karam, attended her carefully and was with her at
the last. Miss Stevens’ mother, Mrs. Weed
of Unity, arrived too late to see her alive.
The funeral will be held at the Universalist church Friday morning at 11 o’clock.
The writer never had the privilege of ktiowng Miss Stevens, but from every one, relasorrow

seagoing and coast commerce is particularly affected by two bills now before
Congress, and if the interests especially

! concerned will unite at once in an earnI est support of the measures the relief
! sought cannot be refused. The first of
j these is intended to correct the criminal
! disregard of life and property manifested by the towing trusts; the second' is
framed to provide for the removal of
derelicts and obstructions that imperil
the navigation of our littoral and of the
harassed transatlantic and West Indian
lanes.
The dangers inherent in long tows off
our seabord, where at times the distance between tug and stern barge

readies a mile, is paralleled only by the
impudence with which these same owning or chartering companies carry
equally long tows into our interior
waterways and harbors.
The delay to perishable cargoes, mail
transportation and the menace to river
and ferry traffic are apparently nothing
to these invaders of public utilities.
They have hitherto‘been able, so they
boast, to exert an irresistible influence upon Congress, and they are
still sure that their political control is
unimpaired. But it is evident from the

I

/

I

Chicago, every day, March i to May 15, 1905,10 San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and
many other points in
California.
Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars.
Rate for double
berth, Chicago to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento
and many other points in California, $7.
Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the
From

bills introduced that Mr. Burton and
the Committee on Rivers and Harbors
take another view of this question.
No less important is the necessity of
Senator Frye’s bill clearing the coast
channels and the sea highways of
derelicts aud wrecks. The difficulty of
tives, neighbors, classmates, schoolmates, reaching international agreement on
teachers, pastor and fellow church mem- any general policing that will sweep
bers, he has heard only words of highest the main travelled roads is recognized;
sulogy. To all, the passing of so sweet a but after all the surest
way out of the
life has seemed most sad.—Pittsfield Addilemma is for some one to take the
vertiser.
initiative. Let us "be the first. Congress
William F. Longfellow, a well-known may do two things. As the readiest aid
to
the injured let it insist that the
resident of East Somerville, died Feb. 7tli
rfter an illness of over a year, at his resi- executive power to
employ government
ienee, 44 Pearl street, of heart trouble, vessels in the work be exercised, and
leaving a widow and two daughters, Au- then let it authorize the construction
gusta and Florence Longfellow. Mr. Long- of a
special ship and provide the
fellow was born in Palermo, Me., March 23,
1833, and moved his family from Palermo to additional appropriation for its effecAuburn street, Charlestown, in 1808, having tive controi by the navy.—New York
bought out a teaming stand in Ilaymarket

square, Boston. He continued in the tracing business in Boston until ill health causid him to retire. In 1889 he bought the
Watson property at 44 Pearl street, add
noved his family from Charlestown to
Somerville. He was a charter member of
Winter-hill lodge, Knights of Honor, a
nember of the Somerville Sons of Maine
hub, and a member of the First Universaist church, of Somerville. He was one of
hose companionable men w-lio always reain a friendship when once made, and he
iiad a wide circle of friends. Funeral services were held at his late home. Rev. II.
D. Maxwell conducted the services. The
body was taken to Palermo, Me., for burial.
-Somerville, Mass., Journal.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
AND

Union Pacific-Southern Pacific Line
if you are thinking of such
it at leaSt expense.
Handsome book

of California

descriptive

sent

1

to make

opportunity

for six cents’ postage.
W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
381 Broadway,

or,

CHICAGO.

Welchville. June 2. 1903.
Dear Sir?:—
Our three children had what we called tcorm fits. We began t" give them
"L. F." Bitter?, and they have not had
one since.
This was three years, ago,
and 1 have them on hand all the time
and give them to the children.
Yours truly,
W. A. PRATT.
Box 42, Welchville. Me.

NEW YORK CITY.

Name___

;

Complete

information will be

sent

this coupon with blank lines filled.
be mailed to-day.

\

free

receipt of
Coupon should
on

Street Address_

city-_StateProbable Destination_

The Truo “L. F." Atwood’s Bitters,
household remedy for young
33 cents a bottle at all stores.

a

or

old,
UNITED STATES BRANCH

Norwich

Notice of Foreclosure.

ter.

the

Union Fire Insurance
NORWICH, ENGLAND.

Society,

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
Mortgage loans.$ 40,000 f0
Stocks ami bonds
2,106,794 75
Cash in office and bank.
347,482 06
242,339 27
Agents’ balances

Whereas, Stephen J. Coffin, Sarah H. Coffin,
Lizzie Ella, wife of Edmond Dyer, died at
J., ami U. G. Coffin, all of Thornthe residence of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Arey wife ofinStephen
the county 01 Waldo, in the State of
dike,
rf Bucksport Center, February 4th, aged 31 Maine,
their
by
mortgage deed dated Dec. 3, A.
fears. Mrs. Dyer leaves besides her hus- D. 1889, and recorded in the Waldo county Regisband, a daughter, seven years old, and her try of Deeds, Book 222, Page 230, conveyed to me
mother, Mrs. Ayey, who at present is an the undersigned a ceitain parcel of land situated
invalid. Mrs. Dyer had devoted the past in Thorndike, it being the north half of lot jno.
bounded as follows, viz: on
few years earing for her mother, giving up 52 in said town andNo.
the north by lot
70. on the west by lot
her tine home in Boston, where her hus- No.
53, on the east by lot No. 51, on the south by
band is employed as engineer of a steam a line running from the east to the west line
yacht. It is a sad blow to the husband and of said lot No. 52 dividing said lot in two equal
family and the sympathy of their many parts by the acre and containing fifty acres,
more or less, reserving an easement for all land
friends goes out to them.
that is taken for public use ; also another piece
of or parcel of land situated In the above named
CAPT. STANLEY AMSBURY.
town and bounded as follows, to wit: It being

...

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

23.757 63
76 97

6ross assets.$2,760,450 68
Deduct items not admitted.
8,060 81
Admitted assets. $2,752,389 87
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 178,243 69
Unearned premiums. 1,649,524 27
All other liabilities
29,623 04
894,96S 87
Surplus over all liabilities..
Total

th half of lot No. 55 and beginning at the
northeasterly corner of said lot No. 55; thence
Captain Stanley Amsbury of
southerly on the west line of said lot seventywas born Aug. 12, 1808, and died at Shangand one-half rods; thence easterly a
seven
hai, China, Jan. 22, 1903, at the age of 36 course as to strike the east line of said lot in the
center; thence northerly on the east line of said
lot No. 55 to the north line of said lot to the
years.
lie was the son of Captain and Mrs. J. A. place of beginning, containing fifty acres, more
or less, reserving an easement of all land that is
of
now
of
formerly
Amsbury,
Rockport,
taken for public use, it beinu the same land conRedlands, California. He has one sister, veyed to us
by Edgar M. Wing by his deed dated
and his father is now on bis way to Aus- Dee. 3, A. D. 1889, and whereas, the conditions of
tralia. Aug. 2,1S92, he was happily wedded j said mortgage are broken, now theretore, by
to Miss Frances C. Brastow, daughter of I reason of the breach of the conditions thereof, 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Rev. and Mrs. T. E. Brastow ot
When quite a young man he became his A.Dated at Thorndike the 6th day of February,
1). 1905.
father’s hist mate in the ship William IE
3W6
<>. J. FAR'WELL.
not

liabilities and surplus.$2,752,389 87

^ORLD’S

GENERAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
OF PHILADELPHIA.

and

■

$ 4,0o0 oo
Stocks and Bonds
239,803.75
Cash in Office and Banks.
8,157.67
Agenls’ Balances. 13,252.08
Interest and Kents.
3,064 65

terse

DOUBLEDAY,

m

PAOE & COMPANY

N. B.—ANDREW CARNEGIE uni
“I ihlsk THE WORLD'S WORK
rioirkible.”

Admitted Assets...$263,345.93
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 17.311.75
Unearned Premiums.
51,413.72
All otlu r Liabilities
39,049.83
100,00000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 55,570.63
Total

■

pictures
articles.

New

Gross Assets.$268,278.15
Deduct items not admitted.
4,932.22

3w7

|j|f

■ through buonderful

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
Mortgage Loans.

Rockport.

WORkV

■
The magazine Iwhich tells
buorld
the
of the progress of

3w7

Rockport

Many and so efficient a seaman did lie prove
himself tube that he was made captain of
the bark Adolph Obrig, in which lie made
several successful voyages to and from the
far east.
In 1899 be encountered in the China sea a
most terrilic typhoon in which his ship lost
her rudder and left him helpless in the
hands of wind and waves. Two of his men
lie and his
were swept overboard and lost.
men expected every moment to lose both
ship ami life. When the storm abated the
captain proceeded to rig a jury rudder to
bring the ship to port. The task was as
difficult as it was dangerous. For hours lie
hung suspended over the stern of the ship
rigging a jury rudder, while the seas broke
But by persistent
over him continually.
courage and skilful endeavors lie performand
difficult
task
liis
ed
brought his ship
safe to Hung Kong. The foreign papers, as
well as the New York papers declared his
feat one of tile most heroic and masterful
pieces of seamanship ever known. Hut the
fearful nervous strains produced by those
terrific days of anxiety and sufferings in
the China sea left sad results. Ever after
tins he was not the same man. His natural
buoyancy of spirits and mind passed into
periods of deep despondency. His bright
and witty remarks grew less frequent and
the good conversationalist often fell into a
moody silence. His friends, as they look
hack lo the last summer, can clearly see the
change now, which they then dimly felt.
Yet no one suspected the anguish of mind
he endured in silence. Ah me, how little
we know the burdens many of even our
dearest hear!
When lie reached New York after his
last voyage lie sold out his interest in the
Adolph Obrig, and was appointed master
of one of file best steel ships of the.standar i
oil Co., with a large increase of salary and
a
fine outlook for the future. He was
greatly pleased with his future prospects.
Dec. 5th lie left home for New York and
ordered to go to Hongkong to take
was
command of tile Acme. When he reached
San Francisco he got a telegram from the
company saying that in case the Acme was
ready to sail in December tire captain of the
steel ship Atlas (sister ship to the Acme)
would take command of her and lie was to
proceed to Shanghai and take command of
When he reached Yokohama he
the Atlas.
found his orders to go to Shanghai and take
command of the Atlas, the Acme having
sailed, w hich lie did. Hut during his voyage
from San Francisco to Shanghai his letters
show that he was suffering under a great
nervous mental strain and despondency of
mind, which he said he could not account
for and he felt bewildered and unutterably
sad. His mental equilibrium was gone, and
when he reached Shanghai life apparently
became more than he could bear. Did not
the Father’s heart go out to him then in
infinite pity even as the hearts of his many
friends have gone forth since? It certainly
did.
lie was a member of one of the Baptist
churches in San Francisco. He joined the
Masonic order at Kockport last year and
had been accepted to join the Keystone
Chapter, R. A. M., in Camden.
Captain Amsbury was a young man of rare
intelligence and abilities. His appointment to command one of the largest steel
ships of the Standard Oil Co. speaks highly
of their confidence in his seamanship and
his moral integrity as a man.
But his
bosom friends knew him best and loved
him best. He was popular with all, but all
his friends loved him for his own sake. He
was an upright, clean, square, high principled young man, true as steel, big-hearted,
affectionate, trusty, kind and loyal to his
friends and he could not deliberately
In many a heart
wrong even an enemy.
in Camden and Roekport Capt. Stanley
Amsbury has a warm and tender nook,
and his memory will be sacredly held by
them. No particulars as yet have been received.—L. D. Evaus, iu the Camden Herald.

this is your

trip,

a

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
1245 Railway Exchange,

No Worms Since
Vsinjj This Remedy

Mrs. Lucy Lombard Fessenden, widow of
lion. Daniel Webster Fessenden, for many
fears a prominent resident of Portland, and
sou of the late Hon. William Pitt Fesseuien, United States Senator from Maine,
lied Feb. 9th in Washington, D. C. Mrs.
Fessenden was born 75 years ago and was a
laughter of Hon. Asaph R. Nichols, the
list secretary of the State of Maine. She
was a resident of Portland for many years,
luring nearly all of which Mr. Fessenden
died public positions. After the death of
Mr. Fessenden she moved from Portland,
ind for some time previous to her death
was in very poor health.
She was attended
luring her longsickuess by her only daugh-

I

Liabilities and Surplus....-$263,345.93
WM. N- COLBURN, Agent.
Brooks, Waldo County, Maine.

CASUALTY COMPANY OF

AMERICA

31. 1904.
>
Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office ami bank.
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
All other assets
ASSETS DEC.

United

1

States

!

j

Branch,

ASSETS,
*

Sun

Insurance

Office of
LONDON, ENGLAND.

i

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
'over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief im•mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

31, 1904.

Estate.$ 261,000,00
50,000.00
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
2,279,307.75
266,246.74
Cash in Office and Bank...
Real

js

ELY

DEC.

On ami after Oct.

310,303 99

Agents’Balances

28,590.58

Interest and Rents.

BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

Gross

Assets.$3,195,449.06

Admitted

10, 1904, trains connecting

at Burnham and Waterville with through train
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland an

Assets.^$3,195,449.06

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 190L
Net Unpaid Losses ..$ 192,478.05
U nearned Premiums
1,906,602.03
All other Liabilities.
11,785.01
1,084,583.97
Surplus over all Liabilities
..

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$3,195,449.06
MESSRS. J. PATTEE & SON. Agents,
3\v7
Belfast, Waldo County, Maine.

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM

AM
....

Brooks. 7
Knox .t7
Thorndike. 8
8
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8
Benton. 9

Bangor...11

42
64
00
10
36
62
02
30

A

DEC.

Stocks and bonds.— 3.849,061 75
Cash in office and bank
345,776 02
523,666 12
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
55,396 46
All other assets
7,215 05
..

..

Gross assets.$6
Deduct items not admitted.

HOOD RUBBERS

550,172 39
11,935 00.

assets.$6,538,237 39
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses. $ 306,643 69
Unearned premiums. 4,713,329 83
500,coo 00
Cash capital..
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,018,263 87
Admitted

Ejjjjjjji
!

«j|

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

•.

/F you G4/V/VOT C£r TU£S£ BUB-

0£fiSf/tOAfyOU/?0£jt££0-HWr£US
THE HOME INSURANCE

COMPANY,

The

ASSETS PEC 31, 1904.
Real estate
....$ 1,693,892
81,700
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds.
16,600,210
Cash in offic- and bank
1,042.689
..

Agents’ balances..
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.

06
00
00
43
1,096,8(2 41
277 13
1,708 60

Cash in office and bank...

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

LIABILITIES DEC.
...

....

49
00
00
81
00
23

..

Total liabilities and surplus. $650,176 54
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents,
Belfast, Waldo Co., Maine.

Nuggets

FOR SALE

Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specifloifor Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
J

Brings

Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 35 cents a box.
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wip.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H.

MOODY.

42,105 87
71,567 87
4,145 80
3,662 05

3w7

HOLLISTER’S

Rocky
A

4 45

—

3 08

6 3(

6 36
906

1 Of
6B'
7 2(

PM

Portland. ...12 16
400
Boston
noston, JED..
w D. 4 06

j

Af

The desiiable property of the late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten r*'oms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to gel a
home right in the heart of the
Apply to
F. S. HOL ES,
52
Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.

city.

|

Admitted

Boston
Boston,

fEw
j

D..

AM

7 40

15
19
36
(X)
05

surp’us.§1.232,099

75

..

Total liabilities and

FRED ATWOOD. Agent.
3w7
Winterport, Maine.
Steam Boiler Insurance at d Inspection.

SURETY BONDS.
He

sure

P 1-

Portland..

1C 45

Waterville.

7 15
7 15

9 52

Benton. t7 21

t9f7
110 0(5
10 20
10 65
1020
til 35
12 12
tl2 30
112 45
1 05

7 00

1 (6

A M

Bangor

—

If
1 35

4

p

Clinton

t7 30
8 50
Burnham, depart.
9 08
Unity.
Thorndike.
9 17
Knox. 19 25
9 40
Brooks.
Waldo. t» 50
City Point. 110 00
10 05
Belfast, arrive

you have these in the Best
Here is its Statement.

y

14 21?
4 35
4 5<
6 06
BjlF
15 24
5 4<
15 5(
16 01
(5 06

FIDELITY & DEPOSIT CO. of

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold a
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West aud Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georg*
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothbv. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Gross Assets

§5,837,070.27

Admitted Assets.

§5,837,670.27

LIABILITIES I)i:c. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses .§ 207,574.94
Unearned Premiums...
70s 626.18
Cash Capital. 2,000.000.00
Surplus and all Liabilities .2,923,469.15

Total Liabilities and

27

Total amount

paid patrons since orincurred
ganization for loss s
through dslonesty, etc, of fiduciaries, employes, rt •.§3,555.339.40
Total Surplus and Undivided Profits. 2,923,469.15
(This is the loss paying power of the Company,
without impairing the capital stock ot $2,000,No other company in the world is

strong).

M. F.

3w6

BRITISH

DIVISION.

Surplus.§5,837,670

K KM A K KS.

000.00.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO,

Maryland

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1904.
Real Estate.§ 735,0*X) no
Stocks ami Bonds...
4.479.5•<)00
Cash in Office end 4nnk
2*.‘4.5-.*4 02
Agents’ lialam-es.
88,040.25

tFlag station.

BANUOR

Company

A *

#«*
83(

D.

75

assets..§1,232,099
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.
81,110
§
Unearned premiums.
409,262
All other lialiilities.
76,234
Cash capital.
500,000
165,493
Surplus over all liabilities.
LIABILITIES DEC.

TO BELFAST.

so

BARTLETT, General Agent,
Waterville, Maine.

AMERICA

ASSURANCE CO.

TORONTO.

ICE EMBARGO IN PENOBSCOT BAY.

ASSETS DEC.

31, 1904.

Stocks and bonds.§1,230,627
Cash In office and bank.
828,221
127,213
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
10 308
...

Admitted assets.$650,176 54
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,236 24
Unearned premiums.
209,329 16
All other liabilities. 30,170 94
Cash capital.. 200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 201,440 20

Total liabilities and surplus
$19,4:7,329 63
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
3w7
Searsport, Maine.

Mountain Tea

P

32
13 2*
t3 4:
4 (f
14 2f
4 4/
6 20
5 6.'
f6 If
t« 2f

Gross assets.
$652,231 59
Deduct items not admitted.
2,055 05

$19,417,329 63

31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses
976,171
.$
Unearned premiums
7,210,666
76.000
Reserve for taxes.
All other liabilities.
779,270
Cash capital.
3.000,000
7,376,821
Surplus over all'liabilities

St., New York City.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
Stocks and bonds. $530,750 00

Gross assets.$19,417,329 63
Admitted assets...

Metropolitan Plate Glass and Casualty
Insurance Company of New York.
47 Cedar

26
30
40
62
04
10
18
40

..

Total liabilities and surplus. $6,538,237 39
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
3w7
Winterport, Maine.

SEW YORK.

PM

1
tl
tl
1
*2
2
2
2

M

Waterville. 9 08

PR.

31, 1904.
Real estate .$ 442.900 00
Mortgage loans. 1,254,156 99
Collateral loans.
72,000 00
ASSETS

Gross assets.§1,251.517 61
Deduct items not admitted.*
19,417 86

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.t7 20
Waldo.t7 30

FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA

s.'h '.194 SO
130,773 98
63
6,187 50
178,907 80

..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

...

56
91
73
70

§1,460,972 90
22,362 15

Admitted assets—.

§1,428,610 75
31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses... §
94.727 76
Unearned premiums.
933.762 33
Surplus over all liabilities.
400,120 66
LIABILITIES

Steamers temporarily withdrawn from route.
Service will be resumed immediately as soon as
Ice conditions will permit.

POTE. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and (Jen’l Manager, Boston.

FEED W.

Total liabilities and

DEC.

$1,428 610 75
surplus
QUIM BY, Agents,
Rellast, Maine.
...

Messrs. FIELD &
3w7

EDWARD

BARRETT,
EVE SPECIALIST,

FOR RENT.
J The northerly
situated at the
streets

on

half of the Ham-Conjlon house,
junction of High and church

For terms apply
Northport
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
avenue.

Belfast,September 13, 1904.—37tf
___

-_

»

Will be in

our city 2 weeks with a full and comHigh Grade Glasses at very low
l)rt
p him a card. Call c«t 31 Pearl St. to
prices.
get prices that will surprise you. A perfect fit
guaranteed. Thanking you for past favors. 2w7

plete line of

County
SEARSPORT

EAST PALERMO.
F. A. Bradstreet recently bought nine
tons of hay of W. F. Morse of North Paler
mo. The bay was cut on the Lawrence
farm_Lewis Day of Washington visited
friends here for a few days last week
Mrs. P. F. Bradstreet is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Light of Washington, fora few days....A. A. Jones has
gone into the veal business. He has shipped many oalves to Boston of late..--W.
Tibbetts went to South China recently on
business and was obliged to stay over owing
to the storm_It is reported that H. B.
Leaman thinks of building a new store and
going into trade at this place... Bert E.
Cunningham visited relatives and friends
in North Washington Sunday.P. F.
Bradstreet is once more able to be out of
doors after his late sickness— Many wells
in this vicinity are dry or nearly so, and
some of the farmers are having difficulty in
getting water for their stock.

Con respondence.

LOCALS.

Mrs. B. F. Colcord entertained the Ladies’
Guild Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Amos Nichols entertained the Five
Hundred Club Friday evening.
Mrs. Emma I). Colcord entertained the
Five Hundred Club Monday evening.
Mrs. David Nickels left by train Wednesw here she visits her sister.

day for Portland

Rev. Wm. Vaughan of East Belfast occupied the Congregational pulpit last Sunday
morning.
C. E. Adams and J. W. Black were in
Augusta Tuesday in behalf of the Belfast

Hospital.
Mariner’s Lodge, F. & A. M., worked the
third degree on two candidates last Tues-

day evening.
Kev. and Mrs. K. A. Myers of Thorndike
the guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Mosman.

were
A. L.

Sell. Georgie Gilkey, Capt. W. R. Gilkey,
arrived at Brunswick, Ga., Thursday, Feb.
15th, from Mayaguez, Porto Rico.

Capt. A. N. Blanchard expects to leave
to take command of Stinr. Banes, a

soon

fruiter of the Jamaica Line.

CENTRE LINCOLN VILLE.

..

TROY.

Monday, Feb. 13th, occurred the death of
Isaac Elliot, an aged and respected citizen
of Troy. The remains were taken to Montville for interment Thursday....Mr. B. F.
Harding, formerly of this town, now of Billerica, Mass., was hastily summoned last
week to the bedside of his father, who is
dangerously ill in Detroit....Mr. and Mrs.
Mclntire of Plymouth came through the
drifts to attend the funeral of Mrs. Mary
Morse, which occurred at Chester Hillman’s
last week-The Sunshine society will
meet with Mrs. T. W. Hawes, March 1st....
Miss Annie Cook has employment in Unity.
Miss Erdene Pierce is teaching in Clierryfield-The High school, taught by F. W.
liisbee, closes next week
In the drifting
storm last Friday, Miss Azulia
Myrick
drove alone to Freedom after her sister.
Miss Auvena Myrick, a teacher in the Academy there, who is having a vacation of ten

SOUTH PALERMO.

Mr. Frank .Jordan ami Miss Edna Davis
united in marriage Feb. 14, by L. A.
Bowler, Esq_Mrs. Ella Fawlowsky of
Somerville, Mass., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Eliza Nelson, who is still in very poor
Mildred Ayer and friend Gladys
health
Kimball, from Liberty, are passing a few
Mrs. Maria Maiden’s-Lester
at
days
Nelson and Edna Osgood, who have been
detained at home on account of bad roads,
returned to Freedom Academy, Wednesday.
Mrs. Abbie Lamson, Mrs. Netta Nelson
and daughter Mabel were the guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Hannah
Abbie Arnold, last week
Merrifield has been quite sick with the prevailing distemper-The principal business
the past two weeks has been road breaking.
The mails have been very irregular and
some of the daily papers have been delayed
several days_Dr. Delaney has had to
make strenuous efforts to visit his path ts
the past week, on account of the huge drifts.
_Mrs.
Mary Bachelder is again quite
smart and is visiting friends.
were

—

Another club book has goneastray. Will
any one finding “Katherine Frensham”
return to it Mrs. E. D. Colcord?

Miss May Urquehart, the nurse who
attended Mrs. Whitcomb during her recent
illness, left ay train on Friday for Boston.
Mrs. Fred Smith and Mrs. Jas. B. Parse
will entertain at the social rooms of the

Cong'l

society

this, Thursday, evening.

Admission 10 cents.

Ship Paul Revere, Capt. A. T. Whittier,
from New Castle, New South Wales, for
Manila put into Brisbane, Feb. 14th, leaking
and will be surveyed.
Miss Inez Dolliver left by train on Monday last and after a short visit in New York

her work with one of the ieading milliners in Brockton, Mass.
w

ill

resume

Capt. Geo. A. Carver, and Capt. Pliineas
Pendleton were passengers on the stmr.
Pathfinder, Capt. Janies B. Parse, which
sailed from New York, Feb. 17th, for Porto
Rico.
&
The souvenir post-cards
Clement
Adams are exhibiting picture Penobscot
'05.
the
winters
of
190.V04
and
Bay during
Our summer friends will find it difficult to
recognize the familiar landmarks.
S. baneton's milk team ngurea in a
runaway last Friday. The horse reached
home doing very little damage, which was
indeed fortunate as our drivers find it next
to impossible to pass teams in the deep
drifts.

...

days.

...

SF.AHSMONT.

Mrs. A. B. Ripley
Mass., last week on
her daughter, Mrs.
Holmes received a

called to Westboro,
account of the illness of
Boynton.Mr. II. E.
telegram last Friday
night announcing the death of his niece,
Mrs. George A. Bailey, at a hospital in Ne\s
York where she had gone for treatment_
J. L. Bean has repaired and put machinery
into what is known as the old carding mill
for the purpose of doing wood work. He
has employed Mr. dames Googins, who is a
first class workman
Notwithstanding the
intensely cold weather and huge snow drifts
at
met
the
home of W. G. Wood
fifty persons
last Thursday evening. All report a very
pleasant social. Cake and hot coffee were
served. The next social meets with Mrs. V.
A. Simmons this, Thursday, evening. ...The
remains of Mr. Alexander Woodman were
taken to North Searsmont last
Friday for
burial in the family lot. Mr. Woodman
had many warm friends in this place who
sympathize with the bereaved family.
was

—

MONROE.

—

a popular speaker, has accepted an invitation to deliver the Memorial address in
ltrooks, May 30th. lie will also preach the
Memorial sermon at the village church in
Measles are
Monroe, Sunday, May 28th
quite prevalent in town, especially among
Linda A.
students—Miss
school
the High
Vassalboro,
Chase has returned from
where she has been teaching—Mr. HerMr. and
bert Cooper is in New York
Mrs. F. L. Palmer made a trip to Lewiston
last week.... Mrs. Franklin Chase has been
very sick with neuralgia of the heart....
The young ladies of Monroe will give an
inauguration ball at the town hall Friday
The W. C. T. U. held
evening, March fid
their quarterly meeting at the home of Mrs.
Evie Twombly Feb. 17tli. A basket lunch
was brought and a very enjoyable time was
spent_Miss Ann Webber of Belfast is
with her cousin, Mrs. Horace Webber, who
is in poor health...-Mr. and Mrs. Allie Perkins held their wedding reception at their
home Monday evening, Feb. 20th.
—

—

CAMDEN.

An accident Feb. 17th caine near proviug
fatal. The upper floor of the building of
the 11. P. Ordway Plaster Co. caved in and
several of the girls were pinned in one corner of the buildiug.
About one-third of
the floor gave away and struck in such a
manner that it was
found necessary to
make a hole in the fallen floor through
which to get the young ladies out. Miss
Georgia llohlin was badly hurt, the floor
striking her on the back. She was taken at
once to her home and a physician summonFREEDOM.
ed. Her injuries are internal and it is fearThe concert given by the Glee Clubs of
ed they are serious. Miss Jessie Barrett of
Camden and Miss Bertha Shibies of Rock- Freedom Academy last Friday evening was
a great success, in spite of the stormy evenport were injured, but not seriously. The
1). P. Ordway Plaster Co. employs about I ing, and the weather cleared so they could
home by moonlight at twelve o’clock,
100 girls and it seems miraculous that there
were not more injured.
The floor that cav- j 'ollowing is the program:
PART FIRST.
ed in was heavily loaded with prizes given
away by this company and floor and con- Piano Duet, “Poet and Peasant,”
Misses Stephenson and Dodge
tents came crashing down without warning. I
Boys’ Glee Club
Work was continued in the afternoon and " ’Tis Mom,”
Mr. Banton
the repairs on the building will begin at Solo.
‘Mice at Play,”
Miss Bryant
once...... It looks as though there w ill be a Heading,
Miss Stephenson
Piano Solo, “Gipsy Hondo,”
Catholic church in Camden by another sum- Violin So'u. “Traumerei.”
Miss Williams
mer. A lot has been bargained for on Union
“When tluldy Speets Her Beau,”
Air.
Banton
and Quartette
street, near F. L. Gilkey’s house.
The sale !
has not been made yet, but w ill probably be
Girls’Glee Club
put through in a few days. The church will
PART SECOND.
then be built immediately. The matter is
Piano Duet. “Flower Song,”
in charge of the Rockland Catholics,
repreMisses Stephenson and Dodge
sented by Father Phelan of that place.
Mr. Lmscott
Solo.
“Davy ,lones,“
Heading, “The Convict’s Xmas,” .Miss Bryant
he
Kv*
“1
Mr. Hydei
Solo.
Gnu,”
ning
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Male Quartette
“A Footlight Fancy.”
Elmer Greeley Eames, son of Fred and Violin Solo,
Miss W illiams
“Might Song,”
Boys' Glee Club
Abbie Eames of this place died F’eb. n of “.My l.ady Hottentot,”
“Freedom Laudamus,”
Glee t mbs and Mr. Banton, Violm
consumption, aged Hi years. He leaves, besides his father and mother, a brother and
C. B. Sampson in returning from a busiasister. The funeral was at his home Mon- ness trip to Bath and Portland was stormin Thorndike Saturday night, Mr.
stayed
day afternoon with prayer by Rev. A. A. Knowlton, the mail carrier, being unable to
.Smith of Belfast. .Sympathy is extended to make his return trip to Freedom on account
the bereaved family_Mrs. ('. Ada Colson oi tlm storm. Hut they shoveled the roads
of Guilford, .Me., has been visiting her so they were passable Sunday noon_Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Partridge. Guy Twombly of Monroe is visiting her
Her sister, Mrs. Maud Robbins, returned parents and sister for a few weeks
Miss
with her to Guilford.... Mr. Edwin Jacobs Edith Williams, preceptress of Freedom
hauled wood last week for the railroad men Academy, will spend her vacation here, as
at Cape Jellison....F. Percy
Partridge had will also"her brother Thomas, because Philhis foot injured last Saturday by a log lips Williams has diphtheria and their home
on
it
at
rolling
Boyd’s mill....Earl Stanley is quarantined... Bert McDonald is at home
Mr. Frank
Partridge is taking orders for garden and from l’ittslield for a few days
flower seeds and Medbury Staples is getting 1. Hanscoui, who arrived front Bangor Frifor
a
subscriptions
story paper... Thomas day night, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Powers lias secured employment at Cape 11. Mutch Saturday and Sunday, returning
Jellison on the wharf... Mr. James Cun- to Bangor Monday morning.. .Mr. and Mrs.
ningham has had a good position with the G. E. Bryant arrived home Thursday night
railroad surveying crew for some time_ from Billerica, Mass—Miss Azuba Myrick
Mrs. Frank Gould, Mr. and Mrs. Fred of Troy was the guest of Mrs. Bryant FriLane and others have been ill with the grip. day, Saturday and Sunday, going home
Monday.Miss Auvena Myrick, the comLIBERTY.
mercial teacher in Freedom Academy, went
The members of G. II. Bradstreet Post, to Bangor Monday.. Miss Katherine Sumpson goes to Bath this week.. .David TwitchG. A. R., have secured the services of
ell, the meat man, returned Monday from
Frank W. Gowen of Waterville to deliver Montville, where he had been since last
the Memorial address at this place May 10, Wednesday_ Daniel Wentworth of Pittslield was in town Monday selling stock
1905.
Four members of this post have passfood.Miss Flora E. Cunningham died
ed on to the eternal camping ground within about 7 o’clock Monday night, Feb. 20lh.
the past year. By death and other causes
our ranks
have been thinned from 140
members in 188.1 to 16 at the present time
Mrs. Samuel Hollins, who met w ith a seriand yet we close up as the dying fall, and
Our last regular meeting was ous accident several days ago by slipping on
press on.
one of
the most enjoyable we have the kitchen lioor and dislocating her shoulheld for a long time. All will be much
is slowly improving at this writing.
pained to learn of the death of Comrade der,
Alexander Woodman, which occurred in The Herald Square Stock Co., who played a
Auburn Friday, Feb. 10th. Comrade Wood- return engagement here last week, went to
man was chaplain of this post for more
for a week’s engagethan ten years, lie went to Auburn to live Skowhegan Monday
about ten years ago. At that time he severed ment, after which they will play in Salem,
his connection with this post to become a Me..--The Unity Telephone Co. changed
member of Burnside Post at Auburn, where
the central office recently from Dr. J. E.
be has been an active member. None knew
him but to love him, none uanied him but Cook’s to Rodney C. Whitaker’s residence
to praise.
His old comrades of E. II. Brad- on Main street. Mrs. Cook was an efficient
street Post will remember him as a loving
aud no doubt her successor will
husband, kind father, good soldier, true operator
friend, honest man and worthy comrade. prove to be the same—Although many
among the lumberMay his sleep in the quiet city of the dead, accidents have occurred
men in this section this winter but one has
be the rest of him, who:
fatal. A Mr. Richards of Clinton,
proved
ausrameu ana sootnea
who has been employed by Edgar Marr for
liy an unfaltering trust, approached thy sometime, was cutting some large trees in
grave
the woods near here when a pine limb :t
Like one that wraps the drapery of his
inches in diameter came down aud struck
couch
him on the head, crushing him to the ground.
About him, and lies down to pleasant
Medical aid was at once procured, after
dreams.
which he was taken to his home, where be
ilied the following night from his injuries.
1SLESISORO.
He had a wife and six small children and
The public schools closed Feb. Kith. much sympathy is felt for his family. Mr.
a kind-hearted aud sympathetic
Two of the teachers, Mr. Robert Ileminway Marr being
man hired his crew to cut and manufacture
left Monday to take up his studies at Hates quite a quantity of stove wood,which he haulCollege, and Miss Edna .Sawyer left the ed at once to the needy ones....Mr. Gannett
was thrown from his pung recently and dragsame day for her home in Yarmouth... Mr.
ged several rods before stopping his horse.
Herman Coombs of Belfast, teacher of the He was quite badly hurt, but at this writing
Dark Harbor school, is at home on a vaca- is very much better. His little baby, who has
tion and will begin again about the first of been very ill, is also better-Mrs. George
March. ..The pupils of the different schools, Whitten, a dressmaker in town, is rushed
chiefly the schools taught by Miss Sawyer with work most of the time. Those securand Miss Williams, gave an entertainment, ing her services are fortunate.Misses
the second one, in the town hall for the Minnie Lambert and Grace Bartlett have
benefit of the High school; the funds to be secured positions in hospitals where they
There
used for buying maps, books of refer- will learn the methods of nursing
ference, etc—The funeral of Mrs. Phileua is a great deal of sickness in town at presFletcher took place Friday forenoon at 10 ent. Mr. Hannibal Grant and son George
o’clock and was largely attended. The ser- are slowly recovering. Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Pearl Reyvices were held in the East Side school- Nutt are rapidly improving.
house, which is near her residence. Rev. nolds’ little son Wallace is a great deal betGeorge E. Tufts officiated. The deceased ter. Mrs. Ann Rollins is very feeble. Mrs.
Fred Whitten remains about the same—
was the youngest and last survivor of a
large family of twelve children. Her age Mrs. Matt. Pentletonand youngest daughter
went to Portland last week to visit her siswas 78 years and 10 months. She was a
sister of the late Capt. Mark Pendleton, the ter_Miss Margaret, daughter of Dr. and
E. M. Soule, a bright little one of 4
Mrs.
and
builder—Mr.
owner
prominent ship
Fields S. Pendleton of New York recently years, met with a thrilling experience a
made a short visit to his parents, Capt. and short time ago while out riding with uncle
Mrs F. C. Pendleton. He left for home on George, as she calls him. Mr. W. called at
the 20th.. .Quite a number of our people of Leforest Webb’s and took the little girl inlate have been driving every day to Belfast to the house and went out with the meu for
on the ice.
The distance on the ice is about a short stay when suddenly she darted out,
six miles and about two miles to Northport.
?ot into the jumper, took up the reins, gave
the horse, which needed exercise, two or
The relatives and friends of William
Randlett are pleased to hear such favorable three strokes with the whip, and the reader
reports from him. A few years ago he had san imagine the rest. After a great struga severe attack of appendicitis, which has
gle the animal was caught, and little Marever since caused him much trouble and sufgaret was found in the bottom of the jumpfering. Recently he went to Belfast, where er clinging to the rigging, fortunately unharmed. Mr. Webb was bruised and badly
heunwent an operation by Dr. E. A. Wilshaken up and the harness broken, but forson and has entirely recovered, never in
his life feeling better.
tunately no other damage was done.
—

E. X. Lane of Waltham, Mass., was in
town last week. Mr. Lane was here in the
interests of his organ manufactory.
He
hopes to interest the committee of the
Cong'l Society and has left with C.E. Adams
pictures of the latest models in church
organs.
Our boys have formed an Athletic Associand have secured the hall in the
Goodell block for their gym. The boys deserve great credit as they have had no assistance and we must confess but little encouragement. It is time Searsport took up
physical training and equipped a first class
g\ m nasi urn.
ation

Arrived in Searsport Harbor on the night
of Thursday Feb. lb, the steam lighter Reliance from Portland, consigned to the Seaport Railroad Co. On the following day she
discharged part of a cargo of hard pine
lumber for said company and about 3 P. M.
she steamed out of the harbor and was soon
lost to view.
The valentine social at the M. E. vestry
the 14th w as a great success. The room
was artistically decorated in red, with an
abundance of hearts suspended in every
The entertainment was
available spot.
admirably rendered and the novelties introduced w ere a compliment to the ingenius
hostesses, Misses Ethel 1 lodge and Emma
llichhoru.

on

'1 he small towns in Maine are finding
tl..»t failing to be under hydrant protection
is
niMd^red M the insurance companies
their opportunity, and the rates charged
here now almost prohibit insurance of any
but first class property. The recent drouths
we havo had for the past two or three years
:> a !• minder especial!} to towns situated
as advantageously as Searsport, that it is
much cheaper to secure water from some
one of the numerous elevated sources surrounding us, where not only the best of
water maj be obtained but can be supplied
by gravity, thereby so cheapening its introduction that we may not only have the
health and luxury of a beautiful supply of
good water but the lowering of insurance
rates by hydrant protection that will almost
pay our rates bill. Then, the first question
asked by summer visitors is, “What have
you for a water supply?” With our railroad coming we all hope and expect that
man} others in addition to those who have
been making their summer homes here will
be attracted to out shores, and we must be
in a position to answer promptly, “We have
not only the best water but an ample supply, not only for ourselves and summer visitors but for any industry that may decide
to locate among us.
And the elevated
source from which we procure our supply
insures them the best ot protection against
fire.”
Under the caption “A Credit to lloineupathy,” the North American Journal of
Homeopathy for January last publishes a
very appreciative notice of the rise to fame
and seientilic attainments of Dr. \V. 11.
Waters, whom we have known for years as
a “Searsport boy” and who while still quite
has reached international
a young man,
recognition. Since liis graduation Dr. Watrisen
to an established place
er^ has quickly
in the realm of anatomical, analytical and
geneial pathological service, and by his discover} of a new method of preserving and
mounting anatomical and pathological specimens he has made a most important contribution to medical science, since the method
insures permanency of appearance to the
specimens, and makes them available, as
the article says, “to instructors and students
in the study not only of pathological hut of
historical tissues.” The method makes it
possible to have these specimens always
at hand, whereas formerly “fresh pathological specimens were a matter of chance
and all preserved specimens rapidly lost
their characteristic color and outline.” Dr.
Waters’ method is that of an immersion in
a specially prepared gelatine mixture, the
whole being covered with glass, and preserves the appearance and coloring in a way
A collection of
“hitherto unattainable.”
Dr. Waters’ mounts, 300 in number, was on
exhibition at the I’alace of Education and
.Social Economy at St. Louis and was considered the finest in the exposition, carrying off the gold medal in competition with
medical schools of all nations. The collection is now on exhibition in Portland, Oreit may he said further that, in appregon.
ciation of his work, the Massachusetts
llomu-opathic Medical Society has voted to
Dr. Waters a silver medal to be specially
prepared for presentation on account of
original work done by him. Two collections
of Dr. Waters’ specimens have been presented to English medical societies with
highly commendatory recognition. It will
be remembered that Dr. Waters studied
abroad after leaving McGill University,
Montreal, and was assistant instructor in
pathology during that time at Birmingham
University, England, where he did critical
analytical study of the germ of the Bubonic
plague. Dr. Waters’ friends in Searsport
are glad to know of his success and to congratulate him.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Capt. T. D. Nickerson of Swanville is
lumbering on the Runuells lot this winter.
All. Cunningham and wife went to Orono
last week to attend the funeral of his
brother.

Many of the teams and men of this place
are working for Black & Partridge getting

spars for the B. & A. R. R.

Onr school, taught by Miss Winnifred
Mathews, closed last Saturday after a very
The closing exercises
sueces'u’ term.
were very fine.

fo

j
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Capt. Melvin E. Colcord left last week for
New York, called there by the arrival of
his vessel in a disabled condition.
The
weather of the past two months has been
very hard indeed for sailing ships making
North Atlantic passages.Capt. Charles
C. Park has been confined to the house for
a week with an extremely lame back. At this
writing, although suffering less, he is unable, to be out of doors
Miss Emma llichborn has placed a telephone in her mother’s
Mr. Hamlin, Miss Elva Ranresidence
dell and Miss Harriet IJ. Hichborn visited
the High school in Prospect, last Thursday;
and all speak in terms of highest commendation of the efficiency of the teacher, Miss
Maiden-Mr. Frank Jackson has withdrawn from the employ of Heal& Wood of
Belfast, and purchased a heavy team, preparatory to do all kinds of hauling for the
lailroad managers—Miss Anna L. Wildes
lias been the guest of Miss Emma Hichborn
for several days—The Reliance forced |
her way through the ice into our harbor I
last Friday ; and has since made one or two
trips to Castine. Everybody is hoping the
mild weather of today (Tuesday) may continue, until the embargo imposed by King
Boreas has been removed from our waters!
The railroad matters are the absorbing
business topic still in town, and likely to
increase, as opening spring permits greater
activity in the line of track and dock buildThe location of
the “Y,” for
ing.
the Cape branch of the _N. M. S. railroad,
is not definitely settled at present; but
the latest survey places it due east from
Hie so-caneu tv imam Kerry place, in the
Denslow pasture.
That brings the proposed track crossings of Mill and School
streets just south of the former Kerry
house and a little north of the C. s. Keudefl
house, respectively. In crossing Maple
street, the survey cuts across a corner of
Mr. Levi Griffin’s new cellar, dug last summer, preparatory to the erection of a residence the coming summer. Something of a
disappointment to our genial neighbor, wl.o
undoubtedly realizes the force of the old
adage, “No rose without a thorn.”_Chief
Engineer Kurpee has hired Coleord hall to
use for office purposes during the year, and
Capt. Horace Staples already has leased his
old Griffin house, so-called, to be used for
lodging the laborers who are to build the
roadbed in this vicinity. Applications for
rent and sale of houses are frequent, and
several frames are being prepared for new
buildings to be put up and finished for occupancy, as speedily as possible after the
frost is out of the ground. The crew at
Cape Jellison is pushing work as rapidly as
ice and weather will allow. The pessimistic are beginning to see the sunshine of
certa nty rise above their clouds of doubt
and dispell their belief in the failure of the
I K. & A. plans for genuine
improvement in
I our town
The Current Events Club will
entertained Wednesday afternoon, March
! 1st, by Mrs. Ralph Morse—Late
Friday
; afternoon our village was shocked by the
announcement of the sudden decease of
one of our older and highly respected
citizens, Mr.
Henry
.Staples, at his
home on Maple street. Without a struggle
j or
apparent change, his head fellas he sat
in the presence of his daughter and a neighbur; and, as be had always wished to go, he
crossed “Over the Rivei” into the rea.m of
I joyous
reunion, to meet the idolized wife,
who had preceeded him but a few months.
None can realize that the cheerful smile,
witty salutation, cordial liand-clasp and
sympathetic greeting of this always pleasant neighbor, are forever withdrawn from
earth! His youthful buoyancy of spirit and
determination to look on the bright side of
every trial, kept him always young and
rendered him a welcome companion among
young and old alike. Mr. S. was born February to, 18:30, one of the large family of
Alexander and Mary E. Staples, only three
of whom, Mrs. Deliah Griffin and Mr. Alexander Staples, of our town, and (’apt, Crawi ford Staples of Farinindale, N. Y., survive
! him. In June 1862 be married Miranda
Griffin ; and, to this ideal union, five beloved
children were given. One died in infancy,
the remaining four, Mrs. Everett s. Grant
of Mount Vernon, N. Y., Mr. Willard G.
Staples of Newburyport, Mass., Mr. Ralph
S. Staples of Westboro, Mass, and Mrs.
Elvin F. Staples of our village, were together in paying the last sad tributes to the
memory of a devoted, unselfish father, to
whom all were most deeply attached. The
funeral took place Tuesday afternoon at his
, late home, Rev. A. A. Smith officiating in
his heartfelt and sympathetic manner to
the consolation of all mourning friends.
The beautiful sunshine of his burial day
seemed like his whole life, an inspiration to
cheerful thankfulness for every day blessings. His quaint sayings and genial manner
will long keep his memory green, in this his
native town, where he for
many years
carried on an extensive ship building and
mercantile business, from both, of which,
he retired sevei al years ago. The sympathy
of all acquaintances goes out to all his children in their bereavement, especially to the
younger daughter, Mrs. E. F. Stap.es, who
has never left the paternal roof, feeling it
her privilege to minister to the wants of her
cherished parents on their journey adown
the western slope, as her husband’s business location permitted her to remain with
them.
—

—
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Holly Bean.

We understand that H. M. liean lias chalany three year old trotter or pacer
now owned in the State to compete with his
pacing colt Elmont, some day during the
East Knox Fair at the Camden Trotting
Park next fall, for $200 to $f00a side. The
offer is to be accepted and $100 to be deposited on or before July 1. This ought to stir
up the owners of three year olds in the State
and bring about a pretty race.—Camden
Herald.
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Mrs. Ileuson Hall, who has been in Bosfor several weeks, called there by the
sickness and death of her sister, Mrs. Traftou, has returned home—Mr. F. M. Russ
made a visit to friends in Rockland last
week, and while there bought a nice
large work horse....Miss Edua Miller has
gone to Camden, where she has employment
at .1. A.Brewster’s shirt factory.
Leander
Morrill is at home from Boston on a short
visit....Mr. and Mrs. George Mahoney are
receiving congratulations on the arrival of
a little son.

ton

New York, I eb. 13. Ar, seh. Gladys, Fernandina; 14, ar, seh. Thelma, Brunswick; 17, ar, sell.
Celia F., Virginia; 18, ar, sells. Inez N. Carver,
Brunswick; William Bisbee, Virginia; 19, ar, sell
Star of the Sea, Brunswick.
City Island, N. Y., Feb. 17. Sch. Ada Ames,
before reported anchored, was towed to safe
anchorage in this harbor by U. S. revenue cutter

J.

Gresham.

Boston, Feb. 15. Ar, sells. Frank Barnet, Bruns- j
wick; Nathaniel T. Palmer, Norfolk; Katherine |
1). Perry,do; 16, sld from Nantasket Roads, seh. j
Theoline for Fernandina; 2. ar, sells. Percy, Newport News; Miles M. Merry, do; Jacob »«. HasKell, do; General E. S Gree'ey, do; Helen W.
Martin, >orf«lk; Mary E. H. (i. Dow, do.
Vineyard Haven, Mass Feb.20. Ar, sch J. C.
Straw bridge, ( harleston for Weymouth, Mass.;
sld, sells. Perry Setzer, from Newport News for
Portland; Young Brothers from St. Simons, Ga.,
for do; Ellen Golden from Port Liberty lor Portland ; John J. Perry, from South Amboy for Rock-

FRANKLIN

HARR|J
"

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST'.
97

hgih Street,

over

Poor’s Drug Store.

Johnson hi,,, ^ ^

I

I
I

land

Cape Henry, Feb. 17. Passed in, sch. Harry T.
Hayward. Port Tampa for Baltimore.
Portland, Feb. 19. sld, sch. Eliz.; J. Pendleton,
Georgetown, S. C.; 21, ar, sch. Young Brothers,
St. Simons, Ga.
Rockland, Me., Feb 14. Sld, sch. Millville,
Smith (lrom Salem), High Island and Philadelphia.
Savannah, Feb. 13. Sld, bark Auburndale, Boston; 15. sld, sells. Jose Olaverri, Hewitt, New
York; Horace A. Stone, Trask, Brunswick (in
tow of t-ug W. F\ McCaulley); 19, ar, sch. Lizzie
B. Willey, New Ha^n.
( harleston, 8. C., F'eb. 14. Sld, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Weymouth; Humarock, Philadelphia.
Brunswick. Ga., F'eb. 15. Ar, sclrs. Georgia
Gilkey, Gilkey. Mayagucz; Henry B. Fiske, Cummings, Boston; 1G, ar, sch. Horace A. Stone, Savannah; 18, cld. sch. Gov. Ames, New York,
F'ernandina, Fla., Feb. 1G. Ar, sch. S. G. Haskell, Haskell, New York,
^

I

FOREIGN PORTS
Port Spain, F’eb. 3. Ar, sell. Brina P. Pendleton, Ponce for New York: 8, in port, sch. C. P.
Dixon, Barbados (arrived Jan. 28) for New York.
Santos, Jan. G. Sld. bark Matanzas, Savannah.
St. John, N. B., F'eb. 16. Cld, seh. Lucia Porter, Stamford, Conn.
Buenos Ayres, F'eb. 11.
Ar, bark Freeman,
Boston, 57 days.
Brisbane, Feb. 13. Ar, ship Paul Revere, Newcastle, N. S., for Manila; put in leaking.
( ape Town, F'eb. 12. Sld, ship Gov. Robie, New
York.
Cardenas, F'eb. 11 In port, sch. Nimbus, Stahl,
for Matanzas and l’hiladelpnia.
Bathurst. R. G., Jan. 20. Sld, sch. Levi S. Andrews, Thompson, Cana belle.
Kingston, Ja., F'eb. 6. Ar, sch. Harold C. Beech
er, Pascagoula.

w
!

The distrust of the public is one of the greatest difficulties with »\ ii:.
contend, and we can hardly wonder at it when we think of the inui;n.«
the past few years been practiced upon them by traveling quacks a;
only endeavor to prove by honest and fair dealing that our busino
ar<» entitled to the same respect and confidence that is enjoyed
business.
Yours respectfully,
J. FRANKLIN H Al. HI
graduate of South Bend College of Optics, Indiana. 15 years exp*-:
connection.
Open every evening. Telephone

1

SANDY POINT.
“Mr. Frank Erskine went to Belfast last
Bark
Boston
(Jan. week to work on steamer Golden Rod, after
Penobscot,
Spoken.
10), for Buenos Ayres, Jan. 20; N lat 33, VV.
a few days at home with
his family
Ion. 45.
Beaufort, X. C., Feb. 16. About 25,000 Mr. and Mrs. Austin French arrived home
feet of lumber, in bad condition, drifted
Monday after a months visit in Washingashore at Cape Lookout from wrecked sch.
ton, 1). C., New York, Boston and Portland.
Sarah I). J. Rawson.
Mr. George Perkins, who lives in VanShip Paul Revere, Whittier, Newcastle,
X. S. \V., for Manila, before reported arrivWE SHALL
couver, British Columbia, is here visiting
ed at Brisbane leaking, will have a second
his mother. He has not been here for eigh10.000 Paper Napsurvey after lightering.
Sch. Eliza J. Pendleton sailed from Port- teen years and finds his friends, especially
2.000
land, Feb. 19, for Georgetown, South Caro- the younger ones, much changed
Henry
1.000
lina, where she will go to take on a cargo of Clifford is
i
at the
the
schoo
attending
High
lumber for delivery at a port of discharge
All Better Grader
in
this
district
last
north of Cape Ilatteras.
village—School
began
Sell. Charles L. Davenport, 1032 tons, 14 week after three weeks vacation
There 2 dozen Shelf Pa
years old, was recently sold by the Wash- are several cases o 1 German measles in this I
piece Crape She
burn Brothers of Thomaston, to Captain
Thompson of Mattawun, X. J., on private vicinity—We wish many of our summer I Roil of Crepe P
terms and her name changed to Asbury
visitors could sea our village in its winter I Roll of Crepe P
Fountain. She has been docked at Xew
it is something our city friends can
I dozen Small Dm
York and classed in Record A1 for six years scenery ;
not realize— We received papers last week
from February, 1004.
I dozen Large Dm
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 15. Capt. Charles from friends in Palm Beach, Florida, and
3 Rolls Toilet Par
Anderson and crew of sell. Sarah 1). J. Raw- wish to extend thanks for same.
son, which was wrecked on Cape Lookout
6 Souvenir Post:
Shoals on the 0th inst., were brought here
Dennison's Lunm
BORN.
to-day on revenue cutter Seminole and will
I Tabie Cloth '2 \
take passage by Clyde line to New York.
Arnold. In Belfast, February 15, to Mr. and
High Island, Me., Feb. 18. The schooner
Millville of Camden, while loading granite Mrs. William 11. Arnold, a son.
Anderson. In Camden, February 13, to Mr.
for Philadelphia, sank at her wharf to-day,
We sell THE IDEA.
Mrs. L. L. Anderson, a daughter.
through her seams opening by reason of the and
Atherton. In Kluehill, February 12, to Mr.
of
the
She
will
ready for eheavy ice.
probably and Mrs. Harry Atherton, a daughter.
pressure
be floated after her cargo has been removed.
ask to see i;
Beal. In Penobscot, February 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred S. Beal, a daughter.
$1.80 and
HU
Brown. In Bel fast, February 16, to Mr. and
Mrs Bichard Brown, a son
wl
Holt. In Clinton, February 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
bags tankage on lire, on the passage from Carl
Holt, a son.
New York for Mobile, to-day contracted I
Hoi.'. In Canaan, February 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
with tug Nimrod of Pensacola to tow the Alfred Holt, a daughter.
schooner to destination. The tug will re- I
Mubch. In Camden, February 10, to Mr. and
ceive about 82(H) per day under terms of Mrs. Lawrence Murch, a daughter.
Smith.
In Vinaihaven, February 8, to Mr.
of
1'art
the
schooner’s
agreement.
cargo
Mrs. C. K. Smith, a daughter.
was jettisoned outside of Nassau, and that
W. H. R.'l HARDS
Tolman. In Rockville, February *2, to Mr. and
portion found to be undamaged will be Mrs. George Tolman. a son.
taken to its destination.
Weed. In North Deer Isle, February 1*2, to
46 Man S’ree'
Purchased the Hart. Dunn & Klliot Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weed, a daughter
Co. and J. A. Creighton & Co. have purWeymouth. In Burnham, February 13, to Mr.
chased the two-masted schooner Merrill C. and Mrs. Edmond H. Weymouth, a daughter.
White. In Sunlypoint, February 16, to Mr.
Hart of George A. Gilchrest of Belfast. The
Hart was built in Bristol in 1888 and is and .virs. D. E. W hite, a daughter.
182 net tons. She hails from tit. George.
The vessel is now in Belfast and will be
MARRIED.
hauled out on the railway and a few needed
repairs made. As soon as the Georges river
Clark-Felkkk. In Monroe, February 18,
opens she will be brought to this port and Mr.
Ralph Clark and Miss Dora H. Felker, both
Jlda
b 1 placed in the coasting trade, running be- of Monroe.
here
and
New
tween
York. The Hart will
Esterbrook-Robinson. In Manchester, N. I
The Committehe commanded by ('apt. Frank Robinson of II.. George O. Esterbrook of Manchester and hearing
in its
St George.—Thomaston Herald.
Saidee V. Robinson, formerly of Rockland.
gusta, Tuesday, f
IIahn-Finn. In Warren, February 11, FredSen. Rodney Parker.
\V. S. White
No. 135. «*n ;n
and C. K. Bicknellof Rockland have bought erick Ellis Halm and Ethel Gay Finn. b«<th of association for
i game preserves
the schooner Rodney Parker sold at auction Warren.
In Camden February
Thorndike Stetson.
the towns of 1
by ins’, ructions from the federal court at 4, George A. Thorndike and Clara Stetson.:
water, light and
Portland Feb. 14th. Their bid was $2,775.
Dr.
Ernest
Wheeler-Haynes. In Augusta,
tain dams, res.
The vessel’s value before the wreck was H. Wheeler of Rockland and Miss Hope Haynes and sell real esta*
of
about $18,000. The Parker was wrecked at
Augusta.
| The Committ*-I hearing in its r.,
Simontou’s Gove, South Portland two weeks
D1EI>.
Thursday t
ago, and since pulled otf and taken out on
jI gusta,
No. 163. On an
the marine railway there, where her hull
private and spot,
will be repaired. She will then be brought
Ayer. In Bangor. February 21, Joseph B.
court of t:
to Rockland for other repairs.
There were Ayer, a native of Freedom, aged nearly 88 years, policeorder of t liBy
Bailey. In New York, February 18, Sarah II.,
many present at the marshal’s sale, includnt?
i in:;
ing parties from St John, New York, Ban- widow of George A. Bailey, aged 28 years, 3
months and 2 days.
gor, Belfast, Bath and Thomaston. The deBrown. In Bangor, February 5, Augustus M.
FISHRKH
sirability of the schooner brought out a Brown,
aged 90 yeais, 10 months and 9 days.
The Committ*
large number of bidders. The Rodney ParBacon. In Bangor, February 15, Rebecca G
will give a puldi
ker is of 440 gross tons burden, 180 feet widow of John A. Bacon, aged 83 years.
1
House, in Align.In Washington, I). C., Miss Alice
Condon.
long, 33 feet broad and 10 feet deep and is a
p. m., on petit i -.
three-masted schooner. She was built in Cordon, sister of J. S. Condon of Orland.
Fuller
and 56 •*>!
Garter. In Rockland, February 15, Mary S.,
1874 in Mystic, Conn., and the home port
law prohibiting
wife of Augustus Carter, aged 45 years.
was Marblehead, Mass.
streams
ami Un
In Canaan, Mrs. Betsey Colcord,
Colcord.
to Unity pond
aged 84 years.
The
Commit
Mrs.
Julia
in
to
California
The Overland Limited
Grosby.
Troy, February 8,
will give a pub!
Crosby.
House in Align t
In Rockland, February 14,
leaves Union Passenger Station, Chicago,
Drink water.
on an act pi"
Susan Kelloch (Boyd), wife "f .lames Drinkwa8:05 p. m. daily, arrives San Francisco the
in lik- s
and
15
perch
7
months
87
ter.
days.
years,
aged
third day in time for a dinner. Route—
Eaiues. In North Stockton, February 13. Elmer
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Greeley,
son of Fred and Abbie Fames, aged 20 j
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific Line.
A
WESTERN
years.
All ticket Agents sell via this route. Ask
Frost. In Pittsfield, February 16, Miss Clara
1
J
OltON
Id,
them to do so.
la
about
Frost, aged
years.
I krn ald. In Wiiiterport, February 14. An
Handsome book, descriptive of California,
!
ami
iu
mouths.
asski
83
drew
Fernald.
aged
years
sent for six cents postage. F. A. Miller,
Harrison. In Belfast, February 18, Charles
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, or W.
R. H^rrison, aged 54 years, 8 months and 8days. ; Mortgage lo:n
b->i
S. Howell, 381 Broadway, New York.
Hopkins. In Camden, February 13, Captain j Stocks and
Cash in otlieo
Edward Hopkins.
1
•
balam
Agents’
Moses
3.
In
Johnson.
Libertyville, February
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
M. Johnson, aged 81 years.
j Bills rcceivahl*
Mrs. M. A.
In
Judkins
9,
Sunset,
February
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Cross asset>.
Judkins, aged 72 years.
Deduct items m-i
Prices Paid Producer.
Jacks on.
In Union, February 12, Abigail R.,
Produce Market.
82
years.
to.llay p ton,
0.00412.00 widow ot Phiueas Jackson, aged
Annies p bu.,
Admitted .asset*
Kaikr. In Bangor. Febmary 21, Kmily B.,
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p lb,
widow of Joseph H. Kaler oi leltast, ag»d 72
LIAUIUTII.s.
2.00.Lamb p lb,
a
Beans, pea,
years.
Lamb
2.70
Skins,
50475
Net unpaid loss*
Yel’eyes,
Kemp. In Camden, February 11, Frank Kemp,
6a9
20422 Mutton p lb,
Blitter p lb,
Unearned
prenu m
aged 48 years, U months ami 16 days.
40
048 Oats p bin, 32 lb,
Beef, sides, P lb,
Deposit capital
Loveland. In Cainden, February 13, Harry,
5 Potatoes p bu.,
35440 son
over all
Beet fore quarters,
Surplus
of Mr. and Mrs. Eben Loveland, aged 15
WKmad Hog,
6
Bailey pbm,
years and 22 days.
7.00
13* Straw p ton,
Cheese p tb,
Total liabilities am
Mille k. In East Orland, February 9, Mrs.
lS Turkey P lb,
•25428
Chicken p tb,
FIELD* V* OD'
ernina Thompson Miller, aged 24 years, 4 months
244 T and
Calf Skins, per lb. lOglliTallow p lb,
25 days.
9
14415 Veal p lb,
Duck ptb,
In Troy, February 11, Mary, widow
Morse.
23
28
!
Wool,unwashed,
KmjsPdoz.,
Morse.
(3 Wood, hard,
4.O0®4.5t of the late Linens
Fowl p tb,
Poole. In Cainden, February 9, Mrs. Martha
3.00
16 Wood, soft,
Geese p lb,
We most sine**rei>
Poole, aged 77 years, 7 months and 14 days.
Rowe. In Kumford Falls, January *29, William
particularly the !tin
Retail Market.
Retail l’rice.
Alfred Rowe, aged 42 years. 8 months and 4 days.
sympathy during
Mrs.
Shales. In Belfast, Febiuary 16,
Emily our loved one.
9041.00
Beef, corned, p lb, 8®10 Lime p bbl.,
M Its. l-1
6 mouths.
and
86
Shales,
aged
years
Oat
Meal
20
p lb,
44.5
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
1
M ISS M v
Smith. In Bucksport, February 14, Reuben
4
62 Onions p lb,
Corn pbu.,
Smith, aged 57 years.
Cracked Corn, p bu, 62 Oil,Kerosene,gal.,14415
Feb
Iii
Deer
t>,
South
Isle,
ruary
Sylvester.
*
62 Pollock
'b,
Corn Meal, p bu.,
5454
Miss Grace B. Sylvester, aged 19 years, 7 months
10
Cheese, p tb,
16417 Pork p ib.
and 3 days.
1.13
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.45 Plaster p bbl.,
Taylor. In Uuity, February 5, Charles Tay3
Codfish dry, p lb,
54* Rye Meal p lb,
L. STAPLES 'Vi11
lor, aged 78 \ ears.
1.25
Cranberries, p qt., 8410 Shorts p cwt.,
to the citizens >
Thurston. In West Appleton, February —,
7*
Clover Seed,
13414 Sugar p lb,
will a. rive from tl"-t
68 j ears.
Milton
Thurston,
aged
40
Flour, pbbl., 6.75a7.50Salt,T. I.,pbu.,
reopen his harness
Wotton. In Pleasantville, February lO,Chas.
6
H. G. Seed P bu.,
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
to meet all his old in
10 Wheat Meal.
344 F. Wotton, aged about 68 years.
Lard, p lb,
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
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KIDNEY DISEASES ARE TOO DANGEROUS TO BE NEGLECTEDThe great danger of kidney troubles is that
they get a linn hold on the sufferer before he
recognizes them. Health is gradually undermined. Then in quick succsession follow backache, headache, nervousness, lameness and soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes
and

Bright’s

disease.

Don't neglect your kidneys.
Assist them in times of need with
certain

a

safe and

remedy—Doan’s Kidney Pills.

Cures iu Belfast prove the value of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Read this Belfast case:
Kaiph D. Shiite, farmer, living two and a half
miles out on Searsport avenue, near Belfast, Me
aays: “Since 1 first recommended Doan’s Kidney
Pills through the Belfast papers, some six year
ago, I have often advised friends to use this rem-

edy,

and know of many

cases

in

which it has

effected permanent and lasting cures. My own experience 1 have previously described. I had an
attack of kidney complaint whteh laid me up for
several weeks, and when all other remedies had
failed I got Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wilson’s
drug store, and five boxes completely cured me.
I can only add to the statement I made six years
ago, the fact that my cure has been lasting and
permanent.”
For sale by all dealers. Price SO cents. Fostersole agents for the
Mllburn Go., Buffalo, N. X
United States.
Remember tlie name—Doan’s—and take no
other.
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